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RÉSUMÉ 

Un modèle numérique complexe moyenné sur la profondeur est développé pour simuler 

l’hydrodynamique et le transfert de chaleur dans les canaux végétalisés, avec une capacité de 

simuler les ruptures de barrage et les phénomènes d'inondation. Le modèle est capable de simuler 

les deux types d’écoulements, laminaires et turbulents, il peut prendre en compte les effets des 

écoulements  secondaires. Il  utilise les derniers développements  de  la science  des milieux 

poreux, afin de simuler l'écoulement dans les zones végétalisées et il est possible d'effectuer des 

simulations dimensionnelles ou adimensionnelles. Ce modèle moyenné sur la profondeur est 

capable de commencer une nouvelle simulation ou de reprendre une autre. Il utilise de 

nombreuses techniques innovantes pour minimiser automatiquement le temps de calcul pour des 

problèmes ayant un grand nombre de mailles de calcul. Il utilise beaucoup de techniques 

novatrices pour augmenter la précision des solutions, il offre un choix varié de conditions aux 

limites, il peut effectuer une solution du 2nd ordre et il supporte plusieurs techniques pour 

contrôler les erreurs résiduelles. 

Comme première étape, le code numérique à deux dimensions est développé pour simuler 

l’écoulement et le transfert de chaleur. Les équations de transport sont résolues avec une méthode 

de collocation par volumes finis non structurés. Des données numériques et expérimentales sont 

utiliseés pour valider le code pour différentes conditions d'écoulement. Une technique multi-bloc 

de triangulation locale (MBLT) est développée et appliquée à plusieurs simulations pour 

diminuer la magnitude absolue des oscillations du champ de pression. Dans cette technique, une 

solution pour réduire la magnitude absolue des oscillations de pression est recherchée à travers la 

grille, de façon innovante, au lieu  des équations de transport de masse et de mouvement. La 

technique de MBLT peut être simplement appliquée à des géométries complexes. Cette propriété 

la qualifie pour être utilisée dans le génie logiciel. 

Le code bidimensionnel validé est ensuite étendu à un code moyenné sur la profondeur, lui même 

validé par d'autres données expérimentales et numériques. Une équation de vorticité y est 

également ajoutée afin de prendre en compte l'effet des courants secondaires. Les équations de 

transport de profondeur moyenne sont écrites d'une manière innovante, et les termes sources dus 

au fond du canal sont également discrétisées par une méthode innovante. Lorsque la profondeur 

d'eau est très faible, l'application de ces techniques élimine les oscillations numériques du niveau 
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d'eau. Un choix approprié de la grille pour les simulations d’écoulements moyennés sur la 

profondeur est alors investigué en étudiant la solution des équations de transport moyennées sur 

la profondeur pour des grilles et des conditions d'écoulement variées. Une méthode innovante, 

valeur totale – linéairement interpolée (TV-LI), est également développée pour l'interpolation des 

variables sur les faces des mailles, à partir de leurs centres. Cette technique réduit le temps de 

calcul et le taux de réduction augmente avec le nombre de mailles. 

Le code moyenné sur la profondeur est amélioré en incluant la simulation des rivières à frontières 

mobiles, où la position du front d'eau est fonction du temps et de l'espace. Une méthode 

innovante est proposée pour contrôler la profondeur d'eau dans les régions peu profondes afin 

d'éviter la formation de zones avec une profondeur d'eau faussement négative. Une 

méthode innovante, incorporée dans ce code, du 2e ordre est développée pour traiter les 

fronts couvrant-découvrant. Cette technique d’ordre supérieur élimine la formation 

de fausses couches d'eau minces qui se forment normalement et s'étendent en aval quand une 

technique d’ordre inférieur de couvrant-découvrant est utilisée. Comme avantage important 

de cette fonction, le solveur va résoudre les équations de transport uniquement dans les régions 

réellement mouillées. Celà gardera le temps de calcul minimal. 

Comme dernière étape dans le développement du code moyenné sur la profondeur, le code 

est étendu à la simulation des canaux partiellement végétalisés. Toute zone végétalisée est 

supposée être un milieu poreux et à leur tour, les équations discrétisées sont modifiées en 

utilisant le concept de double décomposition. La porosité et la densité de végétation  sont 

redéfinies afin que la densité de végétation ou sa porosité puissent être dérivées l’une de l'autre. 

Celà garantira la conservation de masse, de quantité de mouvement et les autres propriétés du 

fluide. Dans les équations de quantité de mouvement, la force moyenne secondaire 

microscopique (moyennée dans le temps) est modifiée pour des milieux poreux  végétalisés et 

sa forme macroscopique est obtenue. Un terme source de dissipation est dérivé, de façon 

innovante, et est ajouté à l'équation de vorticité pour simuler l'amortissement de la vorticité 

transversale par la végétation. Ce terme source d'amortissement réduit efficacement la magnitude 

absolue de la vorticité transversale et, en contre partie, il prend en compte l'amortissement des 

courants secondaires, induit par la végétation. Il est trouvé, suite à de nombreuses simulations 

numériques, que la force secondaire, calculée en solvant une équation de vorticité, n’améliorera 

la précision du champ de vitesse simulé que si les hypothèses d’eau peu profonde sont 
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fortement observées. L'hypothèse de l'équilibre thermique local est appliquée au transport de la 

chaleur dans les zones végétalisées et un modèle d’une équation d'énergie est résolu. Pour 

l'équation de l'énergie, les fonctions murs sont modifiées en utilisant une technique innovante 

afin de tenir compte de la propriété thermique de la végétation. Cela permettra d'accroître la 

précision du flux de chaleur calculé à proximité de la paroi. Pour prendre en compte la diffusion 

thermique due au gradient de porosité, un terme supplémentaire est développé et ajouté au 

modèle de l'énergie à une équation. Ce terme peut causer d'importants flux de 

chaleur diffusifs quand la grille près de la frontière d'une zone végétalisée est très fine. L'effet de 

la dispersion thermique laminaire sur le champ de température calculé à bas nombres de 

Reynolds et de Péclet est aussi investigué. Les simulations pour les 

canaux partiellement végétalisés avec des écoulements turbulents à leurs entrées,  révèlent 

que, l'effet de dispersion thermique laminaire sur le champ de température calculé n'est pas 

significatif. Indépendamment des conditions d’écoulement, il a été observé au cours des 

simulations qu’un modèle de turbulence à grand nombre de Reynolds peut être appliqué 

seulement dans des zones de faible densité de végétation.                              

Afin de simuler les rivières ayant une bathymétrie complexe, un outil est développé pour 

l'interpolation des données topographique, à partir de points de mesure, aux centres des mailles. 

Selon la stratégie utilisée pour la mesure des données, cet outil peut être utilisé pour interpoler les 

données avec trois méthodes différentes. Ce qui fournira une occasion pour la 

reconstruction optimale de la topographie du lit. 

Les modèles, développés dans cette thèse, sont destinés à être  utilisés pou des 

applications d’ingénieries telles que les ruptures de barrage et les inondations, les écoulements en 

rivières avec  ou  sans végétation et pollution thermique. Tous  les modèles sont  développés en 

se basant sur les concepts de sous-programmes, modules, ’’subroutine’’ et ’’function’’, et, en 

contre partie, il est possible de les étendre à de nouvelles applications. Ce modèle bidimensionnel 

est également modifiable en un modèle tridimensionnel. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, a complex depth-averaged model is developed for simulating heat and fluid flows 

in vegetated channels, with a capability to simulate dam-break and flooding phenomena. The 

model is able to simulate both laminar and turbulent flows, it can take the secondary flow effects 

of any kind into account, it uses the latest developments in porous media science in order to 

simulate the flow in vegetated zones, and it is able to perform either a dimensional or a 

dimensionless solution. This depth-averaged model is able to start a solution from scratch or 

perform a hot start, it uses many innovative techniques to automatically minimize the 

computational cost for problems which include huge number of computational cells, it uses many 

innovative techniques for increasing the accuracy of solutions, it supports variety of boundary 

conditions, it can perform a high-order solution, and it supports several techniques for controlling 

the residual errors. 

As the first step, a two-dimensional numerical code is developed for simulating heat and fluid 

flows. The transport equations are solved using a collocated unstructured finite-volume scheme. 

Both numerical and experimental data are extensively used in order to validate the code for 

various flow conditions. A Multi-Block Local Triangulation (MBLT) technique is developed and 

successfully applied to several simulations for reducing the absolute magnitude of the oscillations 

in pressure field. In this technique, a solution for reducing the absolute magnitude of pressure 

oscillation is innovatively looked for through grid rather than the transport equations for mass 

and momentum. The MBLT technique can be simply applied to complicated geometries. This 

property makes the MBLT technique desirable to be used in engineering software.  

The validated two-dimensional code is then extended to a depth-averaged code where, the depth-

averaged code itself is validated against additional experimental and numerical data. A vorticity 

equation is also added to the depth-averaged code in order to take the secondary flow effect into 

account. The depth-averaged transport equations are written in an innovative way, and the source 

terms due to the channel bed are also discretized with an innovative method. When the water 

depth is very small, application of these techniques eliminates the oscillations from the profile of 

water surface. An appropriate choice of grid for the depth-averaged simulations is then suggested 

through investigating the solution of depth-averaged transport equations on various grids and 

flow conditions. An innovative method, Total Value – Linearly Interpolated (TV-LI), is also 
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developed for interpolating variables from cells center into the cells faces. This technique reduces 

the computational cost and, the amount of reduction in computational cost increases when the 

number of cells increases.  

The depth-averaged code is further extended to include the capability to simulate streams with 

moving boundaries where the position of water edge is a function of time and space. An 

innovative method is suggested for controlling the water depth in shallow regions in order to 

prevent formation of zones with spurious negative water depth. An innovative high-order 

technique is developed for treating the wetting-drying fronts, and is added to the depth-averaged 

code. This high-order technique eliminates formation of spurious thin layers of water which 

normally form and extend downstream when a low-order wetting-drying technique is used. As an 

important advantage of this feature, the solver will solve the transport equations only in actual 

wet regions. This will keep the computational cost minimized. 

As the final step in developing the depth-averaged code, the code is extended to simulation of 

partially-vegetated open channel flows. Any vegetated zone is assumed to be a porous medium 

and, in turn, the discretized equations are modified using the double-decomposition concept. 

Vegetation porosity and density are redefined so that either the vegetation density or its porosity 

can be derived from the other one. This will guaranty conservation of mass, momentum, and the 

other fluid properties. The microscopic time-mean secondary force in momentum equations is 

modified for vegetated porous media and its macroscopic form is derived. An innovatively 

derived dissipation source term is added to the vorticity equation for simulating the damping of 

stream-wise vorticity by vegetation. This damping source term efficiently reduces the absolute 

magnitude of the stream-wise vorticity in vegetated zones and, in turn, it takes the vegetation-

induced damping of the secondary flow into account. It is found by means of performing many 

numerical simulations that, the secondary force calculated through solving a vorticity equation 

will improve the accuracy of the computed velocity field only when the assumptions of shallow 

flow are strongly hold. The local thermal equilibrium hypothesis is applied to the transport of 

heat in vegetated zones and, in turn, a one-energy equation model is solved. For the energy 

equation, the wall functions are modified using an innovative technique in order to take account 

of the thermal property of vegetation material. This will increase the accuracy of the calculated 

near-wall heat flux. For taking the thermal diffusion due to the porosity gradient into account, an 

extra term is developed and added to the one-energy equation model. This term can cause 
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significant diffusive heat flux when the grid near the border of a vegetated zone is very fine. The 

effect of laminar thermal dispersion on computed temperature field at low Reynolds and Peclet 

numbers is also investigated. Computations for partially vegetated channels with turbulent input 

flow reveal that, the laminar thermal dispersion effect on computed temperature field is not 

significant. Independent of the flow condition, it is observed during simulations that, a high 

Reynolds number turbulence model can be applied only to vegetated zones with a low vegetation 

density. 

In order to simulate streams with complicated bed topography, a tool is developed for 

interpolating geo-data from measurement points into the cells center. Depending upon the 

strategy used for measuring geo-data, this tool can be used for interpolating data with three 

different methods. This will provide an opportunity for optimum reconstruction of bed 

topography.  

The models which are developed in this thesis are aimed to be used for engineering applications 

such as dam-break and flooding, channel flow, vegetation, and thermal pollution. All models are 

developed based on sub-program, module, subroutine, and function concepts and, in turn, it is 

easily possible to extend them to new applications. The two-dimensional model is also 

extendable to a three-dimensional model. 
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CONDENSÉ EN FRANÇAIS  

Dans cette thèse, un modèle numérique moyenné sur la profondeur, Shallow Fluent, a été 

développé pour simuler le transfert de chaleur et l’hydrodynamique dans des canaux végétalisés. 

Shallow Fluent résout les équations de continuité et de quantité de mouvement pour des 

écoulements laminaires, le modèle standard k-ε quand le champ d'écoulement est turbulent, 

l'équation de vorticité quand les écoulements secondaires sont appréciables, et l'équation 

d'énergie quand il y a transfert de chaleur. Les derniers développements en science des milieux 

poreux ont été utilisés pour résoudre les équations de transport dans des zones avec végétation, et 

une technique innovatrice de couvrant-découvrant du second ordre a aussi été utilisée pour traiter 

la frontière eau-région séche. 

L'algorithme SIMPLE a été utilisé afin d’obtenir un couplage entre les champs de pression et de 

vitesse. Dans cet algorithme, l'équation de continuité est convertie en équation de correction de 

pression. Tout d’abord, les équations de quantité de mouvement sont résolues pour un premier 

champ de pression et de vitesse. Ensuite, le champ de vitesse est utilisé dans l'équation de 

correction de pression et un champ de correction de pression est obtenu. Enfin, ce nouveau 

champ de correction de pression est alors utilisé pour corriger les champs de pression et de 

vitesse ainsi que d'autres grandeurs scalaires, si applicables. Cette méthode itérative est alors 

répétée jusqu'à ce que la convergence soit atteinte. 

Les termes convectifs sont discrétisés avec la méthode ‘’upwind’’. Le théorème de Green est 

utilisé pour le calcul du gradient au centre des cellules, et la méthode à deux points est utilisée 

pour le calcul du gradient aux extrémités de chaque cellule. Les méthodes du premier ordre et du 

second ordre sont disponibles pour calculer les flux convectifs et diffusifs. Les variables sont 

stockées selon une disposition co-locale de données et la méthode de Rhie et de Chew a été 

programmée pour corriger la vitesse interpolée aux extrémités des cellules. Cette correction de la 

vitesse interpolée est seulement appliquée quand le calcul du résidu de l’équation de continuité 

est effectué. Tous les termes source sont discrétisés avec la méthode ‘’point-wise’’. 

La première étape du développement de Shallow Fluent aura été de réduire un solutionneur 

tridimensionnel élémentaire à un solutionneur bidimensionnel (le solutionneur tridimensionnel 

étant capable de résoudre des écoulements laminaires et stationnaires). Dès que le code 

tridimensionnel a été réduit à un solutionneur bidimensionnel, certains aspects du code ont été 
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modifiés et améliorés. Ces modifications incluent l'extension du code bidimensionnel à un 

solutionneur général, la définition de nouveaux types de condition frontière, la définition de 

nouveaux critères de convergence, le réarrangement des conditions d’entrée de l'algorithme 

SIMPLE, le remplacement des techniques d'interpolation, et, pour finir, l'application des 

méthodes de Rhie et de Chew pour corriger la vitesse interpolée aux frontières des cellules. La 

version laminaire du solutionneur bidimensionnel est alors validée en comparant plusieurs 

solutions numériques avec des données expérimentales. Ces solutions numériques seront aussi 

comparées à celles proposées par Fluent 6.3. 

Le modèle standard de turbulence � − � a été ajouté à la version laminaire du solutionneur 

bidimensionnel dans le but de tenir compte des effets de la turbulence. L'approche standard 

‘‘wall-fonction’’ a été employée pour traiter les écoulements près de la paroi lorsque des termes 

sources sont appliqués sur des cellules situés près des parois. Le modèle a été validé par Fluent 

6.3 et des données expérimentales. Lorsqu’une technique ‘‘multibloc’’ est employée, des zones 

graves de pression de damier apparaissent à l'interface des blocs de fluide. Ces mêmes zones de 

pression de damier sont observées sur des simulations faites avec Fluent6.3. Il a été montré que 

les triangles locaux (LTs) ont un effet significatif sur le lissage du champ de pression. Un LT est 

composé d'une cellule triangulaire et de ses cellules voisines les plus proches et celui-ci est 

considéré comme parfait si la cellule centrale et ses trois cellules voisines forment un triangle 

équilatéral, sinon il sera considéré comme tordu. Les simulations nous révèlent que les LTs 

parfaits augmentent de manière significative le lissage du champ de pression. Une technique 

locale ‘‘multibloc’’ (MBLT) de triangulation a ainsi été conçue afin d'établir des LTs parfaits sur 

le domaine. Les simulations nous montrent que, lorsqu’un maillage triangulaire structuré est 

appliqué aux régions près de la paroi et un maillage de type MBLT à l'intérieur, les oscillations 

de damier n'apparaissent pas sur le champ de pression. 

Ce code bidimensionnel (capable de simuler les transferts de chaleur et les mouvements du fluide 

pour des écoulements turbulents) a été étendu à un code moyenné sur la profondeur. Ces 

équations moyennées sur la profondeur dérivent de l'intégration des équations tridimensionnelles 

sur la profondeur d'eau et, ainsi, de ce fait, Shallow Fluent résout des équations hydrostatiques 

plutôt que les équations de St Venant. La raison pour laquelle les équations hydrostatiques sont 

utilisées plutôt que les équations de St Venant se trouve l'avenir de la Shallow Fluent. Nous 

devons tenir compte des effets de diffusion dans le calcul de la charge sédimentaire. Ainsi, les 
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équations paraboliques doivent être résolues au lieu des équations hyperboliques. La prise en 

compte des effets diffusifs dans le développement de Shallow Fluent est considérée comme plus 

importante que la capture des discontinuités. 

Dans cette thèse, chaque équation de transport moyennée sur la profondeur est multipliée par la 

profondeur d'eau élevée à une certaine puissance et, les termes sources dus au lit du canal ont été 

discrétisés en utilisant une technique semi-implicite. Ainsi, La raison pour laquelle ces techniques 

ont été employées est que les termes sources dus au lit du canal ne tendent pas vers l'infini 

lorsque la profondeur d'eau tend vers zéro. Ces techniques permettent de stabiliser le solutionneur 

et laissent la surface de l'eau exempte de toutes oscillations. 

Plusieurs simulations numériques montrent que de forts faux courants apparaissent quand les 

équations de transport moyennées sur la profondeur sont résolues en utilisant un maillage 

triangulaire structuré. La raison derrière ces faux courants réside dans l’arrangement des cellules 

sur la grille triangulaire structurée. En effet, l'existence de faux canaux (FCs) dans les maillages 

triangulaires structurés permet l’apparition de ces faux courants. L'effet des FCs ne se limite pas 

aux maillages triangulaires structurés. Chaque grille interdit un degré de l'effet de FC. Il a été 

prouvé au moyen de plusieurs simulations numériques que le raffinement du maillage réduit 

l'effet de FC sur les maillages triangulaires non structurées. Puisque les grilles de type Delaunay 

permettent des FCs continus plus courts comparativement aux grilles de type Front-Avancé, elles 

sont préférés aux triangulations du type Front-Avancé. 

Quand un arrangement co-localisé des données est utilisé, les valeurs des variables situées sur les 

frontières des cellules doivent être interpolées en utilisant les cellules voisines. La méthode 

d'interpolation peut être simplement une moyenne arithmétique ou une moyenne pondérée plus 

complexe. Une interpolation linéaire basée sur la distance sera plus précise si la variable 

interpolée se comporte linéairement sur la distance d'interpolation. Dans plusieurs écoulements 

basiques de canaux ouverts, le débit unitaire se comporte de façon linéaire comparativement à la 

vitesse. Quand une technique linéaire d'interpolation est employée, on s'attend à ce que le débit 

unitaire interpolé sur les frontières des cellules soit plus précis que la vitesse interpolée. Le débit 

unitaire résulte de l’intégration de la vitesse sur la profondeur d'eau. On peut le qualifier de 

valeur totale de vitesse. La même stratégie peut être employée pour calculer toutes les valeurs des 

autres variables. La valeur de chaque variable sur les frontières des cellules peut être calculée en 
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divisant sa valeur totale interpolée sur les frontières des cellules par la profondeur d'eau 

interpolée sur ces mêmes frontières. Les simulations numériques effectuées dans cette thèse 

indiquent que cette technique n'affecte pas l'exactitude des solutions numériques. Elles indiquent 

également que cette technique réduit fortement les efforts de calculs pour des maillages fins. 

Cette technique s'appelle Valeur Total - Interpolation Linéaire ou, TV-LI. 

Lorsque les lignes de courant sont courbées, les écoulements secondaires sont forts. La courbure 

d’une ligne de courant peut se produire en raison d'un blocage local dans le canal ou en raison 

d'une courbure du canal. Une équation de vorticité a été ajoutée au code moyenné sur la 

profondeur afin de tenir compte des effets secondaires de l'écoulement. Pour le développement de 

l'équation de vorticité, on suppose que les profils de courant et des vitesses latérales sont une 

fonction du courant de vorticité. Puisqu'une équation de transport est résolue, cette méthode est 

plus précise en comparaison des méthodes utilisant un profil de vitesse présumé.  

Quand la position du front d'eau est une fonction du temps et de l’espace, une technique sera 

exigée pour simuler son mouvement. En effet, pendant le mouvement du front d’eau, les mailles 

peuvent être alternativement sèches et humides, la technique permettant de capturer la position 

temporelle et spatiale du front d'eau s'appelle la technique du couvrant-découvrant. Une cellule 

est supposé sèche si la profondeur d'eau de cette cellule est inférieure à une profondeur seuil, 

autrement elle sera supposé humide. Lorsqu’une des deux cellules voisines est humide avec une 

profondeur d’eau plus grande que la profondeur seuil et que l'autre est sèche, la cellule sèche peut 

recevoir de l'eau de la cellule humide. Ce processus s'appelle le processus de mouillage. On 

remarque à travers plusieurs simulations numériques que, avec un processus de mouillage d'ordre 

1 (où le gradient de la surface d'eau n'est pas pris en considération) beaucoup de cellules seront 

faussement mouillées. Ces cellules faussement humides peuvent former de minces couches d'eau 

et par la suite se déplacer en aval et causer un mouillage encore plus faux. Dans cette thèse, un 

processus de mouillage d'ordre élevé est suggéré afin d'empêcher la formation de cellules 

faussement humides. On montre que la technique d'ordre élevé développée peut complètement 

empêcher la formation de fausses minces couches d'eau. 

Pendant le processus du couvrant-découvrant, quand l'eau à l’intérieur d’une cellule est très peu 

profonde, la profondeur d'eau calculée lors de l’itération suivante ou au prochain pas de temps 

peut être négative. Une technique alors est exigée dans le but d'empêcher la formation de cellules  
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à profondeur d'eau négative. Dans Shallow Fluent, ceci est fait, de façon innovante, en limitant 

les corrections aux vitesses et à la profondeur d'eau. Lors des itérations, quand l'équation de 

correction de pression est résolue, la profondeur d'eau de chaque cellule sera vérifiée avant que 

n'importe quelle correction puisse être faite. Si la profondeur d'eau corrigée est plus faible que la 

profondeur seuil, la correction de pression sera modifiée de sorte que la nouvelle profondeur 

d’eau soit égale à la profondeur seuil. Avant un nouveau pas de temps, n'importe quelle cellule 

avec une profondeur égale à la profondeur seuil sera considérée comme sèche. 

Ce code moyenné sur la profondeur a été amélioré pour pouvoir simuler des écoulements dans 

des canaux ouverts partiellement végétalisé. La végétation se comporte comme une matrice 

poreuse et cause une variation spatiale des variables d'écoulement. Puisque la résolution de la 

grille ne permet habituellement pas de capturer la matrice poreuse, la double-décomposition est 

exigée afin de tenir compte de la variation spatiale des variables de l'écoulement. Comme 

conséquence du processus de double-décomposition, la porosité d'un milieu poreux apparaîtra 

dans tous les termes d'une équation de transport, excepté le terme où l'effet de la matrice poreuse 

est formulé. Ce terme est où la densité de végétation apparaîtra. Il est alors essentiel de pouvoir 

dériver la densité de végétation de sa porosité et vice versa. Sinon, les lois de conservation ne 

seront pas satisfaites. Dans cette thèse, on observe pleinement cet effet quand la porosité de 

végétation et sa densité sont définies. 

Dans la littérature, aucune forme macroscopique de la force secondaire dans les équations de 

mouvement n’est formulée. Il est possible de dériver le modèle macroscopique de la force 

secondaire de l’expression microscopique moyennée sur le temps en  appliquant le procédé de la 

moyenne spatiale. Il est ainsi pensé dans cette recherche que le modèle microscopique moyenné 

sur le temps présenté pour  la force secondaire en littérature est l'expression actuelle. 

Puisque la matrice de végétation résiste aux écoulements secondaires du canal principal, une 

expression pour simuler cet effet sera introduite dans l'équation de vorticité. Dans l'équation de 

vorticité telle que présentée dans la littérature, l'atténuation des écoulements secondaires par la 

matrice de végétation n'est pas prise en considération. Un terme source fut alors développé et 

ajouté à l'équation de vorticité pour prendre en considération l'atténuation des écoulements 

secondaires par la matrice de végétation. Les simulations indiquent que ce terme source réduit 
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efficacement l'importance absolue de la vorticité en ce qui concerne le courant dans des zones 

végétalisées. 

Plusieurs simulations ont été effectuées afin d'étudier l'effet de la force secondaire calculée sur le 

champ de vitesse. Ces simulations sont faites pour des canaux ayant differentes courbures, 

profondeurs et longueurs. La comparaison des données calculées avec celles mesurées indique 

que la force secondaire calculée en résolvant l’équation de vorticité améliorera l'exactitude du 

champ de vitesse calculé seulement quand les hypothèses de l'écoulement peu profond sont 

fortement maintenues. Autrement, le champ de vitesse calculé peut être très érroné. 

Quand la température ou le flux de chaleur sur la surface d'une matrice poreuse est connue, en 

résolvant deux équations d'énergie, une pour la phase liquide et une pour la matrice poreuse, on 

améliore l'exactitude du calcul. Dans ce cas, un coefficient de transmission de chaleur sera utilisé 

pour calculer le transfert de la chaleur entre la phase liquide et la matrice poreuse. Dans les 

milieux poreux végétalisés, le problème ne réside pas seulement dans la valeur inconnue du 

coefficient de transmission de flux de chaleur mais également dans la valeur inconnue du champ 

de température ou du flux de chaleur sur la surface de la matrice poreuse. Ainsi, cela ne nous 

laisse alors aucun choix que de résoudre une équation d'énergie qui se base sur l'existence d’un 

équilibre thermique local. Un modèle d'équation d’énergie est approprié pour les milieux poreux 

végétalisés si on garde à l'esprit les techniques qui ont été utilisées pour calculer le flux thermique 

de la surface d'eau libre.  

Dans les milieux poreux végétaux, la matrice poreuse peut toucher le mur frontière. Si cela se 

produit, la matrice poreuse affecte le flux thermique proche du mur. Une technique est alors 

exigée pour tenir compte de la propriété thermique de la matrice poreuse. Puisque l'hypothèse 

locale d'équilibre thermique est appliquée au transfert de chaleur, la même hypothèse sera 

employée pour prendre en considération la propriété thermique de la matrice poreuse. Elle sera 

faite au moyen de ‘’wall fonctions’’ modifiées. 

Dans le modèle d'équation de l’énergie utilisé dans la littérature de mécanique des fluides, la 

diffusion thermique due au gradient de porosité est ignorée. La raison derrière cette hypothèse 

réside dans l’application du modèle d'équation de l’énergie aux problèmes à porosité uniforme. 

Or, dans un modèle de canal ouvert partiellement végétalisé où l'hypothèse de porosité uniforme 

ne peut pas être formulée, le flux thermique diffusif dû au gradient de porosité devient significatif 
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pour les maillages fins. Afin de tenir compte de cette diffusion thermique, un terme 

supplémentaire a été développé et ajouté à l'équation de l’énergie. 

Quand les nombres de Reynolds et de Peclet sont très petits, les flux diffusifs peuvent être 

comparables aux flux convectifs. Ainsi, l'effet de la dispersion thermique laminaire peut être 

significatif. Des simulations de canaux ouverts partiellement végétalisés avec écoulement 

d’entrée turbulent ont été étudiées pour savoir si ou non l'effet thermique laminaire de dispersion 

sur le champ de température calculé dans une zone végétalisés doit être pris en considération. 

La plupart des écoulements à canaux ouverts sont turbulents. Il est alors raisonnable d'utiliser un 

modèle de turbulence à grand nombre de Reynolds afin de prendre en considération les effets 

turbulents. Indépendante de la turbulence dans le canal principal, l'énergie cinématique turbulente 

dans une région à l’abri d'une zone végétalisée peut être très faible. Ce phénomène qui est 

observé par plusieurs simulations numériques peut limiter l'application d'un modèle de turbulence 

à nombre de Reynolds élevé aux zones végétalisées à faible densité de végétation. 

Le lit du canal et ses bords ensemble avec sa plaine inondable forme une géométrie compliquée. 

Un outil a été développé pour interpoler les données géo-référencées des points de mesure au 

centre des cellules. Selon la stratégie utilisée pour mesurer ces données géo-référencées, l'outil 

développé dans cette thèse peut être utilisé pour interpoler ces données avec trois méthodes 

différentes. Ces méthodes se composent de deux techniques pour l'interpolation des données qui 

ont été mesurées avec une disposition structurée et, une technique pour l'interpolation des 

données qui ont été mesurées avec une disposition non structurée. Un exemple des données 

mesurées avec une disposition structurée est les données des sections transversales des rivières. 

De nos jours, la plupart des données sont mesurées de façon non structurée. Les modes soutenus 

par l'outil développé fourniront un moyen pour une reconstruction optimale de la topographie du 

lit du canal indépendamment de la disposition et de la densité des données. 

Le solutionneur développé est un modèle complet permettant de simuler le problème couplé du 

flux de chaleur à des écoulements turbulents de fluide dans des canaux végétalisés. Un tel 

problème peut inclure le phénomène de rupture de barrage, d'inondation et la simulation 

d'écoulements secondaires au niveau des courbures de canaux. Le solutionneur est intensivement 

validé avec des essais de référence et la supériorité de ses nouvelles techniques et algorithmes a 

été vérifiée.  
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Ce solutionneur complexe peut résoudre une variété de problèmes dimensionnels ou non et, en 

conséquence, peut être utilisé pour de nombreux problèmes en temps réel d'ingénierie. 

L'application d'une programmation orientée objet rend l’extension future du code facile et, de 

cette manière, peut être étendue à d'autres problèmes d'ingénierie. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In this thesis, it is aimed to develop a depth-averaged solver for simulation of heat and fluid flows 

in vegetated channels. Transfer of heat and momentum in a partially vegetated channel, while 

valuable for the cases such as analysis of thermal pollution due to a power plant, is not still 

performed using porous media science. Vegetation stems act as a solid matrix and, in turn, the 

porous media concept is the most suitable approach for dealing with the problem of heat and fluid 

flows in vegetated channels. In order to perform this investigation, a solver is developed and the 

whole research is divided to five separate stages.  

At the first stage, a solver is developed which is able to simulate the heat and fluid flows in two-

dimensional spaces. This solver then is validated before extending it to the case of the depth-

averaged shallow flows. This stage allowed the author to minimize the possible coding error and, 

investigate a new approach for dealing with the problem of checkerboard oscillations. Such 

oscillations will appear in finite volume methods when the data structure is collocated.  

At the second stage, the depth-averaging process is performed. After this step, the solver was able 

to simulate depth-averaged flows, but not the effect of flooding phenomenon and vegetation. 

Several techniques have been developed in order to increase the accuracy of the solutions and 

reduce the computational cost. A research has been performed in order to find an appropriate type 

of grid for depth-averaged simulations. The transport equation for the stream-wise vorticity has 

been solved for taking account of the secondary flow effects. 

At the third stage, the solver is extended to the case of moving water fronts. Thus, it was possible 

to simulate any complicated depth-averaged flows including the flooding phenomenon, but not 

the effect of vegetation. In this stage, new methods are devised for a more accurate prediction of 

water front, preventing the formation of cells with negative water depth, and appropriate choice 

of the threshold water depth. 

At the fourth stage, porous media concept is applied to the flow equations, and the discretized 

equations in the solver are modified. The stream-wise vorticity equation and the depth-averaged 

secondary force are also modified for taking the vegetation damping effect on the secondary flow 

into account. A research has been performed in order to find the conditions under which the 

vorticity-based secondary force will actually increase the accuracy of the computed velocity field.  
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At the last stage of this research, the porous media concept is applied to the energy equation and, 

heat and fluid flows in a partially vegetated channel are investigated. The local thermal 

equilibrium hypothesis is used and, in turn, the one-energy equation is solved. New techniques 

are suggested for the near wall treatment in porous regions, the effect of laminar thermal 

dispersion and porosity gradient on temperature field are examined, and the limits for the 

application of a high Reynolds number turbulence model in partially vegetated channels are 

investigated.  

The thesis is divided into eight chapters. The first two chapters consist of: 

• Chapter 1 - Literature review: The chapter is started with a general review of literature 

and then it is continued with specific review of literature for the steps taken during 

development of the solver. 

• Chapter 2 – Methodology: This chapter provides the detail of the methodological 

approaches which are followed in this thesis in order to develop a state of the art depth-

averaged solver. 

The process of developing the depth-averaged solver and following the research objective are 

presented in Chapter 3 to Chapter 7: 

• Chapter 3 – First step: A two-dimensional solver is developed for simulating heat and 

fluid flows.  

• Chapter 4 - Second step: The two-dimensional solver is extended to a depth-averaged 

solver.  

• Chapter 5 - Third step: The depth-averaged code is further extended for simulating 

problems with moving boundaries where the position of water edge is a function of time 

and space. 

• Chapter 6 - Fourth step: The solver is extended for simulating flow in partially vegetated 

channels.  

• Chapter 7 – Fifth step: The code is extended to simulation of problems which include heat 

transfer in partially vegetated open channels. 
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Additional validation tests and solver’s application examples which are not discussed in Chapters 

3 to 7 are presented in Appendix 1. A tool is also developed for interpolating geo-data from 

measurement points into the cells center. The rest of this thesis consists of: 

• Chapter 8 – General discussion: In this chapter a review of the work is presented. 

• Conclusion and recommendations: In this section the whole work is concluded, and some 

recommendations for future extension of the solvers are presented.  

 

Main objective: 

The main objective of this thesis is, development of a depth-averaged solver for simulation of 

heat and fluid flows in vegetated channels.   

 

Specific objectives: 

For developing a depth-averaged CFD solver, the specific objectives are observed through 

development phases as: 

• “Problem definition” phase where every equation which is supposed to be solved must be 

known, together with every innovative improvement to the existing models. When this phase 

is finished, later on, the cost of modifications can be very high. In this thesis, many existing 

models are innovatively improved and, in turn, the “maintenance and evolution” phase are 

postponed, and the “obsolescence” date is delayed. These innovative improvements to the 

existing models, and innovatively developed techniques are presented in Chapters 3 to 7 of 

this thesis.  

• The idea of an Object Oriented Programming, is strongly observed during “object and 

algorithm design” and “coding” phases. With object oriented, the author means developing 

subprograms which act as objects. From programming viewpoint, no matter what the object 

does, every object take specific input and gives specific output. These objects are put together 

to make the code as a whole.   

• The whole solver development process, was divided into several steps and, the validation of 

every step is performed right at the end of that step.  
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• Maintenance will fall on future programmers shoulder.  

In general, the obsolescence date of a depth-averaged tool is a function of advance in computers 

processor speed, programmers’ way of coding, and the total future evolution of the code.  

Not entire techniques used for developing a CFD solver can be improved in context of a Ph.D. 

thesis, but rather some key techniques. A key technique is the one with significant effect on 

computed results, especially when the existing version is not satisfactory. Such key technique can 

be a model or an algorithm and, developing key techniques is another objective of this thesis.  

• The model equations and algorithms developed during “problem definition” and “object and 

algorithm design” phases of this thesis are presented in Chapters 3 to 7. These are briefly 

explained earlier in this text, in “Introduction” section. The general for of the equations is 

presented in Chapter 7. 

 

Originality justification: 

Development of a numerical solver either commercial or research is original from this view point 

that, something new has been come into existence. The originality of a developed solver, 

however, will be most strongly meaningful when many new techniques and algorithms are 

innovated and added to the solver. In this thesis, the original techniques and algorithms which are 

innovated and added to the developed solver consist of:  

1. MBLT technique. 

2. TV-LI technique. 

3. A new way of writing the transport equations and discretizing the source terms. 

4. New high order wetting-drying technique. 

5. New technique for preventing the formation of cells with negative water depth. 

6. Application of porous media concept to heat and fluid flows in vegetated zones. 

7. New definition for vegetation porosity and its density. 

8. Development of a macroscopic secondary force model. 
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9. Development of a damping source term for taking account of vegetation effects on 

stream-wise vorticity. 

10. Modification of wall functions for taking the thermal property of vegetation material into 

account. 

11. Development of a term for taking the diffusive heat flux due to porosity gradient into 

account and investigating the effect of this term on computed temperature field.  

Moreover this thesis investigates:  

12. The effect of the secondary force on velocity field when the secondary force is derived 

from stream-wise vorticity. 

13. The effect of laminar thermal dispersion on computed temperature field at low Reynolds 

and Peclet numbers. 

14. The applicability of a high Reynolds number turbulence model for simulating flow in 

partially vegetated open channels. 
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CHAPTER 1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Numerical simulation of shallow flows covers a wide range of methods which can be applied to 

one-dimensional problems (Cao et al. 2004, Liu et al. 2005, Wu and Wang 2008, Wu and Wang 

2007), two-dimensional problems (Bechteler and Farshi 2001, Chen and Duan 2008, Lu et al. 

2005, Mohammadian et al. 2004) or, three-dimensional problems (Biron et al. 2004, Khosronejad 

et al. 2007, Wang et al. 2007). A one-dimensional cross sectional averaged solver is not 

appropriate for simulating a wide river or channel, it cannot be used for capturing turbulent 

structures and, it cannot be used for simulation of dead zones or circulating zones. One of most 

important drawbacks of one-dimensional solvers is their poor representation of bed topography. 

With poorly reconstructed bed topography, the physical domain in computational space can be 

very different from field condition. A one-dimensional model then provides incomplete 

information and accuracy for modern practical applications. With a three-dimensional simulation, 

on the other hand, detail of flow field can be studied. Three-dimensional models are successfully 

applied to many rivers’ reach (Lu et al. 2004). However, they may not be computationally 

efficient for simulation of long reach of rivers.  

For most engineering applications depth-averaged models are efficiently applicable to channel 

reach scales. In a depth-averaged model, the techniques used for simulation of vegetation effects, 

bank retreat phenomenon, and movement of wetting-drying fronts, together with the numerical 

scheme used for solving the transport equations will affect the accuracy of a simulation. In a 

depth-averaged simulation compared with a cross sectional averaged one-dimensional simulation, 

it is possible to reconstruct the bed topography.  

Solution of transport equations in structured body-fitted grids, as performed in (Chen and Duan 

2008, Duan and Julien 2005, Nagata et al. 2000), may hardly be applicable to complicated 

geometries. Unstructured grids, on the other hand, are applicable to any complicated geometry. 

As a result, a numerical model which can solve the transport equations in unstructured grids is 

applicable to a wider range of engineering problems.  

For the inviscid shallow flows the finite volume Riemann solvers (Roe, HHL…) or the relaxation 

approximation technique are appropriate choices (Delis and Papoglou 2008, Murillo et al. 2008). 

These numerical techniques are, however, developed for mathematically hyperbolic system of 

equations and, in turn, they may not be applicable to mathematically parabolic equations. For 
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instance, in simulation of sediment or contaminant transport diffusive fluxes are important and 

the governing equations are parabolic. For such problems SIMPLE algorithm is one of the most 

appropriate algorithms, and is widely applied to hydrostatic shallow flow equations (Bennett et 

al. 2008, Minh Duc 1998, Wu et al. 2005). 

Depth-averaged equations can be derived by direct integration of three-dimensional equations 

over the water depth (Lane, 1998). Toro (2001) also can be followed for the derivation of depth-

averaged continuity equation in shallow flows with variable bed topography. Any source term in 

the right hand side of the depth-averaged continuity equation represents the volumetric exchange 

of water or sediment with erodible beds; see (Cao and Pender 2004, Chen and Duan 2008, Duan 

and Julien 2005, Wu and Wang 2008). Such source term can take account of the precipitations if 

a lake is concerned. 

Transport equations can be written either in conservative or non-conservative form. The 

conservative form of the equations is more suitable when there is a discontinuity in 

computational domain. For instance, in shallow flows sediment concentration or fluid density 

may experience discontinuity in a dam-break phenomenon over a movable bed (Cao et al. 2004, 

Wu and Wang 2008, Wu and Wang 2007). It is confirmed in this thesis through numerical 

simulations that, if the dam-break happens over a wet channel bed, the water surface and velocity 

will also experience discontinuity.  

At high Reynolds numbers, when grid resolution is not enough to resolve the turbulent structures, 

other model equations have to be solved, together with continuity and momentum equations. 

Variety of model equations, from simple algebraic equations to Reynolds Stress Model, has been 

derived in order to take account of turbulence. In algebraic equations generation and dissipation 

of turbulence are assumed in local equilibrium; i.e. turbulence is dissipated where it is generated. 

Such algebraic equations, for instance, are used for developing wall functions for near-wall 

treatments (Launder and Spalding 1974). Algebraic equation models can be divided into isotropic 

and anisotropic models. Among them, zero-equation shallow flow eddy viscosity models are 

based on the assumption of isotropic turbulence and, the Algebraic Stress Model relies on 

anisotropic turbulence hypotheses. In a more complicated model such as � − � turbulence model 

or Reynolds Stress Model, transport of turbulence by convection and diffusion is taken account 

of. The � − � turbulence model is an isotropic model where turbulence kinematic energy and 
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dissipation rate are used for defining an eddy viscosity.  The Reynolds Stress Model, on the other 

hand, is an anisotropic model and solves extra equations for Reynolds stresses. More detail of 

this matter can be found in (Ferziger and Peric 1996, Sotiropoulos 2005, Versteeg and 

Malalasekera 1995). Since in depth-averaged models turbulent structures are limited to a two-

dimensional space, solving the Reynolds Stress Model cannot be the best option. The � − � 

turbulence model, on the other hand, suffices to provide necessary information about turbulence 

in a depth-averaged computational domain (Sotiropoulos 2005). 

Lane (1998) discussed two main approaches for taking account of secondary flows in depth-

averaged simulations. The first approach consists of two sub-approaches: in the first sub-

approach a dimensionless shape function will be used for defining the velocity profile in vertical 

direction (Hsieh and Yang 2005, Sun et al. 2001), in the second sub-approach the velocity profile 

in both stream-wise and transverse direction is assumed known (Chen and Duan 2008, Duan and 

Julien 2005, Duan and Nanda 2006, Huang et al. 2006, Wu et al. 2005, Wu and Wang 2004). 

When velocity profiles are assumed known, the stream-wise velocity profile is usually the 

logarithmic or power velocity profile and the transverse one can be Rozovskii’s (1957) velocity 

profile. Many parameters such as the irregularity of the lateral boundaries, variable bed 

topography, and turbulent structures affect the velocity profile and, in turn, velocity profiles 

cannot be known a priori. The second approach is based on qualitative arguments concerning the 

interaction of the lateral curvature, bottom friction, and vertical non-uniformity, to develop a 

model that reproduces the depth averaged influence of the secondary flow. This method is 

derived by Bernard (1993), and applied for example by Rodriguez et al. (2004). The last method 

which is not discussed by Lane (1998) consists of solving moment equations. This technique for 

instance is used by Wu and Wang  (2004).  

The thermal system in shallow flows has significant effect on life of flora and fauna, 

sedimentation mechanism, pollution distribution, and chemical processes. Zhang and Nepf 

(2009) investigated the thermally driven exchange flow between open water and aquatic canopy. 

Voller (2010) developed a numerical heat transfer model of a three-dimensional sediment delta 

deposit over both land and ocean domains. Shin et al. (2010) numerically simulated the 

temperature profile of riverbank filtrate water in the Daesan plant using HydroGeoSphere, and 

observed the pumping rate as the primary factor in determining filtrate water temperature.  
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In depth-averaged numerical simulations the temporal movement of the interface between water 

and land has to be captured with wetting-drying treatments. Any treatment of wetting-drying 

fronts consists of four steps. First, a threshold water depth has to be assumed. Then, every cell 

with water depth more than the threshold water depth has to be marked as wet; otherwise it has to 

be marked as dry. After that, dry cells have to be excluded from computations if possible. Finally, 

wetting-drying technique has to be applied (i.e. wetting dry cells and drying wet cells where 

applicable) when hydrodynamic computations for current time level are done. Wetting-drying 

process may make a numerical solver instable. For instance, as discussed by Toro (2001), Roe’s 

Riemann solver can’t strictly handle situations involving dry bed state. In (Brufau et al. 2004, 

Brufau et al. 2002) a mass conserving technique is introduced for the treatment of wetting-drying 

fronts when Roe’s Riemann solver is used. Bennett et al. (2008), Minh Duc (1998), Wu (2004), 

and Wu et al. (2005) applied the wall boundary condition to wetting-drying fronts, and transport 

equations were solved in both wet and dry cells. 

In three-dimensional simulations maximum roughness height is limited by near-bed cells height 

and, as a result, the near-bed cells dimension limit the maximum shear velocity at the bed (Lane 

and Ferguson 2005). In depth-averaged simulations, vegetation resistance force can be simulated 

by increasing bed roughness; i.e. decreasing Chezy coefficient (Klopstra et al. 1997), or 

increasing Manning’s roughness coefficient (Wu et al. 1999). Chezy coefficient can become 

extremely small in vegetated zones and, in turn, when simulating sediment transport, vegetated 

regions can become zones of slow currents with high sediment transport rates (Mosselman 2005). 

The same problem can be expected when Manning’s roughness coefficient is used. Another 

method for taking account of vegetation resistance force is  the insertion of a vegetation induced 

drag force into momentum equations. In this method, every plant is simulated with an equivalent 

stem, and the drag force due to the matrix of such stems is calculated. Lopez and Garcia (2001) 

argued that, from mathematical/physical viewpoint, the simple addition of a drag-induced body 

force into momentum equations is incorrect. This technique, however, will be most meaningful 

when matrix of stems is considered as a porous matrix and, flow through a porous medium is 

simulated. This method for simulation of vegetation resistance force can be applied to riparian 

vegetations (Bennett et al. 2008, Choi and Kang 2004, Cui and Neary 2008, Fischer-Antez et al. 

2001, Toda et al. 2005, Wilson et al. 2006).  
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1.1 Two-dimensional solver 

In finite volume methods, the velocity components stored at the cell face will conserve the mass 

when solution is converged and, in turn, the computed pressure field will be smooth. This is the 

main idea behind developing finite volume algorithms for staggered (Ketabdari et al. 2008, 

Nobari et al. 2009, Zhang et al. 2011) and lattice (Zhang et al. 2007) grids. A checkerboard 

pressure field can be expected when a finite volume scheme is used with a collocated data 

structure (Acharya et al. 2007, Date 2005, Ferziger and Peric 1996, Versteeg and Malalasekera 

1995). The reason behind such checkerboard pressure are: the interpolated velocity at the cell 

face is not mass conserving (Date 2003, Ferziger and Peric 1996), and the pressure of the central 

cell will not appear in discretized equations when momentum equations are integrated over a 

control volume (Acharya et al. 2007, Ferziger and Peric 1996, Versteeg and Malalasekera 1995). 

The first reason is held in this thesis. But, it is shown for triangular grids that the second reason 

will only alter the isotropy of a checkerboard pressure field. It is also indicated that the 

effectiveness of the Rhie and Chow (1983) type pressure correction technique will be a function 

of isotropy of the pressure oscillations. 

A mass conserving velocity at the cell face can be obtained through modification of the 

interpolated cell face velocity by the difference between the interpolated pressure gradient and 

the gradient calculated at the cell face (Rhie and Chow 1983). A technique then has to be devised 

for interpolation of pressure gradients from cells’ center into the cells’ faces, and for calculation 

of cell volume at the cell face. These techniques are only required when the earliest type of Rhie 

and Chow (1983) method is used. This earliest version works best for laminar flows. Davidson 

(1996) has linearly interpolated the pressure gradient into the cell face. Ferziger and Peric (1996) 

have argued that the cell center pressure gradients should be interpolated with a weight of 0.5, 

since this approximation does not see the grid non-uniformity. This also has been observed by 

Croft (1998) through numerical simulations. Fue-Sang (2000) and Davidson (1996) used a 

background quadrilateral cell with vertices at the cells’ center and the faces’ vertices in order to 

calculate the cell volume at the cell face. When a collocated data structure is used, the Rhie and 

Chow (1983) type pressure interpolation technique is one of the most popular technique in 

research and engineering applications (Dalal et al. 2008, Darwish et al. 2009, Gao and Liu 2009, 

Norris et al. 2011). Rahman et al. (1997) proposed a pressure correction method for a SIMPLE 
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type algorithm with a vertex based data structure. Kang and Kim (2002) developed a pressure 

based finite volume scheme for unstructured grids in order to simulate reacting flows. Rahman et 

al. (1997) and Kang and Kim (2002) applied the Rhie and Chow (1983) type pressure 

interpolation technique in order to obtain a smooth pressure field. 

The total pressure correction can be considered as the sum of the smoothing and mass conserving 

pressure corrections (Date 1996). Date (2003) compared this method with traditional Rhie and 

Chow (1983) type momentum interpolation technique and perceived the main difference in the 

way the pressure gradients were interpolated into the cell face. In Rhie and Chow (1983) type 

method, the pressure gradients is one-dimensionally interpolated while in Date’s (1996) method a 

multidimensional averaging is performed. Date’s (1996) method is later extended to unstructured 

grids (Date 2005, Pimpalnerkar et al. 2005). As far as the author of this thesis is aware, Date 

(1996) technique has never been verified by visualizing counters of pressure field in a benchmark 

test such as backward facing step where a checkerboard pressure is expected. It then does not 

seem to the author that this technique has significant advantage over Rhie and Chow (1983) type 

methods. 

Touazi et al. (2008) have developed a collocated finite volume scheme for incompressible flows 

on the so-called “admissible” unstructured meshes. Admissible meshes satisfy two conditions: 

the straight line joining the centers of two adjacent control volumes is perpendicular to the 

common face, and the neighbouring control volumes and the associated centers are arranged in 

the same order, with respect to the common face. One of the main difficulties in this method was 

writing an accurate diffusion approximation. Chenier et al. (2009) have developed a new scheme 

for diffusion terms on general non-conforming grids. Because of restrictions imposed on the grid, 

this method still has some practical limitations; for more details, see (Chenier et al. 2009).  

In this thesis, the mass conserving velocity at the cell face is obtained through Rhie and Chow 

(1983) type pressure interpolation technique. Rhie and Chow (1983) type technique, however, 

performs best when checkerboard pressure oscillations are not very anisotropic. It is shown in 

this thesis that, equilateral triangular cells prevent formation of anisotropic oscillations in a 

pressure field. In a grid with equilateral triangular cells every central cell and its immediate 

neighboring cells form a bigger equilateral triangle which is called Local Triangle, LT. When the 

polygon formed by a triangular cell and its neighboring cells is not a triangle, it is called a 
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distorted LT. Distorted LTs allow formation of anisotropic pressure oscillations and, in turn, 

reduce the performance of Rhie and Chow (1983) type techniques. According to this finding, a 

Multi-Block Local Triangulation, MBLT, method is devised so that the customary unstructured 

triangular grid can be considered as a level zero MBLT. In a level   MBLT method, an initial 

triangular cell is divided into � + 1� levels of triangular cells from level 0 to  , respectively. 

These smaller cells have the same geometry and, in turn, are similar to the initial cell. A MBLT 

of any level but more than zero establishes some appropriate LTs into the grid and, as a result, a 

smoother pressure field can be expected. Compared to a grid with equilateral triangular cells, a 

MBLT grid of any level consists of two types of regions where concentration of distorted LTs is 

high. One region is where the faces of initial grid exist. Another region is where the vertices of 

the initial grid exist. Numerical simulations performed in this thesis indicate a higher possibility 

for checkerboard oscillations where the vertices of the initial grid exist. It has to be mentioned 

that MBLT is a technique the author devised for removing pressure oscillations, but LT is a 

concept explaining how anisotropy of the checkerboard oscillations can affect the performance of 

the Rhie and Chow (1983) type techniques.  

Since momentum equations are under-relaxed by general relaxation factor, Date (2003) argued, 

in order to have a relaxation factor independent solution the Rhie and Chow (1983) pressure 

correction term has to be under-relaxed with general relaxation factor. Ferziger and Peric (1996) 

maintained that, the difference in two solutions obtained using different relaxation factors is 

much smaller than discretization error and, in turn, there is little reason for concern. Ferziger and 

Peric (1996), however, only regarded the effect of general relaxation factor on coefficient of 

central cell in momentum equations. Since in this thesis Rhie and Chow (1983) type pressure 

interpolation technique is used, a hypothesis is established about proper choice of the relaxation 

factor in Rhie and Chow (1983) pressure correction term. It is illustrated by means of several 

numerical simulations that, this relaxation factor cannot be the general relaxation factor. 

Investigation of the effect of mass conservation also revealed its significant effect on having a 

relaxation factor independent solution.  

Checkerboard oscillation is a result of local imbalance in mass and momentum and, as a result, it 

is always studied in laminar flows. In turbulent flows, where other source terms are added to 

momentum equations, these equations can behave in different way compared with the ones of a 

laminar flow. A smooth pressure field in a turbulent flow then is not guaranteed if the pressure 
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field in its equivalent laminar flow is smooth. If at a cell the magnitude of checkerboard 

oscillation relative to the gage pressure or pressure gradient increases with Cell Reynolds 

number, a higher relative oscillation will be expected in turbulent flows (Here the same geometry 

is assumed, and the Cell Reynolds number in turbulent flow is also increased. This means, there 

is no circulating zone near the point where the checkerboard oscillation is observed.). In this 

thesis, the effect of Cell Reynolds number on the magnitude of checkerboard oscillations, 

especially at the interface between blocks of fluids, is investigated. It is demonstrated that, this 

checkerboard oscillations are more significant at higher Cell Reynolds numbers.  

1.2 Depth-averaged solver 

One of the main assumptions in depth-averaged transport equations is the hydrostatic vertical 

distribution of pressure. In SIMPLE scheme this hydrostatic pressure is linked with water surface 

elevation through the equation J = [6o. Therefore, an oscillation in pressure field, J, causes 

oscillation in water surface elevation, o. The Rhie and Chow (1983) type pressure interpolation 

technique is regarded as an efficient technique in order to remove the checkerboard oscillations 

from pressure field (Darwish et al. 2009, Date 1993, Date 2003, Gao and Liu 2009, Norris et al. 

2011). Since in depth-averaged transport equations pressure field is linked with water surface 

elevation, the Rhie and Chow (1983) type technique will also remove the oscillations from water 

surface (Minh Duc 1998, Wu 2004, Wu et al. 2005, Wu and Wang 2004).  

The water depth appears as numerator in entire terms of the depth-averaged momentum equations 

except in the term where the bed resistance force is simulated. In this term, water depth appears 

as denominator and, in turn, the bed resistance force goes to infinity when the water depth goes to 

zero. A very high bed resistance force can redirect the flow and, as a result, it can cause 

numerical oscillations. In order to avoid numerical oscillations, Brufau et al. (2004) discretized 

the bed resistance force in a semi-implicit manner. This method, however, does not avoid infinite 

bed resistance for very small water depth. In (Brufau et al. 2004) a fraction appeared in 

discretized momentum equations which at very small water depth its numerator and denominator 

go to infinity. In this thesis, in order to avoid numerical oscillations, transport equations are 

multiplied by water depth to the power of a fraction. Thus, the water depth will be removed from 

the denominator in the source terms due to bed effects and, these terms will be bounded when 

water depth goes to zero. Since the rest of the terms in transport equations are multiplied by water 
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depth, they go to zero at very small water depth. In an unsteady solution, the computed variables 

at new time level then may go to infinity when the water depth goes to zero. It is ilustrated in this 

thesis that, with an appropriate choice of the implicit part of the discretized source terms, 

Patankar (1980) suggestion for discretization of source terms resolves this problem.  

Ferziger and Peric (Ferziger and Peric 1996) maintained that, in order to calculate the product of 

dependent variables at the cell face, variables have to be interpolated into the cell face and, their 

product has to be calculated at the cell face. Another method is: first, calculating the product of 

variables and then, interpolating these products into the cell face. Mathematically these two 

expressions are not equal, the first method is less diffusive, and the second method is 

computationally cheaper. When Riemann solvers, for example the Roe (1997) Riemann solver, 

are applied to depth-averaged inviscid flows (Castro Diaz et al. 2008, Hernandez-Duenas and 

Karni 2011, Murillo et al. 2008), dependent variables are interpolated into the cell face with a 

depth weighted averaging. These interpolated variables then form an approximate Jacobian 

matrix. In this thesis, two different approaches are adopted in order to interpolate the dependent 

variables into the cell face. These approaches are then compared in terms of CPU time and 

numerical accuracy. The first method is, following Ferziger and Peric (1996) and, interpolating 

the dependent variables into the cell face with a distance weighted averaging. The second method 

is, integrating the dependent variables over the depth in order to calculate their total values and, 

interpolating the total values into the cell face with a distance weighted averaging. At the cell 

face the total value can be divided by water depth in order to obtain the depth averaged variable. 

The main idea behind the second method lies with the fact that in many simple depth-averaged 

flows the unit discharge is more linear compared to velocity and, the unit discharge is equal to 

velocity integrated over the water depth. Thus, a linear interpolation of unit discharge into the cell 

face is more accurate compared to the linear interpolation of velocity. The preliminary proof of 

the computational accuracy of this technique lies with the similarity between this technique and 

the interpolation method used in Roe (1997) Riemann solver. 

Independent of whether the bed source terms (e.g. bed resistance source term) are discretized in a 

point wise manner (Bernard 1993, Fraccarollo et al. 2003, Mohamadian et al. 2005, Soares-

Frazao and Zech 2011, Wu 2004, Zhou et al. 2001) or with upwind method (Brufau et al. 2004, 

Murillo et al. 2008), they have been always integrated over the cell area. Theoretically, the bed 

source terms have to be integrated over the bed area rather than the cell area. In three-
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dimensional simulations cell face lies on geometry and, in turn, with a grid refinement the 

geometry will be reconstructed more accurately. In depth-averaged simulations where grid lies on 

a horizontal plan rather than bed topography, grid refinement does not increase the accuracy of 

the reconstructed bed topography. The effect of integration of bed source terms either over cell 

area or over bed area on the accuracy of the computed velocity field then is investigated in this 

thesis.  

For a grid independent solution, false diffusion is assumed the main source of inaccuracy in first 

order schemes (Croft 1998). In depth-averaged simulations when the line connecting the center of 

two neighboring cells is not perpendicular to flow direction, there may be an additional false 

numerical flux. The passes where such flux is allowed are called False Channels, FCs. A FC is a 

direction in which fluid has the tendency to flow due to the combined effect of grid, bed gradient, 

and bed resistance source term. Murillo et al. (2006) observed that their method for extending the 

Roe (1997) Riemann solver to a courant number larger than one does not performs in Advanced-

Front grids, but it does in Delaunay grids. Murillo et al. (2006) assumed the problem lies with the 

existence of such directions in Advanced-Front grids. A reason behind Murillo et al. (2006) 

observations can be addressed through FC effect. In this thesis, the effect of different grids and 

bed condition on the strength of false currents is investigated and, an appropriate choice of grid is 

suggested. Numerical simulations performed in this thesis revile that, grid refinement in 

structured triangular grids cannot reduce the FC effect, but it does in unstructured triangular 

grids. It suggests that, grid refinement improves a solution only if it breaks FC structures into 

shorter channels. Strong false currents also produce convergence difficulties.  

1.3 Wetting-Drying treatment 

Depth-averaged transport equations can be solved either on fixed (Delis and Katsaounis 2005, Di 

Martino et al. 2011, Knock and Ryrie 1994, Zoppou and Roberts 2000) or moving grids (Chen 

and Duan 2008). When moving grids are used, the boundaries of the computational domain lie on 

the water edge. Grid points at the water front then will be shifted with time when the water edges 

move. On fixed grids an Eulerian technique will be needed for treating the temporal variations in 

the spatial position of water front (George and Stripling 1995).  

When the transport equations are solved on entire computational domain, the effect of wetting-

drying algorithm on numerical accuracy is not very significant. The effects of using an efficient 
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wetting-drying algorithm can be best observed when the transport equations are solved only in 

wet cells. In (Begnudelli and Sanders 2007) continuity equation is solved in entire computational 

domain, but, momentum equations are solved only in wet cells. Momentum equations, however, 

can also be solved in entire computational domain (Nikolos and Delis 2009, Sleigh et al. 1998, 

Wu 2004). Solving the transport equations only in wet cells is computationally most efficient 

when the number of wet cells is much smaller than the number of dry cells (Brufau et al. 2004, 

Lai 2010, Xia et al. 2010). For instance, in a dam-break problem when the initial wet region is 

where the reservoir is placed, the number of dry cells can be tens of times more than the number 

of wet cells. In such cases where the floodplain is huge compared with the area of reservoir, 

solving the transport equations only in wet cells is very efficient. 

Since during the time interval between the current and next time level, water front can physically 

propagate, it is argued that numerical procedure must allow such propagations (Zokagoa and 

Soulaimani 2010). In order to permit such propagation of water front, the flux at the interface 

between wet and dry cells has to be calculated; see for instance (Lai 2010, Murillo et al. 2006, 

Zokagoa and Soulaimani 2010). In three-dimensional simulations when the geometric 

reconstruction of Volume Of Fluid, VOF, is used for capturing the interface between several fluid 

phases, such propagation is not permitted. Numerical experiences indicate the accuracy of the 

computed results when the interface is prevented from propagation during the time interval 

between current and new time level. An equivalent strategy for depth-averaged simulations is 

setting the normal component of the front velocity to zero (Liang and Borthwick 2009, Wu 

2004). In order to set the flux at the water front to zero, a boundary condition has to be applied. 

When Saint Venant equations are solved, the boundary condition can be as simple as setting the 

normal velocity to zero (Liang and Borthwick 2009). In the case of hydrostatic depth-averaged 

equations, a normal choice can be using wall function approach (Wu 2004). In this thesis, the 

effect of both calculation of flux and the assumption of zero flux at the water front on numerical 

accuracy is investigated. 

When water flows down a slope, independent of wet or dry condition at the cell downstream of a 

face, occurrence of a negative water depth at the cell upstream of the face is always possible. In 

order to avoid negative water depths, local and general water redistribution algorithms seems to 

be inevitable (Liang and Borthwick 2009, Zokagoa and Soulaimani 2010). With a redistribution 

algorithm, either local or general, mass will not be fully conserved. Redistribution algorithms 
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also produce steps at the water surface where distribution of the step’s size is very anisotropic. It 

is observed in this thesis that, steps in water surface produce false currents. As a result, 

redistribution algorithms are not the best way of treating negative depths. In this thesis, in order 

to cope with negative water depths, an innovative strategy is developed which is suitable for 

finite volume SIMPLE algorithm. SIMPLE algorithm is widely used for solving the hydrostatic 

shallow flow equations (Bennett et al. 2008, Lai 2010, Minh Duc 1998, Wu et al. 2005). 

When during time interval between current and future time level, water is allowed to flux at the 

face between a wet and a dry cell, the order of accuracy of the wetting-drying treatment limits the 

order of accuracy of the solution near wetting-drying fronts (Liang and Borthwick 2009, Murillo 

et al. 2008, Nikolos and Delis 2009). For instance, when the wetting-drying treatment is first-

order, the order of accuracy of the solution eventually has to be reduced to first-order. When the 

flux at the face between a wet and a dry cell is set to zero by means of applying a boundary 

condition, the order of accuracy of the solution near the water front will not be explicitly limited 

to the order of accuracy of the wetting-drying treatment. In this thesis, a high order wetting-

drying treatment is devised which does not explicitly restrict the order of accuracy of the solution 

near the wetting-drying boundary.  

What differentiates wet and dry cells is the threshold water depth (Begnudelli and Sanders 2007, 

Brufau et al. 2004, Xia et al. 2010). With a two-threshold technique (Sleigh et al. 1998, Zhao et 

al. 1994) solution will be highly threshold dependent; e.g. the number of the cells where the 

water depth is between threshold depths will highly depends on the difference between threshold 

depths. It is observed in this thesis that, a small threshold water depth does not necessarily 

increase the accuracy of a wetting-drying technique. A conclusion of this finding can be that, 

decreasing the difference between the magnitudes of two water depths in a two-threshold 

technique does not necessarily reduce the extent of the semi-wet region. In (Xia et al. 2010), the 

effect of the threshold depth on numerical simulation of dam-break over shallow wet beds is 

studied. In this thesis, the effect of threshold water depth on temporal variation of the spatial 

position of the water front is numerically investigated in several benchmark tests. 

1.4 Extension of solver to vegetated channels  

Vegetation is normally approximated by rows of equivalent stems and, the flow in a vegetated 

zone is simulated in the same way as the flow over an array of rods (Sun et al. 2010, Tanino and 
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Nepf 2008, Wu et al. 2005, Zhang and Su 2008). Similar to the case of flow over array of roads, 

the double-decomposed depth-averaged equations can be derived through integration of the time-

mean depth-averaged equations over a Representative Elementary Volume (REV). Though 

double-decompose equations are used by Sun et al. (2010), Tanino and Nepf (2008), Wu et al. 

(2005), and Zhang and Su (2008), more complete techniques are also available in porous media 

science. The technique which is used in this thesis is mainly based on the works by de Lemos and 

his co-researchers (de Lemos 2005, de Lemos 2006, Pedras and de Lemos 2008, Saito and de 

Lemos 2005, Saito and de Lemos 2006, Saito and de Lemos 2009, Saito and de Lemos 2010). A 

main difference between the works by (de Lemos 2005, de Lemos, 2006, Pedras and de Lemos 

2008, Saito and de Lemos 2005, Saito and de Lemos 2006, Saito and de Lemos 2009, Saito and 

de Lemos 2010) and the research work performed by (Sun et al. 2010, Tanino and Nepf 2008, 

Wu et al. 2005, Zhang and Su 2008) is in the way porosity appears in transport equations. The 

porosity of a porous medium should appear in the transport equations in an appropriate way so 

that in discretized equations the flux area at the face appears as the face area multiplied by water 

depth and the porosity. In this thesis, compared to the work by (Sun et al. 2010, Tanino and Nepf 

2008, Wu et al. 2005, Zhang and Su 2008), the depth-averaged double-decomposed energy 

equation is also solved over non-flexible partially vegetated porous media.  

When transport equations are modified in order to simulate a porous medium, the porosity of the 

medium will appear in the entire terms of the equations except the terms where porosity effect is 

simulated. In a vegetated porous medium, for instance, the porosity of the medium appears in 

entire terms of the momentum equations except the terms which represent the force by porous 

matrix (Wu et al. 2005). These terms are where the vegetation density will appear in the 

equations. Thus, either the vegetation density or its porosity should be derivable from the other 

one. When this criterion is not hold conservation laws will not be satisfied. Wu et al. (2005) and 

Wu and Wang  (2004) proposed the definition of the vegetation density and the relation between 

vegetation density and its porosity. However, an exact physical and mathematical definition of 

depth-averaged porosity still remained unclear. Fischer-Antze et al. (2001) assumed there is only 

one stem at every computational cell. The simple relations for vegetation density and porosity 

suggested by Fischer-Antze et al. (2001) or Zhang and Su (2008) are hardly extendable to a 

complicated vegetated porous medium. The porosity defined at the interior of a domain also fails 

to apply in the region near a macroscopic boundary (Hsu 2005). For a near-wall region, for 
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example, this problem becomes serious since most of the important transfer process occurs in the 

boundary layer near the wall. In this thesis, the unit-cell concept which is introduced in (Arquis et 

al. 1991, Kuwahara and Nakayama 1999, Kuwahara et al. 1996) and further employed in (Pedras 

and de Lemos 2008, Teruel and Rizwan-Uddin 2009a) is used in order to define the vegetation 

density and porosity. The vegetation porosity and density which are defined using the unit-cell 

concept are simply applicable to a complicated vegetated zone. Since either vegetation density or 

its porosity can be derived from the other one, conservation laws will be satisfied. The vegetation 

density defined in this thesis can be considered as a more complete form of the vegetation density 

defined and used before (Choi and Kang 2004, Huai et al. 2009). Three different near-boundary 

vegetation porosity models are also defined in order to achieve a more accurate boundary 

treatment. These near-boundary porosities are defined based on percentage of the boundary area 

which is in contact with vegetation equivalent stems. 

Most of turbulence models are not derived for porous media. Though for porous media these 

models are normally modified by means of space averaging, the experimental constants which 

are used in these models are not calibrated for porous media. These turbulence models then may 

no longer perform well (Teruel and Rizwan-uddin 2009b, Teruel and Rizwan-uddin 2010) for 

simulation of heat (Alshare et al. 2010) and fluid (Saito and de Lemos 2010) flows over an array 

of roads. The condition will be worse when the domain is partially porous since even a 

turbulence model which is developed for porous media may not work well in non-porous regions 

of the domain. For a vegetated porous media, field condition span �A^ ≈ 0 − ��4000� (Tanino 

and Nepf 2008). At the first glance, a high Reynolds number turbulence model should be at least 

applicable to a vegetated channel with high �A^. This is used, for example, in (Jang and Shimizu 

2007; Wu et al. 2005, Zhang et al. 2010) using the standard � − � model, where the wall-function 

approach is used for the near-wall treatment. In this thesis, flow in a channel with alternate 

vegetated zones is investigated at high �A^ and, application of standard � − � model is examined 

for two different vegetation densities. 

The heat flux between the wall boundary and porous matrix is not the same as the heat flux 

between the wall and fluid. In the first case the thermal conduction is the main reason behind heat 

transfer while in the second case heat will be transferred by both conduction and convection. If 

vegetation stems touch the wall boundary, they will alter the near-wall heat transfer. A technique 
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then will be required in order to take account of vegetation effects. The term for diffusive heat 

flux due to porosity gradient does not appear in one-energy equation model when porosity is 

uniform (de Lemos 2005, de Lemos 2006, Pedras and de Lemos 2008). In a partially vegetated 

channel the porosity gradient near the vegetation border is not zero. This is where the effect of 

diffusive heat flux due to porosity gradient can be significant. In a dense porous medium with a 

low speed flow, �AL ≤ ~300 and ~1 ≤ JAL ≤ ~10, the effect of laminar thermal dispersion on 

temperature field can be large (Kuwahara and Nakayama 1999, Kuwahara et al. 1996). This 

condition can be observed in partially vegetated channels with high vegetation density. In this 

thesis, a model is suggested in order to take account of vegetation material effect on the near-wall 

heat flux. The diffusive heat flux due to porosity gradient is also calculated and, the effect of this 

heat flux on temperature filed is investigated at high and low �A^. At a low �A^ the laminar 

thermal dispersion effect on temperature filed is examined. 

1.5 Vorticity equation for secondary flows 

In space averaging process a variable will be considered as sum of its space averaged component 

and a spatial oscillation. After rearrangement of a space averaged equation, the terms which 

include spatially fluctuating components form the so-called dispersion terms. In a double-

decomposed depth-averaged momentum equation a dispersion term will appear as a result of 

averaging over water depth. Though this dispersion force can exist even in a straight channel 

(Blanckaert et al. 2010, Wang and Cheng 2005, Wang and Cheng 2006), the momentum due to 

this force is most significant in channel bends where the secondary flows are most strong 

(Begnudelli et al. 2010, Stoesser et al. 2010). This is where the word Dispersion Force can be 

most meaningfully replaced with the word Secondary Force.  

In the literature, the secondary force source term is obtained through different techniques such as 

solving some algebraic equations (Hsieh and Yang 2005), solving the moment equation (Wu and 

Wang 2004) or, solving the stream-wise vorticity equation (Bernard 1993, Rodriguez et al. 2004). 

In none of the mentioned methods, however, the vegetation effect on secondary force is 

considered. The transport equation for stream-wise vorticity is based on the interaction of the 

lateral curvature, bottom friction and vertical non-uniformity, to develop a model that reproduces 

the depth averaged influence of the secondary flow (Bernard 1993). This model is used in this 

thesis for flume conditions and by Rodriguez et al. (2004) for natural streams in order to simulate 
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the flow in channel bends. Over predicted stream-wise velocities are, however, observed in this 

thesis when the secondary force due to depth-averaging process is taken into account.  

In vegetated channels the porous matrix resists the secondary flow and, as a result, the magnitude 

of secondary force in momentum equations has to be reduced. In a partially vegetated channel 

when vegetation is dense and divides the channel into several sub-channels, the initial secondary 

flow will be weakened and may be divided into several smaller secondary flows in sub-channels. 

In this thesis, a dissipation source term is developed and added to the vorticity equation in order 

to take account of vegetation damping effect on stream-wise vorticity. The reduced stream-wise 

vorticity then would produce a smaller secondary force. A non-physical shift in velocity profile is 

observed when the channel was partially vegetated.  

Several test cases are performed in order to find circumstances where the secondary force added 

to momentum equations will actually improve the accuracy of the computed depth-averaged 

velocity field. In these tests, parameters such as length of the channel bend and depth to width 

ratio are studied. 
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CHAPTER 2 METHODOLOGY 

In this thesis, the methodology for doing the research work is divided into two parts as: general 

methodology, and specific methodology. In general methodology, the general aspects of the work 

were expected to be known. Examples of such aspects are the numerical scheme to be used, and 

output files format. The general aspects of the work were specified when the main objective of 

the project was defined. The general methodology of this thesis then was known before starting 

any of the project steps. The specific methodologies, on the contrary, were not required to be 

fully known at the beginning of the research work, but the specific methodology of the first step. 

The specific methodology of every step was clarified at the beginning of that step. The 

dependency of any future step to preceding steps, however, was observed at preceding steps of 

the project. Since the specific methodology of this thesis closely relates to its scientific content, it 

will be explained in more detail.  

In Specific methodology, the whole thesis is divided into several steps in order to manage the 

process of developing the CFD solver. An exact definition of problem, developing new 

techniques, and design of objects and algorithms are performed almost separately at the 

beginning of every step. As a result, details of the methodological approaches to research and 

development at every step are specified at the beginning of that step.  

2.1 Two-dimensional solver 

As the first step in developing a depth-averaged solver, a simple three-dimensional solver is 

reduced to a two-dimensional solver. In three-dimensional solver, SIMPLE algorithm is used for 

the coupling between velocity and pressure field, upwind method is applied to convective terms, 

central differencing technique is applied to diffusive terms, and source terms are discretized in 

point-wise manners. Variables are stored at cells’ center, and the three-dimensional cells have to 

be tetrahedron.  Following steps are taken in order to develop the two-dimensional solver: 

• Reduction of three-dimensional solver into two-dimensional solver: In most of functions 

and subroutines the reduction process was as simple as reducing the loop over four faces 

of tetrahedron cells into loop over three edges of triangle cells. A triangle cell is 

equivalent to a wedge type three-dimensional cell, where the height of the prism is 

assumed equal to one. Thus, the mathematical relations for calculating geometrical data 
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such as cells’ volume and faces’ area are fully changed and, in turn, functions and 

subroutines which were doing these calculations are significantly altered. Other places 

where changes are significant include functions and subroutines which perform the 

required calculations for generating outputs, together with functions and subroutines 

which export the data to Tecplot. These changes are mainly due to the fact that, every 

three-dimensional output is reduced to a two-dimensional output, and every two-

dimensional output is reduced to a one-dimensional output.  

• Modification in two-dimensional solver: The three-dimensional solver was developed for 

solving the specific problem of external flow around spherical objects. The reduced two-

dimensional solver necessarily inherited the same features. Many modifications then 

were necessary in order to make a general solver out of the two-dimensional solver. 

These modifications include:  

� Definition of new boundary conditions for the solver. Most of these boundary 

conditions were required during validation process. The practical application of 

these boundary conditions for future depth-averaged simulations is also observed. 

For instance, the no-slip rough wall boundary condition was not required for 

validation of the solver. It is added to the code and is validated only because it has 

practical applications in depth-averaged simulations. 

� Definition of new convergence criteria. Any convergence criterion is not 

applicable to every problem. The existing convergence criterion is replaced with 

three new criteria which are more general.   

� Rearrangement of steps taken in the coded SIMPLE algorithm. It is tried to 

strictly follow the computation steps suggested for SIMPLE algorithm in 

literature.  

� Replacement of the interpolation technique. A distance-based technique is used 

for interpolating variables from cells’ center into the cells’ faces.  

� Reduction in the absolute magnitude of the checkerboard oscillations. In order to 

reduce the checkerboard oscillations in pressure field, a Rhie and Chew type 

method is applied to the interpolated velocity at the cell face.  
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• Solution of the standard � − � turbulence model: Depth-averaging process limits the 

turbulent structures to a two-dimensional space and, in turn, the actual cohesive turbulent 

structures cannot be captured. An isotropic turbulence model based on Boussinesq 

assumptions then seems adequate for depth-averaged solvers. In this thesis, the standard 

version of the � − � turbulence model is added to the solver for taking the turbulent 

effects into account. Thus, the Navier-Stokes equations solved by the solver are 

inevitably Reynolds-averaged.  

• Application of a near-wall treatment: In three-dimensional version of the code convective 

fluxes are set to zero at the wall, but diffusive fluxes are left untouched. In the two-

dimensional solver, the same strategy is followed when a flow is laminar. Comparison of 

results with experimental data and the solutions by Fluent6.3 indicates the accuracy of the 

computed results. When solving for turbulent flows, the standard wall function approach 

is used for the near-wall treatment. In this approach, the source terms are added only to 

the cells adjacent to the wall.  

• Application of MBLT grids: When solution domain consists of several blocks of fluid 

and the data structure is collocated, spurious high checkerboard oscillations may appear 

in velocity and pressure field at the interface between blocks of fluids. A checkerboard 

pressure field may appear because of two main reasons: the interpolated velocities at the 

cell faces are not mass conserving and, the pressure of the cell will not appear in 

discretized momentum equations when the pressure term is integrated over the cell 

volume. When Green’s theorem is used for converting the integral over cell volume into 

the integral over cell surface, the pressure of the cell will not appear in discretized 

momentum equations only if a triangle cell is equilateral. Numerical simulations show 

that, the mentioned checkerboard velocity and pressure fields will appear at the interface 

between blocks of fluid only if the triangle cells are not equilateral. Otherwise, both 

velocity and pressure field will be smooth. The main reason behind having such smooth 

velocity and pressure fields is found to be due to isotropy in the checkerboard 

oscillations. This isotropic checkerboard pressure field is in minimum energy state. The 

isotropic checkerboard pressure field consist of semi-spherical pressure surfaces. Such 

semi-spherical pressure surfaces need at least four equilateral triangular cells to form. 

These consist of a central cell and its three neighbouring cells. These four cells form a 
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bigger triangle which is called a perfect LT. When these four triangular cells are not 

equilateral, LT is called distorted. Depending upon the distortion of LT, the pressure 

surface in a distorted LT is not perfectly semi-spherical. Since every LT has three 

neighbouring LTs, these non-similar pressure surfaces form an anisotropic checkerboard 

pressure field. Numerical simulations proved that, performance of the Rhie and Chow 

type pressure correction technique decreases when anisotropy in checkerboard pressure 

oscillations increases. A technique, MBLT, then is developed in order to apply the 

desired property of the perfect LTs to unstructured triangular grids. In this technique 

domain is first meshed with a coarse grid where every cell is assumed to be a block of 

fluid. LTs then are constructed in every individual cell. This will force an isotropic 

checkerboard pressure at every initial coarse cell (equivalently, at every block of fluid) 

and, in turn, increases the effectiveness of a Rhie and Chow type pressure interpolation 

technique.  

• Validation of solver: The two-dimensional solver is first applied to laminar lid-driven 

cavity. Both first-order and second-order solutions are compared with measured data, and 

the data computed with Fluent6.3. In the next benchmark test, turbulent flow in a square 

duct with smooth no-slip walls is simulated and, numerical results are validated with 

experimental data and the data computed with Fluent6.3. The wall boundary condition is 

changed to free-slip and rough no-slip and, it is validated with the data from Fluent6.3 

software. In the last step of validation, the same square duct is used for simulation of 

laminar heat and fluid flows. Both first order and second order solutions for the heat 

transfer are validated with data from Fluent6.3. 

2.2 Depth-averaged solver 

Since the two-dimensional solver is validated, developing a depth-averaged solver out of this 

two-dimensional solver reduces the programming error. On the other hand, a copy of the two-

dimensional solver is put aside for probable future extension of the code to a three-dimensional 

solver. The steps taken in developing the depth-averaged solver out of the two-dimensional 

solver are as follows: 

• Modification of transport equations: Water depth to the power of a fraction always 

appears in the source terms due to channel bed. When the water depth goes to zero, the 
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source term due to channel bed goes to infinity and solution oscillates. In this thesis, the 

whole transport equation is multiplied by water depth to the appropriate power of a 

fraction and, in turn, the source term due to channel bed at very small water depths will be 

a constant.  

• Discretization of source terms: When the transport equations are modified as explained in 

previous paragraph, every term excluding the bed source term will go to zero at very 

small water depths. If the bed source term is discretized explicitly, a division by zero will 

appear in discretized unsteady equations for calculation of variables at new time level. 

The bed source terms then are discretized with a semi-implicit technique. With this 

technique the bed source terms will appear in both numerator and denominator of the 

discretized unsteady equations.   

• Performing the depth-averaging process: First, the depth-averaged transport equations are 

discretized. Then, the discretized depth-averaged equations are compared with discretized 

two-dimensional equations. Finally, appropriate corrections are made to functions and 

subroutines of the two-dimensional solver. This includes correction to functions and 

subroutines for generating outputs.  

• Solution of vorticity equation: When streamlines are curved, secondary flows are strong. 

A source term then is needed for taking account of secondary force in momentum 

equations. This term can be calculated through solving a transport equation for stream-

wise vorticity. In this thesis, before discretization process, vorticity equation is also 

multiplied by water depth to the appropriate power of a fraction. During discretization, the 

vorticity damping source term which is due to bed friction is discretized with a semi-

implicit technique.  

• Development of TV-LI technique: When the data structure is collocated, interpolation of 

variables from cells’ center into the cells’ faces will be required during computations. A 

linear interpolation technique, such as the one used in this thesis, is most accurate when a 

variable behaves linearly. In many simple shallow flows, such as flow in a wide straight 

channel with rectangular cross section, unit discharge’s behaviour is more linear 

compared with that of velocity. This fact is used for developing a new interpolation 

technique which is called Total Value – Linear Interpolation, TV-LI. In this technique, 
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every variable is integrated over the water depth and its total value is calculated. This total 

value then is linearly interpolated from cells’ center into the cells’ faces. At the cell face, 

the variable is calculated through dividing its total value by interpolated water depth. 

Exceptions are water depth and water surface elevation where a total value is 

meaningless. In these cases, a Linear Interpolation technique, LI, is used. Application of 

TV-LI technique highly reduces the total computational efforts at fine grids.  

• Investigation of grid effect on computed velocity field: It is observed during simulations 

that, solution of transport equations in a structured triangular grid reveals significant 

spurious currents. Several channels with different bed slope and roughness then are 

studied in order to investigate the reason behind such spurious currents. False Channels, 

FCs, are found to be the main reason behind such currents. A FC is one of continues 

downstream directions in a grid where a numerical flow is permitted, but a physical flow 

is not allowed. For instance, the physical flux through a face with its normal vector 

perpendicular to flow direction is always equal to zero, but the numerical flux is not 

necessarily zero. The path for a false numerical flux, which can appear in a depth-

averaged solution but not in the equivalent two-dimensional solution, is part of a FC. 

Simulations reveal that, such spurious currents do not appear when continues downstream 

directions do not exist in a grid. It is also observed that, grid refinement in unstructured 

triangular grids break FCs down and, in turn, it reduces the spurious currents. 

• Validation of solver: There are several benchmark tests where the solutions from a two-

dimensional solver can be validated with those of a one-dimensional solver. An example 

of such tests includes flow in a frictionless straight channel with rectangular cross 

sections. A simple one-dimensional solver then is developed in order to be used, together 

with several experimental data, for validating the depth-averaged solver. First, flow in a 

frictionless straight channel is simulated. This test validated the internal accuracy of the 

solver. Then, flow in a straight channel with smooth walls but rough bed is simulated. In 

this test, accuracy of the discretized bed source terms is validated. Finally, measured data 

from a shallow bent channel are used. These data validated the accuracy of the coded 

discretized wall functions. Some additional tests are also done in order to make sure the 

results are non-oscillatory at very small water depths.  
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2.3 Extension of depth-averaged solver to streams with moving water edge 

In natural streams the position of water edge is a function of time and space and, in turn, a depth-

averaged solver is required to be able to handle problems where the water edge moves. The 

developed depth-averaged code then is further extended to solve problems including dam-break 

or flooding phenomenon. The steps taken in this process are as follows: 

• Identification of cells: Before starting a solution and also at the beginning of every time 

level, wet and dry cells are identified. A computational cell is assumed wet if the water 

level in that cell is above a predefined threshold level, otherwise it is assumed dry. When 

a wet cell has no dry neighbouring cell, it is called a wet-interior cell. A wet cell which 

has a dry neighbouring cell is a wet-boundary cell. The identification number assigned to 

wet-interior and wet-boundary cells is different. A dry cell is an interior dry cell when it 

has no wet neighbouring cell. When a dry cell has a wet neighbouring cell, it is called a 

dry-boundary cell. Similar to the case of wet cells, the identification number assigned to 

dry-interior and dry-boundary cells is different. The identification number of boundary 

wet and dry cells is used for applying boundary conditions. The identification number of 

wet cells of either interior or boundary types is used when doing calculations for domain’s 

wet region. A wet cell which has no wet neighbouring cell is called a wet-isolated cell. 

Calculations are not performed in such wet cells. When every cell neighbouring a dry cell 

is a wet-boundary cell, it is called a dry-island cell.  

• Identification of loops: When a problem includes both wet and dry cells, doing loop over 

entire cells in order to find wet cells is not computationally efficient. Even though wet and 

dry cells are identified by identification numbers, an identification number alone adds 

little value to a wetting-drying algorithm. Assigning an identification number to every cell 

is a way of marking a computational domain. These marks then have to be used for 

identifying loops over wet, wet-boundary, and dry-boundary cells. In order to do so, the 

identification numbers for wet-domain (this includes wet-interior and wet-boundary 

cells), dry-boundary, and wet-virtual cells are stored in separate arrays. The wet-domain 

array consists of identification number for cells where computation will be performed. 

The dry-boundary array consists of identification number for dry cells. This is where 

boundary conditions at wetting-drying boundaries will be applied. The wet-virtual array 
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consists of identification number for ghost cells with wet neighbouring cell. The wet-

virtual array is used for applying boundary conditions at domain boundaries. 

• Treatment for wetting-drying boundaries: Since transport equations are solved at wet 

cells, a boundary condition is required at wetting-drying boundaries. The tangential 

component of velocity vectors near a wetting-drying boundary is physically zero, but the 

normal component can have any magnitudes. Numerical simulations performed in this 

thesis confirm that, the normal velocity can be set to zero when Courant number is less 

than one. The wall boundary condition then is applied to wetting-drying boundaries for 

setting the boundary velocities to zero. Since the position of wetting-drying boundaries is 

a function of time and space, dynamic ghost cell technique is used for applying the 

boundary conditions. The dynamic ghost cells are defined where dry-boundary cells exist, 

and they have the same geometry as the relevant dry-boundary cells. These ghost cells are 

called dynamic because they will be reallocated at the beginning of every time level and 

their position will change.  

• Treatment for cells with negative water depth: During simulations there is no guaranty 

that the water depth at a wet cell will remain more than the threshold water depth. The 

pressure correction to water depth can even produce cells with negative water depth. Even 

though formation of such cells may not destabilize the solver, it will produce non-physical 

solutions. A technique then is required to prevent formation of cells with negative or low 

water depth. The technique developed in this thesis consists of four steps. First, the 

pressure correction is used for calculating the correction to water depth. Then, the water 

depth is corrected and the expected new water depth is computed. After that, the 

computed new water depth is compared with the threshold water depth. Finally, the 

pressure correction is modified so that the new water depth remains more than the 

threshold water depth. The modified pressure correction then is used for updating 

velocities, water surface elevation, and depth.  

• Wetting-Drying process: In first order techniques a dry cell can receive water from its 

neighbouring cells if the water depth at one of the neighbouring cells is more than the 

threshold water depth, and the flux direction permits the wetting process. This will 

produce spurious wetted zones with a thin layer of water. These thin layers of water flow 
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downstream and increase the extent of the spuriously wetted zones. False wet zones, on 

the other hand, increase the computational efforts since the transport equations are solved 

only in wet cells. The high order technique which developed in this thesis takes account 

of the gradient of channel bed and water surface. In this technique, a dry cell will be 

wetted if the water depth in a neighbouring cell is more than the threshold water depth, 

the flux direction permits the wetting process, and the reconstructed water surface and 

channel bed meet in dry cell. This technique prevents formation of spurious thin layers of 

water. Drying process consists of two main steps: changing the identification of a cell 

from wet to dry when the water depth at this cell falls below the threshold water depth, 

and storing the identification number of this cell in the array for dry-boundary cells if 

applicable.    

• Validation of solver: If a wetting-drying algorithm performs well for the problems which 

include downhill dam-break, uphill dam-break, and dam-break over a flat bet, it will do 

well for any problem. These test cases then are selected for validating the new wetting-

drying algorithm, together with a multidirectional dam-break test. In the multidirectional 

dam-break test case water can flow uphill, downhill, and over flat regions and, in turn, 

this test examines the wetting-drying algorithm for combined movements. The results 

computed with first order and high order techniques then are compared with numerical 

data which are computed with Fluent6.3. Dam-break over a flat wet bed is also 

investigated in order to find the optimum threshold water depth.  

2.4 Extension of depth-averaged solver to streams in vegetated channels 

Vegetations can be well approximated to an equivalent cylindrical stems where, these stems 

shape a porous matrix. A porous matrix resists the flow, influences the turbulent structures, and 

alters the temperature field. Very fine grid will be needed if one aims to simulate the exact flow 

field around a porous matrix. A computationally efficient alternative way of simulating the flow 

field in a porous medium is the space averaging technique. When the time-mean depth-averaged 

equations are integrated over a Representative Elementary Volume, REV, the resultant equations 

are called the double-decomposed depth-averaged equations. These equations then can be solved 

instead of time-mean depth-averaged equations for simulating heat and fluid flows in a vegetated 

channel. Following steps then are taken in order to extend the depth-averaged code: 
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• Definition of vegetation porosity and density: Vegetation porosity appears in entire terms 

of a transport equation, except the term where the effect of porous matrix is simulated. 

This is where the vegetation density will appear in equation. Thus, the defined vegetation 

porosity or its density should be drivable from the other one. If not, the conservation law 

will not be satisfied. In this thesis, vegetation density and porosity are defined from unit-

cells. A unit-cell is assumed to be the simplest equilateral polygon which connects several 

neighbouring stems. For instance, the unit-cell for staggered arrangement of vegetation 

stems is an equilateral triangle. The volume of a unit-cell is equal to the area of the unit-

cell polygon multiplied by water depth. The cross sectional area of vegetation stems at a 

unit-cell multiplied by effective stem height is the volume of solid matrix. The area of a 

unit-cell polygon multiplied by water depth minus the volume of sold matrix is equal to 

the volume of fluid in that unit-cell. These volumes then are used for defining vegetation 

porosity as the volume of fluid in a unit-cell divided by volume of unit-cell. Vegetation 

density is defined as the frontal area of vegetation stems in a unit-cell divided by area of 

the unit-cell polygon. When this method is used for defining vegetation density and 

porosity, either the vegetation density or its porosity can be derived from the other one. 

Vegetation porosity at the domain interior, however, does not necessarily represent the 

porosity at the domain boundaries. A technique then is required for calculating the near-

boundary porosity. When the near-wall arrangement of vegetation stems is not irregular, a 

near-wall unit-cell can be defined. The near-wall unit-cell consists of a line connecting 

two near-wall stems. The thickness of this unit-cell normal to the wall is much less than 

stem diameter. Volumes of porous matrix and fluid in a unit-cell, together with the 

volume of unit-cell, are defined as the ones of the unit-cell in domain interior. Definition 

of the near-wall vegetation porosity then is straight forward. When the arrangement of 

vegetation stems near the wall is very irregular, the near-wall porosity is assumed equal to 

the porosity at the domain interior.  

• Modification of transport equations: the time-mean depth-averaged equations are space 

averaged in order to take account of spatial oscillations in flow field. As a result of this 

spatial averaging extra source terms are appeared in transport equations, together with 

vegetation porosity in other terms. The derived double-decomposed depth-averaged 
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equations then are discretized, and modifications are made to the coded discretized 

equations.  

• Development of a damping source term for vorticity equation: Vegetation stems resist the 

flow in any direction, including the secondary flow. This resistance force reduces the 

strength of the secondary flow and, in turn, it reduces the magnitude of secondary force in 

momentum equations. Since the secondary force is a function of stream-wise vorticity, a 

damping source term will be required in vorticity equation in order to reduce the absolute 

magnitude of the stream-wise vorticity in vegetated zones. For deriving such source term 

the functional relation between velocity components and stream-wise vorticity is assumed 

independent of vegetation effects. The derived damping source term is a function of water 

depth, vegetation effective height, drag coefficient, and vegetation density.  

• Development of a macroscopic secondary force: The time-mean depth-averaged 

secondary force in momentum equations, usually called microscopic secondary force, 

represents the effect of non-uniformity of flow field in vertical direction. When flow 

variables are space averaged, the space averaging effect has to be observed in secondary 

force term; i.e. a macroscopic secondary force has to be used in momentum equations 

rather than a microscopic force. In order to derive a macroscopic secondary force, the 

microscopic secondary force model suggested by literature is assumed to represent the 

actual microscopic force. This microscopic force then is space averaged, and an 

expression is developed for macroscopic secondary force.  

• Implementation of one-energy equation model: The computed temperature field in a 

porous medium will be most accurate when two energy equations, one for fluid phase and 

one for porous matrix, are solved. This demands a known temperature or heat flux at the 

surface of the porous matrix, together with a known interfacial heat transfer coefficient.  

In a vegetated porous medium the problem is not only an unknown interfacial heat 

transfer coefficient but also an unknown temperature or heat flux at the surface of the 

porous matrix. This then leaves no choice but solving a one-energy equation which relies 

on the assumption of local thermal equilibrium hypothesis. In this hypothesis the porous 

matrix and its surrounding fluid are assumed in local thermal equilibrium. This 

assumption reduces the two-energy equation model to a one-energy equation model. The 
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assumption of local thermal equilibrium remains valid if the porous matrix does not act as 

a significant source of heat. Regarding the accuracy required for simulating a vegetated 

zone, the assumption of local thermal equilibrium hypothesis holds in vegetated open 

waters. 

• Modification of diffusion term in energy equation: When the one-energy equation model 

is applied to the problems with uniform porosity, the thermal diffusion due to porosity 

gradient can be ignored. In a partially vegetated open channel model where the 

assumption of uniform porosity does not hold, the diffusive heat flux due to the porosity 

gradient will be significant at fine grids. In this thesis, the porosity induced thermal 

diffusion term is developed and added to the one-energy equation model. The effect of 

this term on the computed temperature field then is examined at different flow Reynolds 

numbers.  

• Modification of wall functions for energy equation: When the porous matrix touches the 

wall boundary, it affects the heat flux at the wall. The nature of the heat flux between the 

wall and porous matrix is conductive, and the heat transferred into or out of the porous 

matrix will be eventually transferred into or out of fluid. This heat immediately affects the 

temperature field when the local thermal equilibrium hypothesis is assumed. The heat flux 

at the wall then is assumed equal to the heat flux between wall and fluid plus the 

conductive heat flux between wall and the porous matrix. In a laminar flow these 

hypotheses are used for correcting the temperature at ghost cells. The same hypotheses 

are used in a turbulent flow for modifying the wall functions. 

• Investigation of the effect of laminar thermal dispersion: Non-uniformity in temperature 

field produces thermal diffusion. Space averaging process, however, smooth down any 

non-uniformity with length scale less than the cube root of the volume of REV. In double-

decomposed equations, the effects of these non-uniformities are observed through thermal 

dispersions. These dispersion terms appear in energy equation by means of equivalent 

conductivity. In literature, the macroscopic eddy conductivity is assumed to take account 

of both turbulent diffusive and dispersive conductivities. The laminar thermal dispersion 

conductivity, on the other hand, is computed for a unit-cell assuming uniform porosity, 

uniform velocity, uniform thermal gradient, and periodic condition at the boundaries of 
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the unit-cell. Laminar thermal dispersive fluxes can be comparable to convective fluxes at 

small Reynolds and Peclet numbers. Whether or not this laminar thermal dispersive flux 

has to be taken into account in a vegetated zone then is investigated through simulation of 

low Reynolds and Peclet numbers flow in a partially vegetated open channel.  

• Application of high Reynolds number turbulence models to partially vegetated channels: 

High Reynolds number turbulence models are successfully applied to open channel flows. 

The application of these turbulence models is even extended to partially vegetated 

channels. What is most common among all simulated vegetated channels is a small 

vegetation density. Naturally vegetated channels, however, can exhibit higher vegetation 

densities. An important question which remains unanswered is: to what extent of 

vegetation densities are these high Reynolds number turbulence models applicable to 

partially vegetated channels? Several numerical tests then are made in order to find an 

answer to this question. In these simulations, high and low Reynolds number flows in 

partially vegetated channels with high vegetation density are simulated. 

• Application of vorticity equation to open channel flows: The source terms for generation 

and dissipation of stream-wise vorticity are very approximate and, in turn, vorticity 

equation is more of a balance equation rather than a transport equation. The accuracy of 

this equation for predicting the stream-wise vorticity then highly relies on the assumptions 

used for derivation of its source terms. A consequence of an inaccurately computed 

source term can be a fatal error in computed secondary force and, in turn, inaccuracy in 

computed velocity field. Among assumptions made in derivation of source terms, a basic 

but most important assumption is the assumption of shallow flow. Several numerical 

simulations then are made in order to investigate the effect of channel depth to width ratio 

on computed velocity field. In derivation of source terms the relation between velocity 

components and stream-wise vorticity is also assumed known. This assumption may not 

hold in complex flow regimes. For instance, in the case of a partially vegetated channel or 

a long channel bend, velocity components may have different functional relation with 

stream-wise vorticity. Numerical tests then are made in order to investigate the accuracy 

of the computed velocity field in partially vegetated channels and channels with a long 

bend. 
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• Validation of solver: Flow in several partially vegetated channels is simulated, and the 

computed data are compared with the experimentally measured data. Performance of the 

solver is additionally investigated through observing the turbulence kinematic energy, 

stream-wise vorticity, and tangential stress at the border of vegetated zones. 

2.5 Development of software for interpolation of geo-data into cells’ center 

Most channel bed and flood plain consist of very complex geometries and, in turn, functional 

relationships cannot be used for reconstruction of these geometries. A tool then is needed for 

interpolation of geo-data into cells’ center. The tool which performs this interpolation in Shallow 

Fluent is called SF-Field. SF-Field supports three different interpolation techniques as follows: 

• Old cross sectional data: Old data are measured across channels in several cross sections 

and, in turn, they have very low resolution. These data are measured to be used in one-

dimensional solvers and they are not appropriate for two-dimensional solutions. Such 

data, however, can be used for preliminary study of a channel flow. In order to interpolate 

the data, channel is longitudinally divided into several sub-channels where every sub-

channel represents a streamline. Sub-channels are also divided by cross sections where 

every divided part of a sub-channel is quadrilateral and consists of four geo-data lying at 

its vertices. These four data then are interpolated along streamline into the center of every 

part of sub-channels.  

• Unstructured quadrilateral data arrangement: Field data are not normally measured with 

unstructured quadrilateral arrangement. Such measurement, however, can be made for 

flume data. In this case, every quadrilateral structure consists of four data lying at its 

vertices, and several cells’ center lying inside it. The data then is linearly interpolated 

from the vertices of these quadrilateral structures into the cells’ center. 

• Unstructured data arrangement: For two-dimensional simulations field morphological 

data are measured with an unstructured arrangement. In order to interpolate such data into 

cells’ center, the space around every cell center is divided into several sub-spaces. The 

closest data to the cell center at every sub-space then is found. These data are linearly 

interpolated into the cell center. 
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CHAPTER 3  ARTICLE 1: TREATMENT OF CHECKERBOARD 

PRESSURE IN THE COLLOCATED UNSTRUCTURED FINITE-

VOLUME SCHEME 

3.1 Presentation of the article 

In this section the objective of the article will be presented, as well as a conclusion on this work 

as part of the thesis. This article presents a new technique for removing the oscillations from 

pressure and velocity field. It can be used in commercial software to enhance the quality of the 

simulations. An example of such software which uses the same numerical scheme as this article 

can be ANSYS/Fluent (http://hpce.iitm.ac.in/website/Manuals/Fluent_6.3/fluent6.3/help/html/ug/ 

node987.htm).  

3.1.1 Objective 

When the finite volume method is used together with a collocated data structure, checkerboard 

oscillations can be observed in both velocity and pressure fields. In depth-averaged simulations, 

this pressure field is related to the water surface elevation through the expression J = [6o. Thus, 

the water surface will oscillate if the pressure field is checkerboard. Since in this thesis the depth-

averaged solver is derived from a two-dimensional solver, it is considered reasonable to make 

effort on removing the checkerboard oscillations before extending the code to a depth-averaged 

solver. In order to achieve this goal, the Rhie and Chow type pressure correction is used, but 

additional correction to pressure and velocity fields is thought through grid property. This led to a 

new generation of grids which is called MBLT grids. Another matter which demands concern, 

when the Rhie and Chow type pressure correction term is used, is the relaxation factor in this 

term. A hypothesis then is devised in order to choose an appropriate relaxation factor regarding 

the arguments in the literature.  

3.1.2 Conclusion  

It is indicated that the relaxation factor in Rhie and Chow type pressure correction term has to be 

equal to one, and it cannot be equal to the general relaxation factor. It is observed that grid 

uniformity in triangular grids regulates the oscillations; i.e. checkerboard field will be more 
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isotropic when grid contains equilateral triangles. It is indicated that, the MBLT grid, which is 

designed to improve the uniformity property of the grid, reduces the checkerboard oscillations. 

The MBLT grid is however observed not to perform well near the domain boundaries where the 

boundaries of the multiple blocks of fluid coincide. It is observed that, to overcome this problem, 

structured triangular grid can be used near the domain boundary and MBLT right outside the 

boundaries. This technique is observed to fully remove the checkerboard oscillations.   
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3.2 Treatment of Checkerboard Pressure in the Collocated Unstructured 

Finite-Volume Scheme 

M. Moradi Larmaei1, J. Behzadi2, and Tew-Fik Mahdi1
 

1Department of Civil, Geological and Mining Engineering, Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 

2Department of Mechanical Engineering, Shahid Chamran University, Ahvaz, Iran. 

3.2.1 Abstract 

In this article, a new concept, Local Triangle, is described. A smoother pressure field is then 

obtained through the utilization of Local Triangles in a Multi-Block Local Triangulation method. 

The cell face velocity is corrected with a pressure correction term which is usually under relaxed. 

It is demonstrated that this relaxation factor has to be one, and it cannot be the general relaxation 

factor. It is indicated that the checkerboard oscillations are more significant at high Cell Reynolds 

numbers and, in turn, in this article, numerical simulations are mainly performed in turbulent 

flow. 

Keywords: Finite volume method, Unstructured grid, Collocated data structure, Checkerboard 

pressure 

3.2.2 Introduction 

When the finite volume scheme is used in staggered [1, 2] or lattice [3] grids, the velocity 

components are stored at the cell face center. The cell face velocity conserves the mass at the 

scalar cell and, as a result, the computed pressure field will be smooth. On the other hand, when 

the finite volume SIMPLE algorithm is utilized, a collocated data structure results in a 

checkerboard pressure field [4-7]. Two main reasons are inferred as the cause of checkerboard 

pressure: the averaged velocity at the cell face is not mass conserving [6, 8], and when 

momentum equations are integrated over a control volume, the pressure of the central cell will 

not appear in discretized equations [4, 6, 7]. In this article, the first reason is held, but it is shown 

that in triangular grids the second reason does not necessarily cause a checkerboard pressure 

field.  
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Nomenclature  

)*, ), coefficients in the discretized equations 

./0  volumetric flux at the cell face �, 
7 the rate of production of � 

ℎ89_80  the normal distance between two neighbor cells 

� turbulence kinematic energy 

< length scale 

  the direction along � or the number of levels in MBLT method 

� unit vector normal to the cell face 

?@8ABB number of the boundary cells in initial grid 

?@8ABB_CDEF number of the boundary cells in MBLT grid 

?GABB number of the cells (in initial grid considering the MBLT grid) 

?8ABB_CDEF number of the cells in MBLT grid 

?HI3A number of the nodes in initial grid 

?HI3A_CDEF number of the nodes in MBLT grid 

J, JK pressure and pressure correction, respectively 

	80_/0 , 	89_/0  distance vectors between the cell’s center and the face’s center 

� residual at the domain 

�A Reynolds number 
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�, , _, cell face area and the area vector, respectively 

` source term 

! time 

�, � velocity components in � and � directions, respectively 

\ velocity scale 

> velocity vector 

>= momentum velocity vector 

ϑ° continuity residual 

mTH°  volumetric influx at the inlet boundary 

�, � � and � directions 

Greek symbols  

� dissipation rate of � 

W, WY Laminar and turbulent dynamic viscosity, respectively 

[ fluid density 

p Prandtl/Schmidt number 

s general scalar quantity 

t Prandtl/Schmidt number in general discretized equation for s 

u,u28 general relaxation factor and the relaxation factor in pressure correction term, 

respectively 
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Ω volume 

Subscripts  

' refers to the domain 

� refers to the neighboring cell 

� refers to turbulence kinematic energy 

{| refers to the implicit part of the source term in discretized equation for s 

��z refers to reference value 

� refers to residual at the domain 

�, refers to cell face �, 
�| , �> refers to the explicit part of the source term in discretized equation for s and >, 

respectively 

�_J refers to the source term due to pressure gradient in momentum equations 

� refers to dissipation rate of � 

s refers to s 

0 refers to central cell 

Superscripts  

J  refers to pressure  

� refers to the transpose of a vector 

�	 refers to > 
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s refers to s 

.. refers to an initial guess  

∗ refers to the dimensional form of a quantity 

 

In order to have a mass conserving velocity at the cell face, Rhie and Chow [9] have modified the 

interpolated cell face velocity by the difference between the interpolated pressure gradient and 

the gradient calculated at the cell face. Two questions, however, were not answered well: how 

should the pressure gradients be interpolated into the cell face, and how should the cell volume be 

calculated at the cell face? Davidson [10] has linearly interpolated the pressure gradient into the 

cell face. Ferziger and Peric [6] have argued that the cell center pressure gradients should be 

interpolated with a weight of 0.5, since this approximation does not see the grid non-uniformity. 

Croft [11] has indicated through numerical simulations that the weight in interpolation has to be 

0.5. In order to calculate the cell volume at the cell face, Fue-Sang [12] and Davidson [10] have 

made use of a quadrilateral cell with vertices at the cell centers and the face’s vertices. The Rhie 

and Chow [9] type pressure interpolation technique can be regarded as the most popular 

technique in research and practical applications [13-16]. Rahman et al. [17] proposed a pressure 

correction method for a SIMPLE-like algorithm on a vertex based finite volume scheme. Kang 

and Kim [18] developed a pressure based finite volume scheme on unstructured grid for 

simulating the reacting flows. Rahman et al. [17] and Kang and Kim [18] applied the Rhie and 

Chow [9] type pressure interpolation technique in order to obtain a smooth pressure field. 

Date [19] has innovated a method for structured grids through the argument that the total pressure 

correction is in fact a sum of the smoothing and mass conserving pressure corrections. Date [8] 

has compared this method with Rhie and Chow’s [9] momentum interpolation technique and 

perceived the main difference in the way the pressure gradients were interpolated into the cell 

face. In Rhie and Chow’s [9] method, the pressure gradients were one-dimensionally interpolated 

while in Date’s [19] method a multidimensional averaging was performed. Date’s [19] method 

was later  extended to unstructured grids [5, 20]. 
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Touazi et al. [21] have developed a collocated finite volume scheme for incompressible flows on 

so-called “admissible” unstructured meshes. One of the main difficulties in this method was 

writing an accurate diffusion approximation. Chenier et al. [22] have developed a new scheme for 

diffusion terms on general non-conforming grids. Because of restrictions imposed on the grid, 

this method still has some practical limitations; for more details, see [22]. 

In this article, the mass conserving velocity at the cell face is obtained through Rhie and Chow 

[9] type pressure interpolation technique. This velocity, however, does not guarantee a perfectly 

smooth pressure field. In order to have a smoother pressure field a new concept, Local Triangle 

(LT), is defined as a triangle containing a triangular cell and its neighboring cells. When the 

polygon formed by a triangular cell and its neighboring cells is not a triangle, it is called a 

distorted LT. When there is no distorted LT in the grid, it is indicated that the checkerboard 

oscillations cannot appear. According to this finding, a Multi-Block Local Triangulation (MBLT) 

method is devised so that the customary unstructured triangular grid can be considered as a level 

zero MBLT. In level   MBLT method, an initial triangular cell is divided into � + 1� levels of 

triangular cells from level 0 to  , respectively. These smaller cells have the same geometry and, 

in turn, are similar to the initial cell. A MBLT of any level but more than zero establishes some 

appropriate LTs into the grid and, as a result, a smoother pressure field can be expected. The 

performance of MBLT of several levels is then investigated in order to find the best choice. 

Since the momentum equations are under-relaxed by general relaxation factor, u, Date [8] has 

argued that, in order to have a u-independent solution, the Rhie and Chow [9] pressure correction 

term has to be under-relaxed with u. Ferziger and Peric [6] have maintained that, the difference 

in the two solutions obtained using different u is much smaller than the discretization error and, 

in turn, there is little reason for concern. However, Ferziger and Peric [6] have only discussed the 

effect of u on)*�. Since in this article Rhie and Chow [9] type pressure interpolation technique is 

utilized, a hypothesis is established about the proper choice of relaxation factor. It is illustrated 

that this relaxation factor cannot be u, and the relaxation factor independency of solutions is then 

numerically investigated. 

If at a cell the magnitude of checkerboard oscillation relative to the gage pressure or pressure 

gradient increases with Cell Reynolds number, a higher relative oscillation will be expected in 

turbulent flow (Assuming the same geometry and, that in turbulent flow the Cell Reynolds 
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number is also increased. This means, there is no circulating zone near the point where the 

checkerboard oscillation is observed.). In this article, the effect of Cell Reynolds number on the 

magnitude of checkerboard oscillations is investigated, and it is demonstrated that the 

checkerboard oscillations are more significant at higher Cell Reynolds numbers. As a result, the 

numerical simulations are mainly performed in turbulent flow. 

The remainder of this article is divided into five sections. In the first section, the relevant details 

of the developed numerical tool, Shallow Fluent, are presented. These are the dimensionless 

conservative form of the governing equations, and their discretized form. The theory behind LT 

and MBLT method are presented in the second section. The third section is devoted to the 

validation of Shallow Fluent. The fourth section presents the numerical results which are 

validations for LT concept, and performance analysis for MBLT method. 

3.2.3 Details in Shallow Fluent 

Shallow Fluent is developed for the 2D and 2D depth averaged simulations. In this section, only 

the relevant details will be presented. 

3.2.3.1 Governing  equations 

The governing equations for 2D simulation of incompressible flow are continuity and momentum 

equations. Their dimensionless conservative vector forms can be given by: 

�. > = 0 (3.1) 

�>
�Y + �. �>>� = −�J + �

���. ��1 + WY��>F� (3.2) 

where, > = >∗ \2A1⁄ , ! = !∗\2A1 <2A1⁄ , �A = [∗\2A1]2A1 W∗⁄ , WY = WY∗ W∗⁄ , and J =
�J∗ − J2A1� �[∗\2A1� �U .  

In Shallow Fluent, when a turbulent flow has to be simulated, the standard � − � model is 

utilized. In the case of laminar flow, the WY in Equation (3.2) is left at zero. The dimensionless 

conservative form of � and � equations are given by: 

��
�Y + �. ��>� = �

���. ��1 + ��
������ + `� (3.3) 
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��
�Y + �. ��>� = �

���. ��1 + ��
��� ��� + `� (3.4) 

where `� = �7 − ��, and `� = �.��7 � �⁄ − .�� �� �⁄ �. 7 is given by: 

7 = ��
�� ������ + �4

���
� + 2������

� + 2��4���
�  (3.5) 

The dimensionless eddy viscosity, WY, is expressed as: 

 WY = .��A �¡
�  (3.6) 

where � = �∗ \2A1�⁄ , � = �∗ �\2A1¢ <2A1U �⁄ , and model’s constants are .� = 0.09, .�� = 1.44, 

.�� = 1.92, p� = 1.0 and p� = 1.3. 

3.2.3.2 Discretized equations 

Shallow Fluent uses the SIMPLE algorithm for the coupling between pressure and velocity field. 

In the SIMPLE algorithm, the continuity equation [Equation (3.1)] is converted into a pressure 

correction equation. With an initial guess pressure and velocity fields, momentum equations will 

be solved. The derived velocity field then will be used in a pressure correction equation. The 

obtained pressure correction modifies pressure and velocity field, other scalars if there are any 

will be solved, and the solution continues in the next iteration until convergence is attained. The 

correction to pressure and velocity at any cell is given by:  

J = J£ + JK (3.7) 

> = >£ − ¤
¥9¦ ∇JK (3.8) 

In this article convective terms are discretized with the first order upwind scheme, Green’s 

theorem is used for the calculation of the gradient at cell center, and the two point method for the 

calculation of gradient at cell face. The discretized pressure correction equation then can be 

expressed as: 

)*̈J*K = ∑ ),̈ J,K¢,ª� − ϑ° (3.9) 

),̈ = /0
�«¬9_¬0 �

¤
¥9¦�* + � ¤

¥9¦�,® (3.10) 
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)*̈ = ∑ ),̈¢,ª�  (3.11) 

The discretized equation for the conserved variable, s, in a triangular grid can be written as:  

)*|s* = ∑ ),|¢,ª� s, + `�| (3.12) 

)*| = ∑ ¯./0 , 0°¢,ª� + �
��∑ ���±�� ²⁄ �³´/0

«¬9_¬0 �¢,ª� − `-| (3.13) 

),| = ¯−.µ0 , 0° + ��±�� ²⁄ �³´/0
��«¬9_¬0  (3.14) 

where, ¯.µ0 , 0° denotes the maximum of .µ0  and 0, and t can be 1.0, p�, or p�. Figure 3.1 depicts 

the geometrical notations. 

The Rhie and Chow [9] pressure interpolation technique is applied in order to obtain a mass 

conserving velocity at the cell face. In Shallow Fluent, the cell face velocities are not linearly 

interpolated; instead, a momentum-weighted averaging is performed [23]. The utilized Rhie and 

Chow [9] type pressure interpolation method in laminar and turbulent flows are different from 

each other. For laminar flow the most used form of the Rhie and Chow [9] type method is 

utilized [8, 10-12]. In this method the continuity residual can be given by: 

ϑ° = ∑ ¶�>¥9¦�9±�>¥9¦�0�¥9¦�9±�¥9¦�0 . _, + ·¸¬¤¹0
�¥9¦�¹0

��� 9̈±�¨0
� � . _, − /0

«¬9_¬0 �J, − J*� º¢,ª�  (3.15) 

 

Figure 3.1. Geometrical notations used in discretized equations relevant to a cell and its 

immediate neighbors: central cell, �*, neighboring cell, �,, cell face, �,, unit vector normal to the 

cell face, �/0 , distance vector, 	, and normal distance between cell centers, ℎ89_80. 

 

�0 

��  

ℎ�0_��  

	�� _��  	�0_��  
���  

��  
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where, Ω/0is the volume of a quadrilateral cell with vertices on the cells’ center (�* and �, in 

Figure 3.1) and the face’s vertices (the vertices of �,). For the turbulent flow continuity residual is 

expressed as:  

ϑ° = ∑ ¶�>¥9¦�9±�>¥9¦�0�¥9¦�9±�¥9¦�0 . _, − u28),̈ �J, − J*�º¢,ª�  (3.16) 

When Equation (3.16) is used instead of Equation (3.15), convergence rate increases. Since there 

is a stronger mathematical reasoning behind Equation (3.16), it will be derived. For 

incompressible flow, continuity residual can be expressed as: 

ϑ° = ∑ >/0 . _,¢,ª�  (3.17) 

From the momentum equation, the following expression can be derived for velocity: 

>* = ∑ ¥0¦>0»0¼½ ±�a¦>¾a¦_¿�
¥9¦ + a¦_¿

¥9¦  (3.18) 

The first term in the right hand side of Equation (3.18) is called >=*. So, Equation (3.18) can be 

rewritten as: 

>* = >=* + _¦_À
¥9¦  (3.19) 

If pressure gradient is assumed constant throughout the cell, the pressure source term can be 

expressed as: 

_�_- = −Á �J'Ω¤9 ≈ −�JΩ* (3.20) 

After replacing Equation (3.20) into Equation (3.19), Equation (3.19) is rewritten as: 

>* = >=* − ¤9
¥9¦ �J (3.21) 

The interpolated cell face velocity is given by: 

>/0 = �
� �>* + >,� (3.22) 

When Equation (3.21) is replaced into Equation (3.22), the cell face velocity can be given by: 

>/0 = �
� �>=* + >=,� − �

� Ω* ��¨¥9¦�* + ΩÂ ��¨¥9¦�,® (3.23) 
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After replacing Equation (3.23) into Equation (3.17), the following expression will be derived for 

continuity residual: 

ϑ° = �
�∑ Ã�>=* + >=,�. _,Ä¢,ª� − �

�∑ ¶Ω* ��¨¥9¦�* + ΩÂ ��¨¥9¦�,® . _,º
¢,ª�  (3.24) 

When _, = �,�, is replaced into the last term of Equation (3.24), the pressure gradient normal to 

the cell face will be obtained.  

ϑ° = ∑ Å�>=9±>=0� � . _,Æ¢,ª� − ∑ ¶� ¤
�¥9¦�* �

Ç¨
�H�* + � ¤

�¥9¦�, �
Ç¨
�H�,® . �,º¢,ª�  (3.25)  

The first summation in the right hand side of Equation (3.25) is uncorrected flux. This term is the 

first term in the right hand side of Equation (3.16), but derived with arithmetic averaging. When 

the pressure gradient at the central cell, �*, is expanded with forward Taylor’s series, and the 

pressure gradient at the neighboring cell, �,, is expanded with backward Taylor’s series, the 

second term in the right hand side of Equation (3.16) will be derived. 

3.2.3.3 Boundary conditions 

The employed boundary conditions are the velocity inlet, the constant pressure boundary, and the 

no-slip wall condition. Variables have to be known at the inlet. In the constant pressure boundary 

condition, it is assumed that the gradient of variables is zero. Exceptions are velocity components 

and pressure. Following Versteeg and Malalasekera [7], in order to derive the velocity 

components, mass is locally conserved at the cells adjacent to the constant pressure boundary. 

Pressure is fixed at the boundary’s adjacent cells. In a laminar flow, velocity is exactly set to its 

specified value on the wall. For a turbulent flow the standard wall function approach [24] is 

applied to the momentum and turbulence model equations. 

3.2.3.4 Residuals 

In the third and fourth sections, residuals are calculated in two different ways: the scaled residual, 

and the normalized residual. The continuity residual is given by:  

m� = ∑ PÈ°PÉ¬�ÊÊË¼½È¸�M°  (3.26) 
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For a scaled error, m2A1°  is Ì1, ΩÍÎ when there is no inlet, and mTH°  when there is an inlet. For a 

normalized error m2A1°  is the largest absolute value of the continuity residual in the first five 

iterations. The residual for any conserved variable, s, is expressed as: 

�| = ∑ Ï∑ ¥0Ð»0¼½ |0±/¦Ð¾¥9Ð|9ÏÉ¬�ÊÊË¼½
�¸�M  (3.27) 

where, for scaled errors �2A1 = ∑ P)*|s*PÑ¬�ÊÊTª� , and for normalized errors �2A1 is the largest 

absolute value of the s residual in the first five iterations. 

3.2.4 LT and MBLT 

It is demonstrated through the LT (Local Triangle) concept that, in a triangular grid with perfect 

LTs, the pressure oscillation has fewer degrees of freedom; i.e. compared with a quadrilateral 

grid, the checker board pressure field in a triangular grid is much more restricted. The idea of 

establishing such perfect LTs in a triangular grid then led to the MBLT (Multi-Block Local 

Triangulation) method. 

3.2.4.1 LT concept 

A LT is a triangle which contains a central cell and its neighboring cells. When these four cells 

do not make a triangle, the LT is called distorted. In order to illustrate the LT concept, the central 

cell is numbered with 4 and its neighboring cells with 1 to 3. When momentum equations are 

integrated over the central cell, number 4, the application of Green’s theorem gives the following 

expression for the pressure gradient:   

��J�Ò = �¿½Ó¿Ô¡ _½±¿¡Ó¿Ô¡ _¡±¿»Ó¿Ô¡ _»�
¤Ô  (3.28) 

In a derivation of Equation (3.28), it is assumed that the triangles are equilateral and, in turn, 

make a perfect LT. _,, with � = 1, 2, 3, is the face area vector. After decomposition, the pressure 

gradient can be given by:  

��J�Ò = Õ¿½¡ _½±¿¡¡ _¡±¿»¡ _»±¿Ô¡ �_½±_¡±_»�Ö
¤Ô  (3.29) 
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In Equation (3.29) the summation at the inner bracket is always zero; i.e. the pressure of central 

cell, 4, does not appear in the expression for pressure gradient. When the pressure gradient is 

zero, Equation (3.29) reduces to the following equation:  

½̈
� _� + ¡̈

� _� + »̈
� _¢ = 0 (3.30) 

Since for any triangle _� = −_� − _¢, Equation (3.30) can be written as: 

� ¡̈
� − ½̈

� � _� + � »̈
� − ½̈

� � _¢ = 0 (3.31) 

_� and _¢ has not the same direction and, as a result, the only possibility is: 

J� = J� = J¢ (3.32) 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.2. Sketch of checkerboard pressure fields in collocated grids; (a) in quadrilateral cells 

[6], (b) in equilateral triangles, and (c) in quad-split triangles. 

Figure 3.2a depicts a possible checkerboard pressure field in a quadrilateral grid. In Figure 3.2-b 

the only possible checkerboard oscillation in a triangular grid with perfect LTs is sketched. A 

comparison between Figure 3.2-a and Figure 3.2-b demonstrates that the checkerboard 

oscillations in a triangular grid with perfect LTs are more restricted. The checkerboard pressure 

field in Figure 3.2-b is the only possibility. In Figure 3.2-b Points of high/low pressures lying on 

dash-dote lines have to be the same. If not, a pressure gradient will exist. 

It can be indicated from Figure 3.2-b that in every perfect LT the possible checkerboard 

oscillation is a low/high pressure at the central cell and high/low pressures at the neighboring 

cells and, in turn, the simplest local oscillation is spherical. When LTs gradually deviate from a 
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perfect LT, the checkerboard pressure field gradually deviates from its spherical shape, so that 

the most stable checkerboard system forms.  In Figure 3.2-c a quad-split grid is sketched. In this 

figure every two LTs make a square. These two LTs are called neighboring LTs. When the 

neighboring LTs make a square, a spherical checkerboard oscillation must exist at the square, 

rather than a single LT (in Figure 3.2-c any circle lying on every three < points will necessarily 

lie on the rest of the < points in the relevant square). In Figure 3.2-c one of these squares is 

marked with bright stars. Another spherical checkerboard oscillation can exist in a square marked 

with dark stars (Figure 3.2-c). Obviously, the only possibility is that the high and low pressures in 

Figure 3.2-c are the same. It demonstrates that a quad-split grid also imposes a restriction on the 

checkerboard system.  

In Section 3.2.6, it will be shown through numerical simulations that the �J = 0 is a necessary 

criterion for the existence of checkerboard oscillations in a grid with perfect LTs or quad-split 

grids. 

3.2.4.2 MBLT method 

If LTs restrict the checkerboard oscillations, establishing such structures into the grid must result 

in a smoother pressure field. In Figure 3.3 a level four MBLT triangulation is sketched. In this 

figure an initial triangular cell is divided into five levels of triangular cells. These smaller cells 

have the same geometry and, in turn, are similar to the initial cell. The sketch of a level   MBLT 

is same as the sketch of the first   level in a level � + 1� MBLT. The number of the cells in a 

level   MBLT can be given by: 

?8ABB_CDEF = z� � × ?8ABB (3.33) 

 

Figure 3.3. A level four MBLT triangulation. 

 Levels (n) 

0 1 2 3 4 

Cells in level 

0 1 2 

z� � − z� − 1� 
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z� � is a recursive function, expressed as: 

z� � = 2�z� − 1� + 1� − z� − 2� (3.34) 

where, z�−1� = 0 and z�0� = 1. The Number of the boundary cells can be given by: 

?@8ABB_CDEF = � + 1� × ?@8ABB (3.35) 

The number of the nodes can be given by: 

?HI3A_CDEF = � + 6� �� × ?8ABB + H×�Ñ¬�ÊÊ±Ñ×¬�ÊÊ�
� + ?HI3A (3.36) 

6� � is a recursive function, expressed as: 

6� � = � − 1� + 6� − 1� (3.37) 

where, 6�0� = 0 and 6�1� = 0. 

A MBLT of any level but more than zero establishes some appropriate LTs into the grid and, as a 

result, a smoother pressure field is expected. In comparison with Figures 3.2-a and 3.2-b, such a 

MBLT has two weak regions: where the cell faces of the initial triangular grid exist, and where 

the vertices of the initial triangular grid exist. In the second weak region the worst distorted LTs 

are expected. In order to be practical, MBLT must satisfy two main criteria: applicable when the 

grid is clustered or stretched, and applicable to complicated structures. 

3.2.5 Validation of solver 

In this section, Shallow Fluent will be validated for laminar and turbulent flows. More validation 

tests are available in [25]. 

3.2.5.1 Steady laminar lid-driven cavity 

The domain is a square with length ( = 1Ø. The boundary conditions contain the upper moving 

wall, the sides and the lower fixed walls. The upper wall velocity, \Ù, is set to unity. On the 

other walls the no-slip boundary condition is applied. The grid is 20 by 20 on the domain 

boundaries. Flow Reynolds number is 400, where <2A1 = ( and \2A1 = \Ù. Errors are scaled, 

and the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. Figures 3.4-a and 3.4-b show the computed 

longitudinal and transverse velocity profiles. Velocity profiles are in good agreement with the 
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numerical data of Ghia et al. [26]. The numerical solution of Ghia et al. [26] is related to a 128 

by 128 structured grid, and is considered to be the exact solution to the problem. The structured 

grid, applied by Nobari et al. [2], is coarser and, in turn, the predicted velocity profiles in the 

structured grid are less developed. The profiles of the pressure coefficient simulated by the 

present solver and Fluent are also in perfect agreement (Figure 3.4-c). 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.4. Profiles of velocity and pressure coefficient in a laminar lid driven cavity; (a) 

longitudinal component of velocity vector at � = 0.5, (b) transverse component of velocity 

vector at � = 0.5, and (c) pressure coefficient at � = 0.5. 

3.2.5.2 2D turbulent duct 

The computational domain is rectangular, with < = 5Ø and ( = 1Ø. There are two blocks of 

fluid which are separated with a straight transverse line at � = 4 from the inlet. The applied 

boundary conditions are: velocity inlet with uniform normal velocity, the constant pressure at the 

outlet, and a no-slip boundary condition on the walls. The grid is 10 by 50 on the domain 

boundaries. Blocks of fluid are separately meshed, but they are connected at their common 

interface. Flow Reynolds number is 4410, where <2A1 = (, \2A1 = \TH = 4.41Ø �⁄ , and \TH is 

the inlet velocity. The fluid can be assumed SAE30 oil with the specific gravity and dynamic 

viscosity of 1000 �6 Ø¢⁄  and 1.0?.Ø ��⁄  at 10 .* . Errors are scaled, and the convergence 

criterion is set to 10¾¢. 
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Figure 3.5. Profiles of longitudinal velocity in a 2D turbulent duct at �A = 4410. 

      

(a) (b) 

      

(c) (d) 

Figure 3.6. Comparison of turbulence related quantities between present solver and Fluent 6.3; 

(a) turbulence kinematic energy, (b) turbulence dissipation rate, (c) eddy viscosity, and (d) 

tangential stress. 

In Figure 3.5, profiles of longitudinal velocity are compared. The numerical solution of the 

present solver and Fluent match exactly, and they are in good agreement with the experimental 

data of Cheesewright et al. [27]. When a momentum interpolation technique is applied, it is likely 

to have discretization dependent solutions [4]. A situation which demands care is the 
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discretization of transient source terms in an unsteady flow 

with the present solver, the numerical results of steady and unsteady solutions are exactly similar.
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discretization of transient source terms in an unsteady flow [4]. Figure 3.5 clearly indicates that 

with the present solver, the numerical results of steady and unsteady solutions are exactly similar.

6 the turbulence related quantities simulated with the present solver and Fluent are 

compared. Profiles of turbulence kinematic energy, �, turbulence dissipation rate, 

, and tangential stress, %��, simulated with the present solver and Fluent are in good 

   

(a) 

   

(b) 

   

(c) 

Contours of pressure coefficient in a 2D turbulent duct at �A
) present solver, and (c) Fluent 6.3 software. 

7 compares the contours of the pressure coefficient. The pressure fields simulated with 

the present solver and Fluent are similar. Oscillations in pressure fields can be observed in two 

regions: near the longitudinal position at � = 2.25, and at � = 4. The worst checkerboard 

oscillation occurs at the second region, where two blocks of fluid meet. The reason behind this 

l be discussed in section 3.2.6. 
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with the present solver, the numerical results of steady and unsteady solutions are exactly similar. 
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3.2.6 Numerical results 

In the first test case of this section, a relaxation factor independent solution is sought. The effects 

of Cell Reynolds number on the magnitude of checkerboard oscillations are investigated in the 

second test case. In Section 3.2.4, it was illustrated that a grid with perfect LTs or quad-split grids 

impose some restrictions on the checkerboard system. The rest of this section is paid to indicate, 

through numerical simulations, that the restrictions such grids impose are satisfactory enough for 

a smooth pressure field. 

3.2.6.1 Steady laminar lid-driven cavity 

Since the momentum equations are under-relaxed, the pressure correction to the cell face velocity 

has to be under-relaxed [8]. The under-relaxed velocity can be given by: > = >IB3 + u∆>. The 

new velocity field is multiplied by u, and the old one with �1 − u�. The same will apply to the 

pressure gradients; i.e. the new pressure field is multiplied by u and the old one with �1 − u�. It 
suggests that the relaxation factor in Rhie and Chow’s [9] pressure correction, u28, has to 

consider both u and �1 − u�. When a solution is converged, there will be no difference between 

the pressure field in the current and the previous iterations and, in turn, the most meaningful 

magnitude for u28 according to the already available pressure field (since the pressure field in the 

previous iteration is not stored) is one. 

Figure 3.8 indicates the effect of u28 on velocity and pressure fields. Details of the physical 

domain are similar to those of the test case in Section 3.2.5.1. u28 has no effect on velocity field 

(Figure 3.8-a), but its effect on the pressure field is obvious (Figure 3.8-b). In Figures 3.8-a and 

3.8-b u = u28 is applied. Figure 3.8-b indicates that in Fluent software u28 = 0.5 has been 

assumed. In the rest of this article, in order to have a meaningful comparison, when results are 

compared with Fluent, u28 is set to 0.5. In Figure 3.8-c profiles of pressure coefficient for 

different u are compared. In this figure u28 is set to one, errors are scaled, and the convergence 

criterion is set to 10¾¢. Profiles of pressure coefficient in Figure 3.8-c do not exactly match. In 

order to fix u28 to one it was assumed that the pressure field in the current iteration is a good 

approximation of the pressure field in the previous iteration. This assumption demands a strict 

criterion for mass conservation. In Figure 3.8-d the convergence criterion is set to 10¾Ò and, in 

turn, a u28 independent solution is obtained. 
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3.2.6.2 Steady 2D laminar duct 

Details of the physical domain are similar to those of the test case in Section 3.2.5.2 The grid is 

10 by 50 on the domain boundaries. The flow Reynolds number is 100, and \TH = 1.0Ø �⁄ . 

Errors are scaled, and the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢.  In a 2D duct with constant inflow 

and on the same grid, when there is no circulating zone, a change in fluid property can cause an 

increase in cell and flow Reynolds number. Thus, an increase in flow Reynolds number is 

equivalent to an increase in Cell Reynolds number. When the flow/Cell Reynolds number 

increases, the pressure gradient and the gage pressure in the 2D duct decrease. If the magnitude 

of checkerboard oscillations relative to the pressure gradient or the gage pressure increases with 

the Reynolds number, checkerboard oscillations are expected to be more significant in turbulent 

flow. Profiles of pressure coefficient at � = 4 from the inlet are presented in Figure 3.9. In 

Figures 3.9-a, 3.9-b, and 3.9-c the magnitude of oscillations are 0.01, 0.012 and 0.015, and the 

magnitude of the gage pressures (also absolute gradients) are 0.325, 0.6 and 2.6, respectively. 

These leave the relative magnitude of 0.0308, 0.02 and 0.00577 for the pressure oscillations 

and, as a result, higher checkerboard oscillations are expected in turbulent flow. 

3.2.6.3 Steady 2D turbulent duct and quad-split grids 

Details of the physical domain are similar to those of the test case in section 3.2.5.2. Errors are 

scaled, and the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. Figure 3.10-a is related to the solution in a 

uniform quad-split grid. The grid is 10 by 50 on the domain boundaries. There is no oscillation in 

pressure field. Figure 3.10-a indicates that in a quad-split grid checkerboard oscillations cannot 

appear. Figure 3.10-b is related to the solution in a multi block quad-split grid. On the domain 

boundaries the grid is 10 by 40 from � = 0 to � = 4, and 10 by 20 from � = 4 to � = 5. The 

interface between blocks of fluids in Figure 3.10-b is comparable with a cell face of the initial 

grid in MBLT method. A small non-uniformity can be observed at � = 4. But, the pressure field 

in Figure 3.10-b is smoother than the pressure field in Figure 3.7-b. In Figure 3.10-c the grid is 

10 by 50 on the domain boundaries, but clustered with the successive ratio of 1.2 toward the wall 

at � = 1. The pressure field is smooth and, in turn, in a clustered MBLT grid a smooth pressure 

field can be expected. 
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(a) (b) 

      

(c) (d) 

Figure 3.8. Effect of relaxation factor on velocity and pressure fields in a laminar lid driven 

cavity; (a) profiles of longitudinal velocity at � = 0.5, (b), (c) and (d) profiles of pressure 

coefficient at � = 0.5. “Omega” is the general relaxation factor, and “Omega_rc” is the 

relaxation factor in [9] pressure correction term. In (a), (b) and (c) the convergence criterion is set 

to 10¾¢, and in (d) it is set to 10¾Ò. 

In Figure 3.11 surfaces of pressure coefficient, longitudinal velocity and transverse velocity in an 

unstructured grid (the test case of section 3.2.5.2) and a uniform quad-split grid are compared, 

respectively. It can be observed in Figure 3.11-a that the checkerboard pressure has a significant 

effect on transverse velocity. It is also of interest that in surfaces of longitudinal and transverse 

velocities the checkerboard pressure causes reverse flows. Since in transverse direction there is 

no pressure gradient, there is no significant driving force to prevent the reverse velocities. On the  
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.9. Profiles of pressure coefficient in a 2D laminar duct at � = 4 from the inlet; (a) 

�A = 100, (b) �A = 50, and (c) �A = 10. 

  

(a) 

  

(b) 

  

(c) 

Figure 3.10. Contours of pressure coefficient in a 2D turbulent duct at �A = 4410; (a) in a 

uniform quad-split grid, (b) in a two-block quad-split grid, and (c) in a non-uniform quad-split 

grid. The left figures are the grids and the right figures are the pressure contours. 

contrary, the pressure gradient in the longitudinal direction efficiently stands the reverse 

velocities. This indicates that checkerboard oscillations are less likely when the pressure gradient 

is not zero. Even though the pressure gradient is zero in the transverse direction, the surfaces of 
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pressure coefficient, longitudinal velocity and transverse velocity are perfectly smooth in a quad-

split grid (Figure 3.11-b). 

 
  

(a) 

 
  

(b) 

Figure 3.11. Surfaces of pressure coefficient, longitudinal velocity, and transverse velocity in a 

2D turbulent duct at �A = 4410; (a) in an unstructured grid, and (b) in a uniform rectangular 

quad-split grid. The left figures are the pressure coefficients, the middle ones are the longitudinal 

velocities, and the right figures are the transverse velocities. 

3.2.6.4 Steady 2D turbulent bend with an internal structure 

The fluid and inlet velocity are the same as in section 3.2.5.2. Domain geometry is shown in 

Figure 3.12: the inner curve, the outer curve, and the internal boundaries are no-slip walls. The 

internal structure is near the constant pressure boundary. At the inlet, flow is perpendicular to the 

boundary. The width of the domain at the inlet is chosen as the reference length. The Reynolds 

number is 4410, where <2A1 = 1.0Ø, and \2A1 = \TH = 4.41. Errors are scaled, and the 

convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. In Figure 3.12-a the domain is meshed with triangular cells, 

while in Figure 3.12-b the domain is first meshed with quadrilateral cells, then every quadrilateral 

cell is split into two triangular cells. The quad-split grid generated with this method (Figure 3.12-
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b) has very low quality. No straight piece of line exists (except near the constant pressure 

boundary) in iso-pressure contours and, in turn, no checkerboard oscillation can be observed, 

even in Figure 3.12-b. This indicates that even at low quality grids (regarding the LT concept) 

when the pressure gradient is not zero, checkerboard oscillations are less likely. 

  

(a) 

  

(b) 

Figure 3.12. Surfaces of pressure coefficient in a 2D turbulent bend with an internal structure at 

�A = 4410; (a) in a uniform unstructured grid, and (b) in a non-smooth quad-split grid. The left 

figures are the grids, and the right figures are the surfaces and the iso-pressure contours. 

3.2.6.5 Steady 2D turbulent duct and MBLT grids 

Details of the physical domain are similar to those of the test case in Section 3.2.5.2. Fluid is 

water with the specific gravity and dynamic viscosity of 998.2 �6 Ø¢⁄  and 0.001003?.Ø ��⁄ , 

respectively. Errors are scaled, and the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. In Figure 3.13, 

surfaces of pressure coefficient in level zero to level two MBLT grids are compared. In level zero 

and level one MBLT, grids are 10 by 50 on the domain boundaries. In level two MBLT, the grid  
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is 9 by 48 on the domain boundaries. A checkerboard pressure field can be observed in Figure 

3.13-a near � = 2.5. At the same longitudinal position there is no checkerboard pressure in 

Figure 3.13-b and 3.13-c. None of the MBLT methods can remove the checkerboard pressure at 

� = 4. Vertices of initial grids exist at �� = 4, � = 0� and �� = 4, � = 1�, and two blocks of 

fluid are separated with a transverse section at � = 4. As a result, MBLT fails to establish nearly 

perfect LTs.  

   

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.13. Surfaces of pressure coefficient and the iso-pressure contours in a 2D turbulent duct 

at �A = 4.39 × 10Û in; (a) level zero MBLT (popular unstructured), (b) level one MBLT, and (c) 

level two MBLT grids. 

Date [28] has indicated through numerical simulation in structured grids that, the finer the grid, 

the smoother the pressure field. In Figure 3.14-a the grid is 20 by 100 on the domain boundaries. 

A comparison of Figure 3.14-b and Figure 3.13-a indicates that a finer triangular grid does not 

necessarily result in a smoother pressure field. In Figure 3.14-a some distorted LTs exist near 

�� = 4.5, � = 0� and, in turn, checkerboard pressure occurred in the same area in Figure 3.14-b. 

In Figure 3.15-a the wall at � = 1 is meshed with a boundary layer quad-split grid, and the rest of 

the domain is meshed with a level one MBLT grid. The boundary layer grid completely removes 

the checkerboard oscillations at �� = 4, � = 1�, however the level one MBLT grid alone failed to 

remove the oscillations at �� = 4, � = 0�. Figure 3.15-b demonstrates that a level one MBLT 

grid, combined with a boundary layer quad-split grid on the walls, completely removes the 

checkerboard oscillations. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.14. Surface of pressure coefficient and iso-pressure contours in a 2D turbulent duct at 

�A = 4.39 × 10Û; (a) the grid between � = 3 and � = 5 in half duct width, and (b) surface of 

pressure coefficient. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.15. Surface of pressure coefficient and iso-pressure contours in a 2D turbulent duct at 

�A = 4.39 × 10Û; (a) a level one MBLT grid with a quad-split boundary layer grid on the wall at 

� = 1 , and (b) surface of pressure coefficient. 

3.2.6.6 Flow past a cylinder in a 2D duct 

Behzadi [29] has simulated the flow around a sphere in a 3D duct at �A = 100. Since Shallow 

Fluent is a extension of the solver developed by Behzadi [24] (extended to unsteady turbulent 
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flows), the numerical algorithm and the discretization schemes are almost similar. The exception 

is the calculation of continuity residual in the pressure correction equation. In [29] the second 

term on the right hand side of Equation (3.15) [or equivalently Equation (3.16)] was ignored and, 

in turn, the checkerboard oscillations in the pressure field were obvious. In order to investigate 

the performance of the level one MBLT method, the same simulation will be performed, but two 

dimensionally. 

  

(a) 

  

(b) 

Figure 3.16. Flow past a cylinder in a 2D laminar duct at �A = 100; (a) with regular (MBLT 

level zero) grid, and (b) with MBLT level one grid. Arrows mark the same points where an 

oscillation can be observed in case “a”. 

The computational domain is rectangular, with < = 7Ø and ( = 5Ø. A cylinder with unit 

diameter, '8 = 1.0Ø, is placed on the center line of the duct at � = 3 from the inlet. The applied 

boundary conditions are: velocity inlet with uniform normal velocity, constant pressure at the 

outlet, and no-slip boundary conditions on the walls. The flow Reynolds number is 100, where 

<2A1 = '8, \2A1 = \TH = 1.0Ø �⁄ . Following Behzadi [29] errors are normalized, and the 
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convergence criterion is set to 10¾Ò. The grid in Figure 3.16-a is a level zero MBLT. In Figure 

3.16-a a region with checkerboard pressure can be observed in the pressure field. In Figures 3.16-

a and 16b the same regions are marked with arrows. The grid in Figure 3.16-b is a level one 

MBLT. In order to resolve the cylinders’ geometry with the same resolution, this grid is finer on 

the cylinder (when the boundary layer grid is applied on the cylinder, and the MBLT grid just 

outside the boundary layer grid, there will be no extra resolution near the cylinder. This option, 

however, is not still supported by Shallow Fluent). In order to have a better comparison, cells 

must have the same size where the pressure field in Figure 3.16-a oscillates, and the grid in 

Figure 3.16-b is successively stretched with this end in view. In Figure 3.16-b, there is no 

checkerboard oscillation in the region marked with arrows, and the pressure field is smoother 

than Figure 3.16-a. 

3.2.7 Conclusion 

In order to obtain a mass conserving velocity at the cell face, the cell face velocity is corrected 

with a pressure correction term. It is demonstrated that this pressure correction term does not 

have to be under relaxed.  When it is not, it is shown that the solution will be independent of the 

general relaxation factor. It is indicated that the checkerboard oscillations are more significant at 

higher Cell Reynolds numbers and, in turn, in this article the numerical simulations are mainly 

performed in turbulent flow. In all test cases performed in this article, in turbulent flow the Cell 

Reynolds number in regions where the checkerboard oscillations were observed was more than 

the equivalent laminar flow. It is demonstrated that Local Triangle (LT) is an important concept 

in triangular grids. It is indicated that checkerboard oscillations disappear when there is no 

distorted LT in a grid. It is shown that checkerboard oscillations cause reverse flow and, as a 

result, they are less likely when there is a pressure gradient. A level   Multi-Block Local 

Triangulation (MBLT) is defined as a generalized form of the customary unstructured triangular 

grid. In the test cases performed in this article, the level one MBLT was superior to customary 

unstructured triangular grids and, in turn, it can be considered as an alternative to such grids. 

However, more test cases are required in order to investigate the performance of the MBLT grid 

of different levels. It is shown that a combination of level one MBLT and quad-split boundary 

layer grids completely remove the checkerboard oscillations. Since it is possible to apply the 
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MBLT grid of any level just outside the boundary layer, it can be successfully applied to 

complicated structures. 
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CHAPTER 4  ARTICLE 2: GRID-INDEPENDENT DEPTH-AVERAGED 

SIMULATIONS WITH A COLLOCATED UNSTRUCTURED FINITE 

VOLUME SCHEME 

4.1 Presentation of the article 

In this section the objective of the article will be presented, as well as a conclusion on this work 

as part of the thesis. This article presents new techniques for increasing the computational 

accuracy and reducing the computational cost. These can be used in commercial software such as 

Mike21/21C (www.mikebydhi.com) and the solvers used in SMS (www.aquaveo.com/sms). The 

consequence effect on engineering problems then is evident, since a more accurate simulation of 

an engineering problem is equivalent to having the chance for providing a better and more cost 

efficient solution to the problem. For instance, the suggested techniques increase the accuracy of 

the solutions near the river bank. By “grid-independent” in the article title, the authors thought of 

a solution independent of every grid property but spacing. 

4.1.1 Objective  

The word “Numerical Solution”, alone, does not represent an acceptable solution to engineering 

problems. A numerical solution is acceptable if all requirements suitably provided so that the 

converged solution of a numerical scheme is similar to the actual solution. In order to guaranty 

this equality, many parameters have to be kept in mind during development and application 

process. Some of such requirements which are observed to be undermined in the literature are 

discussed in this article and, their significant effect on computed results is reviled. Some 

techniques are also introduced in order to increase the numerical accuracy and reduce the 

computational cost.  

4.1.2 Conclusion  

It is observed that a depth-averaged solution cannot be grid independent if the grid allows 

continues downstream directions. These directions permit false numerical flux. It is indicated that 

the new interpolation technique which is devised for interpolation of variables from cell center 

into the cell face will highly reduce the computational cost when the number of grid cells is huge. 
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The technique which is suggested for the integration of bed source term significantly enhance the 

accuracy of the simulations and, the suggested discretization technique for the bed source term 

guaranty an oscillation free solution at small water depths. 
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4.2 Grid-independent depth-averaged simulations with a collocated 

unstructured finite volume scheme 

M. Moradi Larmaei1, J. Behzadi2, and Tew-Fik Mahdi1
 

1Department of Civil, Geological and Mining Engineering, Montreal Polytechnic Institute, 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 

2Department of Mechanical Engineering, Chamran University of Ahvaz, Ahvaz, Iran. 

4.2.1 Abstract 

In this article, the depth-averaged transport equations are written in a new way so that it is 

possible to solve the transport equations for very small water depths. Variables are interpolated 

into the cell face with two different schemes and, the schemes are compared in terms of 

computational cost and accuracy. The bed source terms are computed using two different 

assumptions. The effect of these assumptions on numerical simulations is then investigated. 

Solutions of transport equations on different types of unstructured triangular grids are compared 

and, an appropriate choice of grid is suggested. 

Keywords: Depth-averaged simulation, Finite volume method, Unstructured grid, Collocated data 

structure 

4.2.2 Introduction 

Depth-averaged transport equations are obtained through integration of three dimensional 

transport equations over the water depth. One of the main assumptions in depth-averaged 

transport equations is that the vertical pressure distribution is hydrostatic. In SIMPLE scheme this 

hydrostatic pressure is linked with water surface elevation through the equation J = [6o. 

Therefore, an oscillation in pressure field, J, causes oscillation in water surface elevation, o. In 

this article the Rhie and Chow [1] type pressure interpolation technique is used which has been 

regarded as an efficient technique in order to remove the checkerboard oscillations from pressure 

field [2-5] or, equivalently the water surface elevation [6-9]. 
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Nomenclature  

)*, ), coefficients in the discretized equations 

./0  volumetric flux at the cell face �, 

.1  the bed friction coefficient 

52  Froude number 

6  gravitational acceleration 

7 the rate of production in � − � model equation 

ℎ  water depth 

ℎ89_80  the normal distance between two neighbor cells 

� turbulence kinematic energy 

< length scale 

  the direction along � or Manning’s number 

� unit vector normal to the cell face 

�=  unit vector normal to velocity vector > 

J, JK pressure and pressure correction, respectively 

�  streamline curvature radius  

	80_/0 , 	89_/0 distance vectors between the cell’s center and the face’s center 

� residual at the domain 

�A Reynolds number 
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�, , _, cell face area and the area vector, respectively 

`, a scalar and vector form of the source terms, respectively 

! time 

�, � velocity components in � and � directions, respectively 

\ velocity scale 

> velocity vector 

�, � � and � directions 

| |  for any vector c, |c| refers to the argument of the vector 

Greek symbols  

� dissipation rate of � 

ϑ° continuity residual 

ϑ normalized continuity residual 

W, WY laminar and turbulent dynamic viscosity, respectively 

o  water surface elevation 

[ fluid density 

p Prandtl/Schmidt number 

%, r  scalar and vector stresses 

s general scalar quantity 

t Prandtl/Schmidt number in general discretized equation for s 
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u28 relaxation factor in pressure correction term 

&  vorticity 

ωw  magnitude of streamwise vorticity vector 

Ω volume 

Subscripts  

� refers to the river/channel bed  

� refers to the neighboring cell 

� refers to turbulence kinematic energy 

{| refers to the implicit part of the source term in discretized equation for s 

��z refers to reference value 

��  refers to river/channel bed 

� refers to residual at the domain 

�� refers to secondary shear 

�z  refers to secondary force 

�, refers to cell face �, 
�| refers to the explicit part of the source term in discretized equation for s  

� refers to dissipation rate of � 

%  refers to shear 

s refers to s 
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0 refers to central cell 

Superscripts  

   refers to the current time step  

J  refers to pressure  

� refers to the transpose of a vector 

�	 refers to > 

s refers to s 

~ refers to approximate value in Roe’s Riemann solver 

+ refers to an initial guess (can be from previous iteration) 

∗ refers to the dimensional form of a quantity 

 

Some of the most important characteristics of a well established depth-averaged numerical tool 

are none oscillatory results at very small water depths, small computational cost, accurate 

discretization scheme, and grid independency of the results. In this article these characteristics are 

investigated in following research cases:  

a. In momentum equations the water depth appears as denominator in bed resistant source term. 

When the water depth goes to zero, the bed resistance source term goes to infinity. A very 

high bed resistance source term can redirect the flow and, in turn, it can cause numerical 

oscillations. In order to avoid numerical oscillations, Brufau et al. [10] discretized the bed 

resistance source term in a semi-implicit manner. This method however does not avoid 

infinite bed resistance for very small water depth. In [10] a fraction has appeared in 

discretized momentum equations which at very small water depth its numerator and 

denominator go to infinity. In this article, in order to avoid numerical oscillations, the 

transport equations are multiplied by ℎÜ where i depends on the transport equation. As a 
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result, the bed source term in transport equations will be independent of the water depth. 

Patankar’s [11] suggestion for discretization of source terms is then applied in order to 

achieve a high, yet stable, convergence rate. Since the rest of the terms in transport equations 

are multiplied by water depth and, in turn, they tend to zero for a very small depth.  

b. Ferziger and Peric [12] maintained that, in order to calculate the product of dependent 

variables at the cell face, variables have to be interpolated into the cell face and, their product 

has to be calculated at the cell face. When Riemann solvers, for example the Roe’s [13] 

Riemann solver, are applied to depth-averaged inviscid flow [14-16], dependent variables are 

interpolated into the cell face with a depth weighted averaging; e.g. 

>Ý/0 = �Þℎ*>* + Þℎ,>,� �Þℎ* + Þℎ,�U  which with an arithmetic averaging is equivalent to 

>Ý/0 = �√ℎ>�/0 �√ℎ�/0U . In this article, two different approaches are adopted in order to 

interpolate the dependent variables into the cell face. These approaches are then compared in 

terms of CPU time and numerical accuracy. The first method is, following Ferziger and Peric 

[12] and, interpolating the dependent variables into the cell face with a distance weighted 

averaging. The second method is, integrating the dependent variables over the depth in order 

to calculate their total values and, interpolating the total values into the cell face with a 

distance weighted averaging. At the cell face the total value can be divided by water depth in 

order to obtain the depth averaged variable. In this article, the former method is called 

Linearly Interpolated (LI) and the later method is called Total-Value Linearly Interpolated 

(TV-LI). 

c. Independent of whether the bed source terms (e.g. bed resistance source term) are discretized 

in a point wise manner [7, 17-19] or with upwind method [10, 20], they have been always 

integrated over the cell area.  Theoretically, the bed source terms have to be integrated over 

the bed area rather than the cell area. In this article two assumptions are made and, the effect 

of these assumptions on numerical results is investigated. The first assumption is that, the bed 

area can be successfully replaced by cell area without any significant error in numerical 

results. The second assumption is that, the cell area cannot be an appropriate approximation 

of bed area since even with a grid refinement the cell area is equivalent to the horizontal 

component of the bed area.  
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d. Assuming that the grid is refined enough so that a grid independent solution can be inferred, 

false diffusion is expected to be the main source of inaccuracy in first order schemes [21]. In 

this article, another significant source of numerical error is recognized which is peculiar to 

depth-averaged simulations. As far as the authors are aware, this kind of numerical error is 

not well recognized in depth averaged simulations. Murillo et al. [15] observed that their 

method for extending the Roe’s [13] Riemann solver to a courant number larger than one 

does not performs in Advanced-Front grids, but it does in Delaunay grids. Murillo et al. [15] 

hold that, this is perhaps due to existence of such directions in Advanced-Front grids. A 

reason behind Murillo et al. [15] observations can be addressed through False Channel (FC) 

effect. A FC is a direction in which fluid has the tendency to flow due to combined effects of 

grid, bed gradient, and bed resistance source term. In this article, two different types of grids 

are selected and, the effect of bed gradient, bed resistance source term, and grid resolution on 

numerical results is examined. Numerical results are then analyzed in order to suggest an 

appropriate choice of grid. 

The remainder of this article is divided into three sections. In the first section, the dimensionless 

conservative form of the depth-averaged transport equations is presented. In this section, the 

research case (a) is explained. The second section is devoted to the numerical method where the 

research cases (a), (b), and (c) are discussed. Numerical results are presented in the third section. 

In this section, the numerical tool is validated with other numerical and experimental data. Also, 

the research cases (a) to (d) are examined. 

4.2.3 Governing  equations 

The dimensionless conservative vector form of depth-averaged continuity and momentum 

equations can be given by: 

��¨ à⁄ �
�Y + �. �ℎ>� = 0 (4.1) 

��«>�
�Y + �. �ℎ>>� = −ℎ�J + �

�� �. dℎ�1 + WY��>Fe − r@ + a/1 (4.2) 

where, > = >∗ \2A1⁄ , ! = !∗\2A1 <2A1⁄ , �A = [∗\2A1]2A1 W∗⁄ , WY = WY∗ W∗⁄ , and J =
�J∗ − J2A1� �[∗\2A1� �U . The dimensionless bed shear stress, r@, can be expressed as:  

r@ = �1|>|> (4.3)  
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.1 = 6 � ℎ� ¢⁄⁄  (4.4) 

where,  =  ∗\2A1 <2A1� ¢⁄U . Following Bernard [17], the dimensionless secondary force, a/1, is 

given by: 

a/1 = >
|>| á�=. ∇�ℎ%//� + «â¹¹

�2 ã (4.5) 

%// is a scalar value, expressed as: 

%// = ℎ&Þ.1|>| (4.6) 

where, ϖ = �C�ωw� 12⁄  is a scalar quantity with C� being a constant of proportionality, and 

u/ = u/∗<2A1 \2A1⁄ . u/ is perpendicular to horizontal plane.  

In Equation (4.5) � = �∗ <2A1⁄  is positive for counterclockwise motion and negative for 

clockwise motion. The normal derivative �=. ∇�ℎ%//� is positive when ℎ%// increases in the 

positive radial direction. The unit vector, �=, and the curvature radius, �, are expressed as: 

�= = 4
|>| æ − �

|>| ç (4.7) 

� = |>|»
�4���4 ��⁄ �¾��� ��⁄ ��±�¡��4 ��⁄ �¾4¡��� ��⁄ � (4.8) 

In Shallow Fluent, the solver which is presented in this article, the standard � − � model is 

selected in order to simulate turbulent flows. The dimensionless conservative form of � and � 

equations are given by: 

��«��
�Y + �. �ℎ�>� = �

���. áℎ �1 + ��
�����ã + `� (4.9) 

��«��
�Y + �. �ℎ�>� = �

���. áℎ �1 + ��
�����ã + `� (4.10) 

where, `� = ℎ�7� − � + 7�@�, and `� = ℎ�.��7� � �⁄ − .�� �� �⁄ + 7�@�. 7�,  7�@, and 7�@ are 

given by: 

7� = ��
�� ������ + �4

���
� + 2������

� + 2��4���
�  (4.11) 

7�@ = .1¾� �⁄ \â¢ ℎ⁄  (4.12) 

7�@ = .�è.����� �⁄ .1¾¢ Ò⁄ \âÒ ℎ�⁄  (4.13) 
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where, \â = Þ|r@|, WY = .��A �¡
� , � = �∗ \2A1�⁄ , � = �∗ �\2A1¢ <2A1U �⁄ , and model’s constants are 

.� = 0.09, .�� = 1.44, .�� = 1.92, p� = 1.0 and p� = 1.3. Following Rodi [22], the coefficient 

.�é is set to 3.6 for flumes and 1.8  for rivers.  

When streamline is curved, the centrifugal force causes a secondary flow normal to streamline 

direction. Bed resistance force and gravitational acceleration act on secondary flow and, in turn, a 

helical flow will form. Bernard [17] has suggested that, in depth-averaged momentum equations 

the helical flow effect can be accounted for with Equation (4.5).  In order to calculate the a/1, the 

streamwise vorticity, &, has to be known [see Equation (4.6)]. The streamwise vorticity at the 

domain can be obtained through a transport equation [17].  

��«ê�
�Y + �. �ℎ&>� = ë/Þ.1 |>|¡

2ì − $/Þ.1&|>| + �
���. d�1 + WY�ℎ�&e (4.14) 

where, Aw = 5.0, Dw = 0.5, and ï = �1 + 9ℎ� ��⁄ � are suggested by Bernard [17]. 

As it is explained in research case (a) of the Section 4.2.2, when the water depth goes to zero, the 

bed source terms go to infinity. The water depth appears as denominator in bed resistance source 

term (4.4), in the term for generation of turbulence kinematic energy due to bed effects (4.12), in 

the term for dissipation of turbulence kinematic energy due to bed effects (4.13) and, in source 

terms in (4.14). When momentum equations are multiplied by ℎ� ¢⁄ , the turbulence kinematic 

energy equation by ℎ� ¢⁄ , turbulence dissipation rate equation by ℎ�ð ��⁄ , and vorticity equation by 

ℎ� Û⁄ , the bed source terms in these equations will be independent of ℎ. In Section 4.2.4.1, it will 

be discussed that, this modification causes only little increase in computational efforts. 

There is a division by the streamline curvature radius in the vorticity generation source term, the 

first term in the right hand side of Equation (4.14). The lower bound for streamline curvature 

radius calculated by Equation (4.8) is zero. Grid however filters the streamline curvature so that 

the actual lower bound for the streamline curvature radius in equilateral triangle cells will be 

ℎ89_8ñ  (Figure 4.1-a). In a grid with arbitrary triangular cells the streamline curvature radius can 

be given by: 

� = Ø)�	 ¶�, ∑ «¬9_¬0»0¼½
¢ º (4.15) 
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where, � in the right hand side of Equation (4.15) is obtained through Equation (4.8). Equation 

(4.15) is also a perfect estimate when the number of the neighboring cells is more than three (in 

this case the number 3 in Equation (4.15) has to be replaced with the number of the neighboring 

cells). When streamline curvature radius is modified by means of Equation (4.15), singularity in 

vorticity generation source term will be removed and, the solver will be stable. However, the 

secondary force due to high streamline curvature will be ignored. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.1. Geometrical notations used in; (a) definition of the lower bound for the streamline 

curvature radius in a triangular grid, �,  and, (b) discretized equations relevant to a cell and its 

immediate neighbors: central cell, �*, neighboring cell, �,, cell face, �,, unit vector normal to the 

cell face, �/0 , distance vector, 	, and normal distance between cell centers, ℎ89_80. 

4.2.4 Numerical method 

In this section, the detail of discretization scheme will be introduced. Also, the boundary 

conditions and the residual criterion used in this article will be presented. 

4.2.4.1 Discretization scheme 

In Shallow Fluent, the SIMPLE algorithm is applied for the coupling between pressure and 

velocity field. In the SIMPLE algorithm continuity equation (4.1) is converted into a pressure 

correction equation. Momentum equations will be solved with an initial guessed pressure and 

velocity field. The derived velocity field then will be used in a pressure correction equation. The 

obtained pressure correction corrects the pressure and velocity field, other scalars if there are any 
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will be solved, and the solution continues in the next iteration until convergence is attained. The 

correction to pressure and velocity at any cell is given by:  

J = J± + JK (4.16) 

> = >± − ò«Ô »⁄
¥9¦ ∇JK (4.17) 

In this article, convective terms are discretized with the first order upwind scheme, Green’s 

theorem is used for the calculation of the gradient at cell center, and the two-point method for the 

calculation of gradient at the cell face. The discretized pressure correction equation then can be 

expressed as: 

)*̈J*K = ∑ ),̈ J,K¢,ª� − m° (4.18) 

),̈ = «¹0/0
�«¬9_¬0 �

¤«Ô »⁄
¥9¦ �* + �¤«Ô »⁄

¥9¦ �,® (4.19) 

)*̈ = ∑ ),̈¢,ª� + ¤9
à∆Y (4.20) 

The discretized equation for the conserved variable, s, in a triangular grid can be written as:  

)*|s* = ∑ ),|¢,ª� s, + `�| (4.21) 

)*| = ℎÜ ∑ ¯./0 , 0°¢,ª� + �
��∑ ��«��±�� ²⁄ ��¹0/0

«¬9_¬0 �¢,ª� ® − `-| (4.22) 

),| = ℎÜ ¯−.µ0 , 0° +
�«��±�� ²⁄ ��¹0/0

��«¬9_¬0 ® (4.23) 

where, ¯.µ0 , 0° denotes the maximum of .µ0  and 0. In Equation (4.22) and Equation (4.23) t is 

1.0, p�, p�, and 1.0 for momentum, turbulence kinematic energy, turbulence dissipation rate, and 

vorticity equations, respectively. In Equation (4.22) and Equation (4.23) i is 1 3⁄ , 1 3⁄ , 17 12⁄ , 

and 1 6⁄  for momentum, turbulence kinematic energy, turbulence dissipation rate, and vorticity 

equations, respectively. Figure 4.1-b depicts the geometrical notations. The detail of 

discretization scheme can be found for example in [3, 4, 12, 23] among others.  

The Rhie and Chow [1] pressure interpolation technique is applied in order to obtain a mass 

conserving velocity at the cell face. In Shallow Fluent, the cell face velocities are not linearly 
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interpolated; instead, a momentum-weighted averaging is performed [24]. The continuity residual 

can be expressed as:  

m° = ∑ ¶�>¥9¦�9±�>¥9¦�0�¥9¦�9±�¥9¦�0 . _, − u28),̈ �J, − J*�º¢,ª� + ¤9
à∆Y �J*± − J*H¾�� (4.24) 

The relaxation factor in Rhie and Chow [1] pressure correction term, u28, is set to 1.0 [25].  

The modifications the authors made to Equations (4.2), (4.9), (4.10), and (4.14) appeared as ℎÜ in 

Equations (4.22) and (4.23). These modifications also change the power of ℎ in source terms. For 

example, in momentum equations the implicit part of the transient source term in an unsteady 

flow will changes from Ω*ℎ Δ!⁄  to Ω*ℎ*Ò ¢⁄ Δ!⁄ . As a result, the computational costs will only 

little increase. 

4.2.4.2 LI versus TV-LI method 

In order to explain the research case (b), from Section 4.2.2, convective flux is considered. The 

convective flux, ./0  at the cell face, �,, can be given by: 

 ./0 = >/0 . �ℎ/0_,� = �/0 �ℎ/0��,,� + �/0 �ℎ/0��,,� (4.25) 

In Equation (4.25) the normal component of velocity vector is multiplied by flux area. At the cell 

face the flux area is the cell face area multiplied by water depth. Evidently, Equation (4.25) is in 

accordance with Ferziger and Peric [12] if every variable is linearly interpolated into the cell 

face; i.e. Equation (4.25) represents the LI method.  

When TV-LI method is used, >/0 has to be calculated as: 

>/0 = �«>�¹0
«¹0 = �Ï	¬0_¹0Ï«9>9±Ï	¬9_¹0Ï«0>0� �Ï	¬0_¹0Ï±Ï	¬9_¹0Ï�U

�Ï	¬0_¹0Ï«9±Ï	¬9_¹0Ï«0� �Ï	¬0_¹0Ï±Ï	¬9_¹0Ï�U = �Ï	¬0_¹0Ï«9>9±Ï	¬9_¹0Ï«0>0�
�Ï	¬0_¹0Ï«9±Ï	¬9_¹0Ï«0�

 (4.26) 

Now, flux at the cell face can be given by: 

./0 = >/0 . �ℎ/0_,� = �«>�¹0
«¹0 . �ℎ/0_,� = �ℎ>�/0 . _, (4.27) 

ℎ> in Equation (4.27) is the unit discharge in streamline direction. In Equation (4.27) the 

streamwise unit discharge at the cell face, �ℎ>�/0, is multiplied by cell face area vector, _,, in 
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order to obtain the flux. When Equation (4.27) is used, more mathematical operation have to be 

performed in order to calculate the flux compared with Equation (4.25). 

4.2.4.3 Bed source terms 

In research case (a), from Section 4.2.2, it was discussed that the discretization of bed source 

terms demands special attention. When a positive velocity field is assumed, the bed resistance 

source term in modified momentum equations (i.e. Equation (4.2) multiplied by ℎ� ¢⁄ ) can be 

given by: 

r@ = 6 �>ô (4.18) 

In order to achieve a high, yet stable, convergence rate, Patankar [11] suggested a semi implicit 

discretization of the source terms. 

` = `± + �µÓ
�|Ó �s − s±� (4.19) 

When Equation (4.19) is applied to Equation (4.18), the bed resistance can be given by: 

r@ = 6 �>±ô + 26 �>±�> − >±� (4.20) 

The direction of the bed resistance, r@, changes when the flow direction changes. In order to take 

the flow direction into account, Equation (4.20) has to be expressed as: 

r@ = 26 �|>±|> − 6 �|>±|>± (4.21) 

The bed resistance source term is the only depth independent term in momentum equations. 

When the water depth goes to zero, the contribution from other terms is ignorable and, in turn, 

momentum equations can be written as: 

«Ô »⁄ >¾«½ »⁄ �«>�ñõ½
∆Y = −d26 �|>±|> − 6 �|>±|>±e  

or, after rearrangement: 

> = �«½ »⁄ �«>�ñõ½� ∆Y⁄ ±àH¡P>ÓP>Ó
�«Ô »⁄ � ∆Y⁄ ±�àH¡|>Ó|   (4.22) 

Equation (4.22) has three main properties. Firstly, when the water depth goes to zero Equation 

(4.22) reduces to > = >± 2⁄ . When a solution converged, the velocity field in previous and 

current iterations are identical and, in turn, > = > 2⁄  which is in fact > − > 2⁄ = 0.0 or 
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equivalently, > = 0.0. Therefore, the bed shear stress stops the flow but it does not change the 

direction of the flow. Secondly, velocity only gradually tends to zero; i.e., there will be no sudden 

changes in the flow field. For a reduction of about 10¾¢ by order of magnitude, the reduction to 

zero will be achieved in ten iterations. Ten iterations is an acceptable number of iterations in an 

iterative method. Thirdly, in Equation (4.22) both terms in the denominator are always positive. 

This guaranties a diagonally dominant coefficient matrix.  

The same procedure as applied to the bed resistance source term can be applied to the other bed 

source terms. The discretized bed source term in turbulence kinematic energy equation is given 

by: 

7�@ = 26 �|>|ö − 6 �|>|ö �
�Ó (4.23) 

Since in this article the wall function approach is applied to the near wall cells, the turbulence 

kinematic energy is always positive and, as a result, the second term in the right hand side of 

Equation (4.23) never goes to infinity. The discretized bed source term in turbulence dissipation 

rate equation is expressed as: 

7�@ = 2��è������ �⁄ 6÷ Ò⁄  ÷ �⁄ |>|Ò − ��è������ �⁄ 6÷ Ò⁄  ÷ �⁄ |>|Ò �
�Ó (4.24) 

When s is assumed one of the � or �, for a very small water depth, Equations (4.23) and (4.24) 

reduce to s = 2s. If it happens, the � − � model equations will diverge. It will be shown In 

Section 4.2.5.5 that, this problem at least does not appear when the dimensional water depth is as 

large as 10¾¢	Ø. A smaller water depth does not have any practical application in river/channel 

hydraulic engineering. According to [11] the discretization of vorticity dissipation source term 

which is due to bed effects has to be done in a fully implicit manner and is straight forward. 

4.2.4.4 BA versus CA 

In research case (c), in Section 4.2.2, it was discussed that the bed source terms has to be 

integrated over the bed area rather than the cell area. In Figure 4.2 a sinus-type bed form which is 

reconstructed by cell and bed area schemes is compared on coarse and fine grids. When the cell 

area scheme is used, a grid refinement has no effect on reconstructed bed form. But, in the case of 

the bed area scheme, the reconstructed bed form in finer grid is better.   
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The depth averaged transport equations are integrated over the cell area. When it is done, the bed 

source terms will be automatically integrated over the cell area. At every computational cell, in 

order to integrate the bed source terms over the bed area, Equations (4.3), (4.12), and (4.13) 

together with the dissipation source term in Equation (4.14) have to be multiplied by �Ω2@ Ω⁄ �*. 

Bed elevation has to be interpolated from cell-centers into the cell-vertices in order to reconstruct 

the bed topography. The reconstructed bed topography will be smooth and accurate as far as grid 

resolution and smoothness permit. In Section 4.2.5.4 the effect of such modification on numerical 

results will be examined through numerical simulations. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.2. Comparison of the reconstructed bed area (dash lines) with the cell area (dash-dot 

lines) for sinus type bed form (solid lines); (a) in coarse grid and, (b) in fine grid. 

4.2.4.5 Boundary conditions 

The employed boundary conditions are the velocity inlet, the constant pressure boundary, and the 

wall condition. Variables have to be known at the inlet. At the constant pressure boundary, it is 

assumed that the gradient of variables is zero. Exceptions are velocity components and pressure. 

Following Versteeg and Malalasekera [26], in order to derive the velocity components, mass is 

locally conserved at the cells adjacent to the constant pressure boundary where pressure is fixed. 

The standard wall function approach [27] is applied to the momentum and turbulence model 

equations. 

4.2.4.6 Residuals 

The normalized continuity residual is given by:  

m� = ∑ PÈ°PÉ¬�ÊÊË¼½È¸�M°  (4.25) 
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where, m2A1°  is the largest absolute value of the continuity residual in the first five iterations. The 

residual for any conserved variable, s, is expressed as: 

�| = ∑ Ï∑ ¥0Ð»0¼½ |0±/¦Ð¾¥9Ð|9ÏÉ¬�ÊÊË¼½
�¸�M  (4.26) 

where, �2A1 is the largest absolute value of the s residual in the first five iterations. 

4.2.5 Numerical results 

The depth-averaged version of Shallow Fluent is developed through extension of its 2D version 

[28] into depth-averaged cases. The depth-averaged version is valid if the solver itself performs 

well and, if the applied depth-averaged boundary conditions are valid. In the first test case there 

is no source term and, the boundary conditions are as simple as possible. This test case will 

validate the internal accuracy of the solver. In the second test case the bed source terms are added 

to the problem. This test case validates the discretization method applied to the source terms. The 

third test case validates both the solver and the depth averaged smooth but no-slip wall boundary 

condition. In the fourth test case the bed area scheme is compared with the cell area scheme; i.e. 

the research case (c). The fifth test case is mainly designed in order to examine the research case 

(a). The research case (d) is also examined in the first and second test cases. The research case (b) 

is examined in the first to fifth test cases. 

At the first two test cases a 1D tool will be used in order to validate Shallow Fluent. This 1D tool 

uses the inlet velocity and the water depth obtained from Shallow Fluent and, marches in space in 

positive � direction. Following equations are applied in order to develop the 1D tool: 

�«
�� = ¾�ø× ��⁄ ¾â×_½^

�¾ù̧¡  (4.27) 

�ℎ = �y �!) ! (4.28) 

where, 52 = Þ�� 6ℎ⁄ , and %@_�ú =  ��� ℎÒ ¢⁄⁄ . 

4.2.5.1 Loose flow: shear free channels 

The computational domain is rectangular, with < = 5	Ø and ( = 1	Ø. The applied boundary 

conditions are: velocity inlet with uniform normal velocity, the constant water surface elevation 

(i.e. a constant pressure boundary condition) at the outlet, and the free-slip boundary condition on 
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the walls. Channel cross section is rectangular, Manning’s number is assumed zero, and the water 

surface elevation at the outlet is 0.3	Ø. Flow Reynolds number is 4.98 × 10÷, where <2A1 = (, 

\2A1 = \TH = 0.5Ø �⁄ , and \TH is the inlet velocity. The water specific gravity and dynamic 

viscosity are 998.2 �6 Ø¢⁄  and 0.001003?.Ø ��⁄ , respectively. The gravitational acceleration 

is 9.806	Ø ��⁄ . Errors are normalized, and the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. For this test, 

two different types of grids with two different resolutions are selected; see Fig. 4. In this article, a 

grid as in Figures 4.3-a and 4.3-b is called a quad-split grid and, a grid as in Figures 4.3-c and 

4.3-d is called an unstructured grid. When the bed gradient is negative and the gradient of the 

water surface (equivalently, the pressure gradient) is positive the flow is called loose flow. Such 

flow shows special behavior which will be discussed here (note that in this article channels with 

positive bed gradient are not studied). 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.3. The grids used in Section 4.2.5.1 and 4.2.5.2; (a) and (c) are 10 by 50 on the domain 

boundaries, and (b) and (d) are 20 by 100 on the domain boundaries. 

For the first test case (Figure 4.4-a) the bed gradient in � directions is zero. In the second test 

case (Figure 4.4-b) the bed gradient in � direction is assumed −0.01. For the third test case 

(Figure 4.4-c) the bed gradient in � direction is −0.03. In entire test cases the bed gradient in � 

direction is zero. The grid used in these test cases is 10 by 50 on the domain boundaries (Figure 

4.3-a). The longitudinal profiles of water surface elevation and, the velocity components at  

� = 4 are shown in Figure 4.4. The numerical results obtained from LI and TV-LI methods are 

exactly similar. At the channel centerline, the profile of water surface elevation simulated with 

Shallow Fluent is in good agreement with 1D tool. The predicted longitudinal velocity, �, in 
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Figure 4.4-a is 1.0 as it has to be and, the transverse velocity, �, is perfectly zero. When the 

magnitude of the bed gradient increases, the agreement between the water surface elevations 

predicted with Shallow Fluent and 1D tool reduces. This can be due to the vertical expansion in 

channel cross section. Since Shallow Fluent solve for turbulent flow and the 1D tool for laminar 

flow, this little disagreement is expected. The predicted transverse velocity, �, increases when the 

magnitude of bed gradient increases. This causes a transverse discharge and, in turn, changes the 

profile of � velocity.  

   

(a) 

   

(b) 

   

(c) 

Figure 4.4. Profiles of water surface elevation, longitudinal, and transverse velocity in a straight 

channel with rectangular cross section; (a) ��@ ��⁄ = 0.0, (b) ��@ ��⁄ = −0.01, and (c) 

��@ ��⁄ = −0.03. The left figures are the water surface elevation at the channel centerline, the 

middle figures are the � velocity at � = 4 from the inlet, and the right figures are the � velocity 

at the same position as � velocity. 
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 The reason behind such behavior can be addressed through False Channel (FC) effect of the first 

type. In Figure 4.5-a the sketch of the false currents of the first type in a quad-split grid is shown. 

When the bed gradient is not zero, the bed elevation at the center of the cells at points A and B 

are not the same and, in turn, there will be a local slope from A toward B. The pressure at the cell 

A is also less than the pressure at the cell B. In the other hand, there is a local channel from cell A 

toward cell B with the same characteristics as a loose flow (negative bed gradient and positive 

pressure gradient). Such local channel where a false current exists is called FC. In Figure 4.5-a, 

the flux enters at the face 1 causes false currents which exit through face 3. The directions of 

these false currents are marked with dashed arrows. Since the flux enters at face 2 will also cause 

a false current at face 3, the near wall � velocity at � ≈ 1 must gradually increase with the 

distance from the inlet. This can be observed in Figure 4.6-a through the contours of � velocity 

for the third test case (Figure 4.4-c). If the grid does not permit continuous downstream 

directions, there will not be continuous FCs and, in turn, the FC effect of the first type will 

reduce. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.5. Sketch of the FCs and the false currents in a quad-split grid; (a) loose flow with a 

positive pressure gradient in � direction and, (b) pressurized flow with a negative pressure 

gradient in � direction. 

The FC effect of the first type is expected to be independent of the grid resolution. Figure 4.7 is 

relevant to the second test case (Figure 4.4-b), but, different grids are used. Figure 4.7-a is related 

to the grid in Figure 4.3-b, Figure 4.7-b is related to the grid in Figure 4.3-c and, Figure 4.7-c is 

related to the grid in Figure 4.3-d. When Figure 4.7-a is compared with Figure 4.4-b, it can be 

observed that the spurious current in � direction is limited to the first two near wall cells. Though 
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in Figure 4.7-a the magnitude of the � velocity is reduced, since the spurious � velocity is limited 

to the first two near wall cells, the absolute magnitude of the spurious � velocity in fine (Figure 

4.7-a) and coarse (Figure 4.4-b) quad-split grids is similar. In the unstructured grids (Figures 4.3-

c and 4.3-d) the neighboring cells (same as the cell A and B in Figure 4.5-a) have the same bed 

and water surface elevations and, in turn, FC effect of the first type is not expected. An 

unstructured grid highly reduces the spurious currents (Figure 4.7-b). When the unstructured grid 

is two times finer, the spurious currents will be reduced two times by order of magnitude (Figure 

4.7-c). 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.6. Contours of � velocity in a straight channel with rectangular cross section and without 

transverse slope; (a) ��@ ��⁄ = −0.03,  = 0.0 (Figure 4.4-c) and, (b) ��@ ��⁄ = −0.01, 

 = 0.04 (Figure 4.8-c). 

   

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.7. Velocity profiles in shear free channels with ��@ ��⁄ = −0.01; (a) 20 by 100 quad-

split grid, (b) 10 by 50 unstructured grid and, (c) 20 by 100 unstructured grid. 
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In Table 4.1, TV-LI and LI methods are compared in terms of number of the iterations and the 

CPU time. The computer is a XPS M1330, the processor is an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU 

T5800 @ 2.00GHz and, the memory is 3.00 GB. In Section 4.2.4.2 it is discussed that, more 

mathematical operations have to be performed in a TV-LI method compared to a LI method. 

Table 4.1 however indicates that TV-LI method reduces the computational efforts and, more 

reduction in computational effort can be expected on finer grids. 

Table 4.1. Comparison of computational cost when TV-LI and LI methods are applied. 

Grid type Bed slope 
Spacing at the 

domain boundaries 
Interpolation 

method 
Number of 
iterations 

CPU 
time (s) 

Quad-split  

�ø×
�� = 0.0, 
�ø×
�� = 0.0 

10 × 50 
TV-LI 		377 		5.819 

LI 		377 		6.286 

Quad-split  

�ø×
�� = 0.0, 
�ø×
�� = 0.0 

10 × 50 
TV-LI 		434 		6.490 

LI 		434 		7.363 

Quad-split  

�ø×
�� = 0.0, 
�ø×
�� = 0.0 

10 × 50 
TV-LI 		557 		9.095 

LI 		557 		9.578 

Quad-split  

�ø×
�� = 0.0, 
�ø×
�� = 0.0 

20 × 100 
TV-LI 1302 70.606 

LI 1302 77.642 

Unstructured 

�ø×
�� = 0.0, 
�ø×
�� = 0.0 

10 × 50 
TV-LI 		167 		2.746 

LI 		167 		2.902 

Unstructured 

�ø×
�� = 0.0, 
�ø×
�� = 0.0 

20 × 100 
TV-LI 1085 65.661 

LI 1085 72.041 

 

4.2.5.2 Pressurized flow: channels with bed resistance 

Details of the test cases and the computational domain are similar to those in Section 4.2.5.1. The 

exceptions are Manning’s number which is not zero and, the bed gradient which is set to −0.01. 

When the gradient of water surface (equivalently, pressure gradient) is negative, the flow is 

called pressurized flow. Such flow shows behaviors which differ from a loose flow. 
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For the first test case (Figure 4.8-a) Manning’s number is 0.01. In the second test case (Figure 

4.8-b) Manning’s number is assumed 0.0225. For the third test case (Figure 4.8-c) Manning’s 

number is 0.04. The grid used in these test cases is 10 by 50 on the domain boundaries (Figure 

4.3-a). The longitudinal profiles of water surface elevation and, the velocity components at  

� = 4 are shown in Figure 4.8. The numerical results obtained from LI and TV-LI methods are 

exactly similar. At the channel centerline, the profile of water surface elevation simulated with 

Shallow Fluent is in good agreement with 1D tool. When Manning’s number increases the 

spurious current reduces until horizontal water surface is attained (Figure 4.8-b). An addiotional 

increase in Manning’s number causes a spurious current in opposite direction. 

The reason behind such behavior can be addressed through FC effect of the second type. In 

Figure 4.5-b the sketch of the pressurized false currents in a quad-split grid is shown. When 

Manning’s number is not zero, there will be a force at the cells A and B which acts in negative 

streamline direction. With increase in Manning’s number this force increases and reduces the 

pressure gradient. At a threshold Manning’s number the water surface will be horizontal (Figure 

4.8-b). The horizontal water surface is characteristic of a shear free channel with zero bed slop 

and, as a result, there will be no false current (Figure 4.8-b). With more increase in Manning’s 

number the flow will be pressurized. In pressurized flow, both the bed and water surface gradient 

from A toward B are positive. This is characteristic of a subcritical flow over a bed with positive 

bed gradient and, in turn, there will be a small subcritical flow from A toward B. This is called 

the FC effect of the second type. In a pressurized flow, the FC effect of the second type runs the 

spurious current (Figure 4.8-c). In Figure 4.5-b, the flux enters at the face 1 causes false currents 

which exit through face 3. The directions of these false currents are marked with dashed arrows. 

Since the flux enters at face 2 will also cause a false current at face 3, the near wall � velocity at 

� ≈ 0 must gradually increase with the distance from the inlet. This can be observed in Figure 

4.6-b through the contours of � velocity for the third test case (Figure 4.8-c). The FC effect of the 

second type is also expected to be independent of the grid resolution. If the grid does not permit 

continuous downstream directions, there will not be continuous FCs and, in turn, the FC effect of 

the second type will reduce. 
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(a) 

   

(b) 

   

(c) 

Figure 4.8. Profiles of water surface elevation, longitudinal, and transverse velocity in a straight 

channel with rectangular cross section and ��@ ��⁄ = −0.01; (a)  = 0.01, (b)  = 0.0225, and 

(c)  = 0.04. The left figures are the water surface elevation at the channel centerline, the middle 

figures are the � velocity at � = 4 from the inlet, and the right figures are the � velocity at the 

same position as � velocity. 

Figure 4.9 is relevant to the third test case (Figure 4.8-c), but, an unstructured 10 by 50 grid 

(Figure 4.3-c) is used. When Figure 4.9 is compared with Figure 4.8-c, it can be observed that the 

spurious current has almost disappeared. Since in the unstructured grid (Figure 4.3-c) the 

neighboring cells (same as the cell A and B in Figure 4.5-b) have the same longitudinal position, 

the bed and water surface elevation in these cells are equal. In such condition, there will not be a 

FC effect of the second type. As it is expected from a high quality numerical code [29], in Figure 
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4.9 the numerical results obtained by means of a steady simulation and an unsteady simulation at 

steady-state are similar (regarding that the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢). 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.9. Steady flow and unsteady flow at steady-state in a straight channel with rectangular 

cross section; ��@ ��⁄ = −0.01,  = 0.04;  (a) water surface elevation at the channel centerline, 

(b) � velocity at � = 4 from the inlet, and (c) � velocity at the same position as � velocity. 

Table 4.2. Comparison of computational cost when TV-LI and LI methods are applied. 

Grid type Manning’s n 
Spacing at the 

domain boundaries 
Interpolation 

method 
Number of 
iterations 

CPU 
time (s) 

Quad-split  0.01				 10 × 50 
TV-LI 412 6.131 

LI 412 6.942 

Quad-split  0.03				 10 × 50 
TV-LI 316 5.008 

LI 316 5.335 

Quad-split  0.0259 10 × 50 
TV-LI 345 5.179 

LI 345 5.944 

Quad-split  0.04				 10 × 50 
TV-LI 260 4.072 

LI 260 4.415 

Unstructured 0.04				 10 × 50 
TV-LI 253 4.774 

LI 253 5.070 

 

In Table 4.2, the TV-LI and LI methods are compared in terms of number of the iterations and 

the CPU time. Table 4.2 indicates that the TV-LI method reduces the computational efforts 

compared with the LI method. 

4.2.5.3 Steffler’s bend 

The geometrical details are shown in Figure 4.10. In the experiment [30] the side walls were 

galvanized sheet metal. Therefore, the smooth but no-slip condition is assumed on side walls. 
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Manning’s number is 0.0125, the water depth at the outlet is 0.061	Ø, the total discharge at the 

inlet is 0.0235	Ø¢ �⁄ , and the bed gradient is −0.00083. The reference length, <2A1, is 0.061	Ø 

and, the reference velocity, \2A1, is 0.36	Ø �⁄ . The water physical properties are same as in 

Section 4.2.5.1. Errors are normalized and, the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. The grid 

contains 18398 nearly uniform unstructured triangular elements and, the number of the cells in 

channel cross section is about 20.  

At the first test case the vorticity equation, Equation (4.14), is not solved. Profile of streamwise 

velocity is shown in Figure 4.11. In Figure 4.11 the origin of the sections, sec, is at the inner bank 

of the channel. In Figure 4.11 the numerical results are in good agreement with experimental data 

and, the results obtained from LI and TV-LI methods are exactly similar. The elapsed CPU times 

for the LI and TV-LI methods are 490	� and 449	�, respectively. The application of TV-LI 

method caused a 9% reduction in elapsed CPU time. 

 

Figure 4.10. Geometrical details of the Steffler’s bend. 
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and without solving the vorticity equation are presented in Figure 4.12. In Figure 4.12, the 
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[9]. The hypothesis behind applying Equation (4.14) is that, the streamline curvature accelerates 

the streamwise velocity [17]. In Steffler’s bend the inner bank has smaller curvature radius 

compared with the outer bank and, in turn, when Equation (4.14) is solved, the velocity near the 
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grid used by Wu and Wang [9] had 31 nodes in transverse direction and, in turn, its transverse 

resolution was 1.5 times more than the grid used in Shallow Fluent. According to Figure 4.12 it 

can be mentioned that, not the grid resolution alone, neither any modification which take account 

of the secondary flow effect, but the internal accuracy of a solver is the most important 

characteristic of the solver for having an accurate simulation. 

   

   

Figure 4.11. Profile of streamwise velocity in Steffler’s bend at different sections, sec; measured 

data are from [30]. 

   

   

Figure 4.12. Profile of streamwise velocity in Steffler’s bend at different sections, sec; measured 

data are from [30], and the Wu & Wang numerical data is from [9]. 
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4.2.5.4 Double bend-way 

The geometrical details are shown in Figure 4.13. In order to study the pure bed resistance effect 

the side walls are assumed free-slip. Manning’s number is 0.03, the water depth at the outlet is 

0.5	Ø, the total discharge at the inlet is 0.44587Ø¢ �⁄ , and the bed gradient is zero. The 

reference length, <2A1, is 2.0	Ø and, the reference velocity, \2A1, is 0.5	Ø �⁄ . The water physical 

properties are the same as in Section 4.2.5.1. Errors are normalized and, the convergence criterion 

is set to 10¾¢. The grid contains 19026 nearly uniform unstructured triangular elements and, the 

number of the cells in channel cross section is about 20. For the double bend-way test cases the 

vorticity equation, Equation (4.14), is not solved. 

At the first test case the bed area scheme, as explained in the research case (c), is chosen. Profiles 

of streamwise velocity and water surface elevation are shown in Figure 4.14. In Figure 4.14 the 

position of ��� = 0.0 is at the bank line which starts from �� = −5, � = 	4� and ends at �� =
15, � = 	−11�. In Figure 4.14 the results obtained from LI and TV-LI methods are exactly 

similar. The elapsed CPU times for the LI and TV-LI methods are 273	� and 250	�, respectively. 

The application of TV-LI method caused a 9.2% reduction in the elapsed CPU time. 

 

Figure 4.13. Geometrical details of the double bend-way. 
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scheme. When the velocity at the sloped bed is high, the difference between the resisting forces 

calculated with the BA and CA schemes will be significant. In the case of CA scheme, the under 

predicted bed resistance causes an erroneous velocity profile especially near the banks with high 

near bank velocity (Figure 4.15). Since the BA scheme increases the computed averaged cross 

sectional bed resistance, the simulated water surface elevation using the BA scheme is more than 

the simulated water surface elevation using the CA scheme (Figure 4.15). 

  

  

  

  

Figure 4.14. Profiles of streamwise velocity and water surface elevation in double bend-way test; 

a comparison between TV-LI and LI methods. 
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Figure 4.15. Profiles of streamwise velocity and water surface elevation in double bend-way test; 

a comparison between bed area, BA, and cell area, CA, schemes. 
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rectangular, Manning’s number is assumed 0.03, and the water surface elevation is 1.0	Ø at 

� ≤ 1	Ø and 0.001	Ø at � > 1	Ø. The water specific gravity and dynamic viscosity are 

998.2 �6 Ø¢⁄  and 0.001003?.Ø ��⁄ . The gravitational acceleration is assumed 9.806	Ø ��⁄ , 

the initial velocity at the domain is zero, and the time step is 0.002823	�. The reference length 

and velocity are 1.0	Ø and 4.4285Ø �⁄ , respectively. Errors are normalized and, the 

convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. 

  

  

  

Figure 4.16. Comparison of TV-LI and LI method in a dam break problem. 
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break over a dry bed. But, for the number of time steps more than 80, a step which its height is 

about 1.5 can be observed. As the velocity experiences a jump at the front, numerical methods 

tend to produce spurious oscillations in the vicinity of the front [31].  It can be observed in Figure 

4.16 that, there is no oscillation in the vicinity of the front and, in turn, the strategy devised in this 

article for treating the bed source terms is successful. 

In Figure 4.16 the numerical results obtained with TV-LI and LI methods show ignorable 

differences and, as a result, it can be mentioned that these methods have the same accuracy in 

capturing discontinuities. The elapsed CPU times for TV-LI and LI methods are 690	� and 

749	�, respectively. The application of TV-LI method caused a 8.6% reduction in the elapsed 

CPU time. 

4.2.6 Conclusion 

In this article, four research cases were introduced and investigated: 

• Research case (a): the transport equations were multiplied by appropriate power of the 

water depth in order to avoid numerical oscillations due to small water depths. The 

numerical tool was then applied to a dam break problem where the water depth in shallow 

region was as small as 0.001	Ø. The simulated water surface was smooth (without any 

oscillation), even near the discontinuity.  

• Research case (b): in the entire test cases the TV-LI scheme was compared with LI 

scheme. Numerical results indicated that, the TV-LI scheme is as accurate as LI scheme, 

but, the TV-LI scheme reduces the computational efforts 9% by order of magnitude. 

• Research case (c): the bed area scheme was compared with cell area scheme and, it is 

shown that the cell area scheme can cause significant error in numerical results.  

• Research case (d): the occurrence of a non physical phenomenon, FC effects, was 

recognized in quad-split grids. It is shown that, an unstructured grid reduces the false 

currents and, the finer the unstructured grid the smaller the false current. False currents 

are likely when grid permits continuous downstream directions. As a result, in depth 

averaged simulations, Delaunay grids which do not permit such continuous downstream 

directions are more appropriate.  
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Since there is no general technique in order to take account of the secondary flow effects, a 

depth-averaged simulation is better to achieve through an appropriate numerical scheme and 

discretization technique. 
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CHAPTER 5  ARTICLE 3: A NEW METHOD FOR THE TREATMENT 

OF WETTING-DRYING FRONTS 

5.1 Presentation of the article 

In this section the objective of the article will be presented, as well as a conclusion on this work 

as part of the thesis. The wetting-drying treatment is an unavoidable part of any depth-averaged 

software either commercial such as Mike21/21C and solvers used in SMS (this can be verified by 

taking a look at the user’s manual of these tools. In the case of MIKE21 the reader can download 

a demo from the site where the user’s manual can be found in the demo. The download can be 

started at: www.mikebydhi.com/Download/MIKEByDHI2011.aspx and for the SMS the reader 

can look at www.aquaveo.com/sms) or, research such as CCHE2D 

(www.ncche.olemiss.edu/cche2d). The consequence effect of an improvement in this technique 

on engineering problems is a more accurate simulation of water front, and reduced computational 

cost. This can be important when, for instance, predicting the water front in a dam break problem.  

5.1.1 Objective  

When wetting-drying front exists in a model, what matters most in depth-averaged simulations is: 

whether the equations have to be solved on entire domain or only on wet region, how should one 

differentiate wet and dry cells, what should be the threshold depth, should one compute the flux 

at the interface between wet and dry cells, and if not, how should the wetting-drying front 

advance, and how to control the formation of cells with negative water depths. This article 

provides answer to these questions. When these questions are well answered, the developed 

solver can well handle any problem which include wetting-drying front. Before this step, the 

solver which is presented in this thesis was not able to handle such problems.  

5.1.2 Conclusion  

Since solution of transport equations only on wet region potentially reduces the computational 

cost, it will be recommended to do so. It is recommended in this thesis to use a one-threshold 

technique rather than a two-threshold technique, since a two-threshold technique can lead to a 

threshold dependent solution. Contrary to what the literature suggest about choosing an 
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appropriate threshold depth, it is indicated in this article that a smaller threshold does not 

guaranty a more accurate solution. Also, for the scheme suggested in this thesis, the threshold 

depth of about 10¾Ò is considered the best option. It is indicated that the flux at the interface 

between wet and dry cell can be computed if and only if the applied technique does not reduce 

the order of accuracy of the solution near the wetting-drying front. The wetting-drying front can 

advance with simple on-off logic without any effect on the computed results. A new technique is 

also suggested in order to prevent formation of cells with negative water depth.  

 

 

 

The article is published at Applied Mathematical Modelling. 

Moradi Larmaei, M., and Mahdi, T.-F. (2012). A new method for the treatment of wetting-drying 

fronts. Applied Mathematical Modelling, 36, 2286-2302. 
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5.2 A new method for the treatment of wetting-drying fronts 

M. Moradi Larmaei and Tew-Fik Mahdi 

Department of Civil, Geological and Mining Engineering, Montreal Polytechnic Institute, 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 

5.2.1 Abstract 

In this article, a new method is developed for the treatment of wetting-drying fronts in depth-

averaged simulations. Some benchmark tests are devised in order to examine the performance of 

the new method at extreme conditions. The depth-averaged tool with two different wetting-drying 

process and Fluent6.3 are then applied to the benchmark tests. It is assumed that a solution by 

Fluent6.3 is the realistic solution and, a depth-averaged solution which is more similar to the 

solution by Fluent6.3 is more accurate. 

Keywords: Depth-averaged simulation, Finite volume method, Unstructured grid, Wetting-

Drying front 

5.2.2 Introduction 

Depth-averaged transport equations can be solved either on fixed [1-4] or moving grids [5]. In the 

case of moving grids the domain boundaries move so that computational domain exactly covers 

the physical domain. When a fixed grid is used, an appropriate strategy for moving the wetting-

drying fronts on computational domain will be necessary [6]. In order to have a well established 

strategy for moving the wetting-drying fronts on fixed grids, some crucial cases have to be 

considered.  

a) Whether the transport equations are solved on entire computational domain or only on wet 

cells, affects the way wetting-drying fronts are treated. In [7] continuity equation is solved on 

entire computational domain, but, momentum equations are solved only on wet cells. 

However, there is no constraint on solving the momentum equations on entire computational 

domain [8-10]. When the number of the wet cells is much smaller than the number of the dry 

cells, solving the transport equations only on wet cells is computationally efficient [11-13]. In 
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Nomenclature  

)*, ), coefficients in the discretized equations 

./0  volumetric flux at the cell face �, 

.1  the bed friction coefficient 

6  gravitational acceleration 

7 the rate of production in � − � model equation 

ℎ  water depth 

ℎ89_80  the normal distance between two neighbor cells 

� turbulence kinematic energy 

< length scale 

  the direction along � or Manning’s number 

� unit vector normal to the cell face 

J, JK pressure and pressure correction, respectively 

	80_/0 , 	89_/0 distance vectors between the cell’s center and the face’s center 

� residual at the domain 

�A Reynolds number 

�, , _, cell face area and the area vector, respectively 

`, a Scalar and vector form of the source terms, respectively 

! time 
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�, � velocity components in � and � directions, respectively 

\ velocity scale 

> velocity vector 

�, � � and � directions 

�@  bed elevation 

| |  for any vector c, |c| refers to the argument of the vector 

Greek symbols  

i general relaxation factor 

� dissipation rate of � 

ϑ° continuity residual 

ϑ normalized continuity residual 

W, WY laminar and turbulent dynamic viscosity, respectively 

o  water surface elevation 

[ fluid density 

p Prandtl/Schmidt number 

%, r  scalar and vector stresses 

s general scalar quantity 

t Prandtl/Schmidt number in general discretized equation for s 

u28 relaxation factor in pressure correction term 
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Ω volume 

Subscripts  

� refers to the river/channel bed  

� refers to the neighboring cell 

� refers to turbulence kinematic energy 

{| refers to the implicit part of the source term in discretized equation for s 

��z refers to reference value 

� refers to residual at the domain 

�, refers to cell face �, 
!ℎ  refers to threshold 

� refers to dissipation rate of � 

%  refers to shear 

s refers to s 

0 refers to central cell 

Superscripts  

   refers to the current time step  

J  refers to pressure  

� refers to the transpose of a vector 

�	 refers to > 
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s refers to s 

+ refers to an initial guess (can be from previous iteration) 

∗ refers to the dimensional form of a quantity 

 

this article, the transport equations are solved on double-sided symmetric test cases. At one side, 

the transport equations are solved on the entire domain; at the other side, the transport equations 

are solved only on wet cells. The numerical results are then compared and discussed. 

b) It is possible to calculate the flux at the face between wet and dry cells [12,14,15] or, set it to 

zero [10,16]. In order to set the flux to zero, a boundary condition has to be applied. When 

Saint Venant equations are solved, the boundary condition can be as simple as setting the 

normal velocity to zero [16]. In the case of hydrostatic depth-averaged equations, a normal 

choice can be using wall function aproach [10]. In this article, it will be discussed whether 

calculation of flux at the face between wet and dry cells or, applying a boundary condition 

which sets the flux to zero significantly affect the solution or not. 

c) When a down-slope fluid flow, independent of wet or dry condition at the cell downstream of 

a face, a negative water depth at the cell upstream of the face is always possible. In order to 

avoid negative water depths, local and general water redistribution algorithms seems to be 

inevitable [15,16]. In this article, in order to cope with negative water depth, a new strategy is 

developed which is suitable for finite volume SIMPLE algorithm. Currently, SIMPLE 

algorithm is widely used for solving the hydrostatic shallow flow equations [12,17-19]. 

d) When fluid flux at the cell face is calculated, the order of accuracy of the wetting-drying 

treatment explicitly affects the order of accuracy of the solution near wetting-drying fronts 

[8,16,20]; i.e. the order of accuracy of the solution near wetting-drying fronts is limited to the 

order of accuracy of wetting-drying treatment. If a boundary condition is applied to wetting-

drying fronts, the order of accuracy of the solution only implicitly depends to the order of 

accuracy of the wetting-drying treatment. In this article, a high order wetting-drying treatment 

is devised which does not explicitly restrict the order of accuracy of the solution.  
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e) What differentiates wet and dry cells is the threshold water depth [7,11,21]. With a two-

threshold technique [9,22] solution will be highly threshold dependent; e.g. number of the 

cells where the water depth is between threshold depths will highly depends to the difference 

between threshold depths. Thus, using only one threshold depth is significantly important. In 

[21], the effect of the threshold depth is studied on numerical simulation of dam break over 

shallow wed bed. In this article, the effect of threshold water depth on numerical simulations 

is also examined. 

The remainder of this article is divided into three sections. In the first section, the hydrostatic 

shallow flow model is presented. This section contains the dimensionless conservative form of 

the depth-averaged transport equations and their discretized form. The second section is devoted 

to the new treatment for wetting-drying fronts. The research cases (a) to (d) are also discussed in 

this section. Numerical results are presented in the third section. 

5.2.3 Shallow Fluent: hydrostatic shallow flow model 

Shallow Fluent is a tool the authors are developing in Montreal Polytechnic Institute. The code, 

Shallow Fluent, is extensively validated [23-26]. In this section, the governing equations and the 

detail of discretization scheme will be introduced. Also, the boundary conditions and the residual 

criterion used in this article will be presented. 

5.2.3.1 Governing  equations 

The dimensionless conservative vector form of the depth-averaged continuity and momentum 

equations can be given by: 

��¨ à⁄ �
�Y + �. �ℎ>� = 0 (5.1) 

��«>�
�Y + �. �ℎ>>� = −ℎ�J + �

�� �. dℎ�1 + WY��>Fe − r@ (5.2) 

where, > = >∗ \2A1⁄ , ! = !∗\2A1 <2A1⁄ , �A = [∗\2A1]2A1 W∗⁄ , WY = WY∗ W∗⁄ , and J =
�J∗ − J2A1� �[∗\2A1� �U . In Equation (5.2) the effect of secondary forces is ignored. The 

dimensionless bed shear stress, r@, can be expressed as:  

r@ = �1|>|> (5.3)  
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.1 = 6 � ℎ� ¢⁄⁄  (5.4) 

where,  =  ∗\2A1 <2A1� ¢⁄⁄ .  

In Shallow Fluent, the solver which is presented in this article, the standard � − � model is 

selected in order to simulate turbulent flows. The dimensionless conservative form of � and � 

equations are given by: 

��«��
�Y + �. �ℎ�>� = �

���. áℎ �1 + ��
�����ã + `� (5.5) 

��«��
�Y + �. �ℎ�>� = �

���. áℎ �1 + ��
�����ã + `� (5.6) 

where, `� = ℎ�7� − � + 7�@�, and `� = ℎ�.��7� � �⁄ − .�� �� �⁄ + 7�@�. 7�,  7�@, and 7�@ are 

given by: 

7� = ��
�� ������ + �4

���
� + 2������

� + 2��4���
�  (5.7) 

7�@ = .1¾� �⁄ \â¢ ℎ⁄  (5.8) 

7�@ = .�è.����� �⁄ .1¾¢ Ò⁄ \âÒ ℎ�⁄  (5.9) 

where, \â = Þ|r@|, WY = .��A �¡
� , � = �∗ \2A1�⁄ , � = �∗ �\2A1¢ <2A1U �⁄ , and the model’s constants 

are .� = 0.09, .�� = 1.44, .�� = 1.92, p� = 1.0 and p� = 1.3. Following Rodi [27], the 

coefficient .�é is set to 3.6 for flumes and 1.8  for rivers. 

5.2.3.2 Discretization scheme 

In Shallow Fluent, SIMPLE algorithm is applied for the coupling between pressure and velocity 

field. In SIMPLE algorithm continuity equation [Equation (5.1)] is converted into a pressure 

correction equation. Momentum equations are solved with an initial guessed pressure and 

velocity field. The derived velocity field then is used in the pressure correction equation. The 

obtained pressure correction corrects the pressure and velocity field, other scalars if there are any 

will be solved, and the solution continues in the next iteration until convergence is attained. The 

correction to pressure and velocity at any cell is given by:  

J = J± + iJK (5.10) 
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> = >± − Üò«Ô »⁄
¥9¦ ∇JK (5.11) 

In this article, convective terms are discretized with the first order upwind scheme, Green’s 

theorem is used for the calculation of the gradient at cell center, and the two point method for the 

calculation of gradient at the cell face. The discretized pressure correction equation then can be 

expressed as: 

)*̈J*K = ∑ ),̈ J,K¢,ª� − m° (5.12) 

),̈ = «¹0/0
�«¬9_¬0 �

¤«Ô »⁄
¥9¦ �* + �¤«Ô »⁄

¥9¦ �,® (5.13) 

)*̈ = ∑ ),̈¢,ª� + ¤9
à∆Y (5.14) 

The discretized equation for the conserved variable, s, in a triangular grid can be written as [23]:  

)*|s* = ∑ ),|¢,ª� s, + `�| (5.15) 

)*| = ℎý ∑ ¯./0 , 0°¢,ª� + �
��∑ ��«��±�� ²⁄ ��¹0/0

«¬9_¬0 �¢,ª� ® − `-| (5.16) 

),| = ℎý ¯−.µ0 , 0° +
�«��±�� ²⁄ ��¹0/0

��«¬9_¬0 ® (5.17) 

where, ¯.µ0 , 0° denotes the maximum of .µ0  and 0. In Equations (5.16) and (5.17) t is 1.0, p� 

and p� for momentum, turbulence kinematic energy, and turbulence dissipation rate equations, 

respectively. In Equations (5.16) and (5.17) þ is 1 3⁄ , 1 3⁄ , and 17 12⁄  for momentum, 

turbulence kinematic energy, and turbulence dissipation rate equations, respectively. Figure 5.1 

depicts the geometrical notations.  

The Rhie and Chow [28] pressure interpolation technique is applied in order to obtain a mass 

conserving velocity at the cell face. In Shallow Fluent, the cell face velocities are not linearly 

interpolated; instead, a momentum-weighted averaging is performed [29]. The continuity residual 

can be expressed as:  

m° = ∑ ¶�>¥9¦�9±�>¥9¦�0�¥9¦�9±�¥9¦�0 . _, − u28),̈ �J, − J*�º¢,ª� + ¤9
à∆Y �J*± − J*H¾�� (5.18) 
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Figure 5.1. Geometrical notations used in discretized equations relevant to a cell and its 

immediate neighbors: central cell, �*, neighboring cell, �,, cell face, �,, unit vector normal to the 

cell face, �/0 , distance vector, 	, and normal distance between cell centers, ℎ89_80. 

The relaxation factor in Rhie and Chow [28] pressure correction term, u28, is set to 1.0 [24]. 

Following [23], the discretized bed source terms can be written as: 

r@ = 26 �|>±|> − 6 �|>±|>± (5.19) 

7�@ = 26 �|>|ö − 6 �|>|ö �
�Ó (5.20) 

7�@ = 2��è������ �⁄ 6÷ Ò⁄  ÷ �⁄ |>|Ò − ��è������ �⁄ 6÷ Ò⁄  ÷ �⁄ |>|Ò �
�Ó (5.21) 

5.2.3.3 Boundary conditions 

The boundary condition used on the entire domain boundaries is the wall boundary. For the near 

wall treatment, the standard wall function approach [30] is applied to the momentum and 

turbulence model equations. 

5.2.3.4 Residuals 

The normalized continuity residual is given by:  

m� = ∑ PÈ°PÉ¬�ÊÊË¼½È¸�M°  (5.22) 

where, m2A1°  is the largest absolute value of the continuity residual in the first five iterations. The 

residual for any conserved variable, s, is expressed as: 

 

�0 

��  

ℎ�0_��  

	�� _��  	�0_��  

���  

��  
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�| = ∑ Ï∑ ¥0Ð»0¼½ |0±/¦Ð¾¥9Ð|9ÏÉ¬�ÊÊË¼½
�¸�M  (5.23) 

where, �2A1 is the largest absolute value of the s residual in the first five iterations. Depending 

upon the unsteady problem, the m2A1°  and �2A1 can be set only at the first time step or 

independently at every time step. This issue will be discussed, in Section 5.2.5. 

5.2.4 Wetting-Drying treatment 

In this section the research cases (a) to (e) (see Section 5.2.2) are discussed and, for every case, a 

solution is suggested. After having an appropriate strategy, a second order accurate wetting-

drying treatment is developed. 

5.2.4.1 Solution on entire computational domain versus solution on wet cells 

In a dam break over a dry bed, when the dry region is initially wetted to a small threshold depth, 

the numerical solution can be very erroneous [31]. Thus, since the transport equations cannot be 

solved on absolutely dry cells, they have to be solved only on wet cells. On the other hand, 

solving the transport equations only on wet cells has not to affect the solution. 

Volume Of Fluid (VOF) is a technique for capturing the interface between two fluids. Since this 

technique can capture the sharp interface between two fluids, it is used in many research works 

[32-34]. In [35] translation of a square block of fluid by a steady uniform flow on a Cartesian 

square domain is simulated using the Hirt and Nichols [36] and several other VOF methods. The 

domain had dimensions of 1.0	m� and was composed of 10,000 equally sized cells. A square 

block of fluid with dimensions 0.1	m� moved with equal horizontal and vertical velocities of 

1.0	m s⁄  from bottom left-had corner of the computational domain toward the top right-hand 

corner. In this test, the geometric shape had to remain intact In Hirt and Nichols [36] algorithm 

equations are solved only in water phase while in the rest of the algorithms equations are solved 

in both water and air. All VOF methods, presented in [35], perfectly predict the spatial position 

of the center of the block of fluid (note that the distortion of the square block of fluid is a 

consequence of the error in geometrically reconstructed flux polygon). Thus, a successful 

solution of depth-averaged transport equations only on wet cells is potentially possible. This issue 

is numerically investigated in section 5.2.5. 
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5.2.4.2 Flux at the face between wet and dry cells 

The calculated flux at the cell face [11,15] is a bounded flux which guarantees the stability of the 

solver. This calculated flux is an approximation, not the exact flux. Another approximation of the 

flux is a zero flux at the cell face. This approximation is acceptable if the numerical solution of a 

physical problem (e.g. dam break over dry bed) is accurate.  

In VOF method the volume of water is fixed at every time step. When the solution has 

converged, the VOF fraction at the cells adjacent to the interface will be updated (see [35-37] for 

example). This is the strategy which is used in this article; i.e. the wet region is fixed at every 

time step and, when the solution is converged the status (i.e. wet or dry condition) of cells near 

the wetting-drying fronts is updated. Since the depth-averaged transport equations are only 

solved on wet cells, applying such strategy demands application of a boundary condition on 

wetting-drying fronts. In order to have a zero flux at the face between wet and dry cells, the wall 

boundary condition [30] is applied. The success of this approach is numerically examined in 

Section 5.2.5. 

5.2.4.3 Down-slope fluid flow 

In shallow Fluent, the dependent variables are the velocity components and the water surface 

elevation. The water depth is calculated as a difference between the water surface and bed 

elevations. The solver internally works with hydrostatic pressure field. When required, the 

hydrostatic pressure will be converted to water surface elevation with o = J 6⁄ . Thus, in order to 

prevent a negative water depth, the water surface elevation at a cell has to be always more than 

bed elevation. A mass and momentum conservative technique can be achieved through 

modification of pressure correction when the water depth falls below the threshold depth. The 

temporary pressure and water depth are expressed as: 

JY�-* = J*± + iJ*K  
ℎY�-* = �̈�À9à − �@*  

When the water depth at the central cell, �*, is more than the threshold depth, the temporary 

pressure and depth are accepted, otherwise the pressure correction, J*K, water depth, ℎ*, and 

pressure, J*, are corrected as: 
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ℎ* = ℎY« (5.24) 

J* = �ℎ* + �@*� 6⁄  (5.25) 

J*K = �J* − J*±� i⁄  (5.26) 

This pressure correction is then used in Equation (5.11) in order to update the velocity field. 

When a dry cell receives fluid, it has to be initialized with zero velocity. This minimizes the flux 

through the faces of an already wetted cell and, in turn, prevents extension of errors. 

5.2.4.4 A second order wetting-drying method 

In Figure 5.2 the Simple Line Interface Calculation (SLIC) type VOF method of Nobari et al. 

[35], the Piecewise Linear Interface Calculation (PLIC) type VOF method of Harvie and 

Feletcher [37] and, the experimental work by Martin and Moyce [38] on a dam break over a dry 

flat bed are compared (note that in Figure 5.2, simulation of dam break using PLIC method is 

done by Hieu et al. [39]). In Figure 5.2, the SLIC type VOF, which is a first order technique, 

significantly over predicts the position of the leading edge of water. Near the bed, a SLIC method 

permits flux of water to a downstream cell as soon as the VOF at the upstream cell is above a 

predefined threshold. But, in PLIC method the gradient of the interface is calculated and, 

interface is reconstructed. Thus, a PLIC method prevents extension of thin layers of fluid. The 

same strategy can be used in order to reconstruct the water surface near wetting-drying fronts.  

 

Figure 5.2. Time history of the position of the leading edge of water. 
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In Figure 5.3, a quarter of a disk is schematically reconstructed with first order wetting/drying 

treatment, second order wetting/drying treatment, and PLIC VOF method. Compared to a depth-

averaged simulation, in a 2D vertical simulation, grid has more resolution in vertical direction. 

As a result, the disk reconstructed by PLIC method has the best resolution. In Figure 5.3, if the 

dash-dot line is assumed the bed, the first order depth-averaged method permits flux of fluid from 

cell “A” to cell “B”. But, the second order method does not allow flux of fluid since the face 

between cells “A” and “B” is dry (Figure 5.3-b). In practice, the order of accuracy of wetting-

drying treatment is independent of the order of accuracy of the solution. Thus, only the water 

surface at cell “A”, where fluid can flux from a wet cell to a dry cell, has to be reconstructed. The 

solution can have any order of accuracy independent of the order of accuracy of the wetting-

drying process. The proposed wetting-drying process contains three main steps as follows: 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.3. Reconstructed quarter of a disk; (a) first order, depth-averaged; (b) second order, 

depth-averaged; (c) PLIC, 2D vertical. Dot line is the actual water surface; Dash line is the 

reconstructed water surface; Dash-dot line is the assumed flat bed. 

5.2.4.4.1 Cell marking 

A cell is marked as wet-interior if the water depth at cell center is above a predefined threshold 

and, all neighboring cells are wet. If a wet cell has a dry neighboring cell, it is marked as wet-

boundary cell. When the entire neighboring cells are dry, the cell is marked as wet isolated. 

During simulation, a wet-isolated cell is treated as a dry cell; i.e. the transport equations are not 

solved on wet-isolated cells. A dry-exterior cell is a dry cell which has no wet neighboring cell. If 

any of the neighboring cells are wet, a dry cell is marked as dry-boundary cell. When all 

neighboring cells are wet, a dry cell is marked as dry-island. 

  

A B 

 

A B 
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5.2.4.4.2 Dry cell wetting 

In general, any wetting-drying front can be categorized as flooding condition (Figure 5.4) or 

dam-break condition (Figure 5.5). In Figures 5.4 and 5.5 the cell “L” is a wet cell and, the cell 

“R” is a dry cell. In this article, the definition of dam-break or flooding is independent of the 

velocity direction. For example, in Figure 5.5 the velocity vector at cell “L” can have any 

direction. But, a flux through the face between cells “L” and “R” can be prevented if the direction 

of the velocity is from “R” to “L”. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.4. Reconstruction of flooding wetting-drying front; (a) first order; (b) second order. 

In a second order accurate wetting-drying process, the gradient of bed and water surface elevation 

has to be calculated at wet-boundary cells. Assuming a permeable bed in Figure 5.4, when the 

water run up/down, the water surface elevation in “R”, o�, is less/more than the water surface 

elevation in “L”, oE. But, the water surface elevation in “R” is always limited to the bed elevation 

in this cell, �@� (since the cell “R” is assumed dry). Thus, the most realistic assumption for the 

gradient of water surface elevation at the face between cells “R” and “L” is a zero gradient; i.e. 

o� = oE. Having this boundary condition, the gradient of water surface in “L” can be calculated. 

In Figure 5.5, the most realistic value for the water surface elevation in “R” is o� = �@�. During 

wetting process, program turns over dry-boundary and dry-island cells and, in turn, the cell “R” 

will be the central cell, �*, and the cell “L” will be the neighboring cell, �,. In a two dimensional 

grid, the average of the boundary conditions forced by wet neighboring cells is applied.  
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A dry-boundary/island cell is wetted if: 

�o,_/0 > Ø)� á�@,_/0 , �@*_/0ã + ℎY«
>,. � ≥ 0.0																																							 � (5.27) 

In a first order wetting-drying process o,_/0 = o,, �@,_/0 = �@, , and �@*_/0 = �@*. In a second 

order wetting-drying process o,_/0 = áo + �o. �80_/0ã,, �@,_/0 = á�@ + ��@ . �80_/0ã, , and �@*_/0 =
á�@ + ��@ . �89_/0ã*. Since the wall boundary condition is applied on wetting-drying fronts, the 

normal velocity at the cell face is zero. In Shallow Fluent, the term >, . � ≥ 0.0 in Equation (5.27) 

is an optional term which takes the velocity direction into account (it is optional since in some 

cases >, . � ≥ 0.0 is always true; thus, there will be no need for checking this criterion). 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.5. Reconstruction of dam-break wetting-drying front; (a) first order; (b) second order. 

5.2.4.4.3 Wet cell drying 

Equation (5.24) limits the water depth at very shallow cells. During wetting-drying process, these 

shallow cells are identified and marked as dry cells; i.e. dry-exterior, dry-boundary or, dry-island 

regarding the wet-dry condition at the neighboring cells. A dry cell is deactivated, but, the water 

depth at a dry cell is kept untouched. When a dry cell is wetted, its condition changes from 

inactivate (dry) to active (wet). The water depth at the cell is not touched in this process. Thus, 

the process is completely mass conserving, no mass redistribution is required and, in turn, the 

process does not cause any local spurious current. It has to be pointed out that, this process 
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conserves the mass on entire computational domain; i.e. on iterative solutions the continuity 

residual criterion has to be chosen in accordance (always bigger) with the threshold depth. In the 

entire test cases in Section 5.2.5, convergence is attained for ℎY« = 10¾Ò and m� ≤ 10¾¢. 

5.2.5 Numerical results 

Dam break over a very shallow wet bed is simulated in the first test case. The aim of this test is 

seeking a threshold depth for the shallow wet bed where below this threshold the solution is 

independent of water depth at shallow region. In the second test case, dam break over flat dry bed 

is simulated. Two different depths, smaller than the threshold depth obtained in the first test case, 

are examined in the second test case in order to find an appropriate threshold depth for wetting-

drying process. In the third test case, dam break over down-slope dry bed is investigated. The 

fourth test case is paid to dam break over up-slope dry bed. Test cases three and four are devised 

for investigating the performance of the wetting-drying treatment on sloping bed conditions. In 

the fifth test case, a multidirectional dam break over compound dry bed is examined. This test 

case is devised in order to compare the accuracy of a solution with second order wetting-drying 

treatment with a case when first order treatment is applied. In test cases two to five first order and 

second order wetting-drying treatments are compared. 

The hydrostatic vertical distribution of pressure field is one of the main assumptions in a depth 

averaged simulation. Thus, simulation of dam break using a high order VOF technique, where the 

vertical distribution of pressure field is hydrodynamic, is always more accurate. Such accuracy 

can never be achieved when the vertical distribution of pressure field is assumed hydrostatic [31]. 

In the test cases where simulations are compared with those from Fluent6.3 software, a depth 

averaged simulation using first or second order treatment of wetting-drying fronts which is more 

similar to the solution by Fluent6.3 is logically more accurate. 

5.2.5.1 Dam break over shallow wet bed 

In [21], dam break over shallow wet bed is simulated. Various water depths, from 0.1Ø to 

10¾¢Ø, are examined in shallow region. In [21], numerical solutions significantly change when 

the water depth in shallow region is changed, but, the absolute magnitude of the difference in 

numerical solutions reduces for shallower water depths; i.e. near 10¾¢Ø. Thus, there has to be a 
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threshold depth where below this threshold numerical solutions are independent of the water 

depth in shallow wet bed. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

  

(e) (f) 

Figure 5.6. Dam break over shallow wet bed; (a) ! = 0.0125; (b) ! = 0.2500; (c) ! = 0.5001; 

(d) ! = 1.000; (e) ! = 1.500; (f) ! = 2.000; SSD = Shallow Side Depth. 

The computational domain is rectangular, with < = 5	Ø and ( = 1	Ø. Grid contains nearly 

uniform triangular cells with 100 × 20 grid spacing on domain boundaries. The physical domain 

is assumed a quadrilateral pool with free-slip wall boundaries. The pool cross section is 

rectangular and, Manning’s number is assumed 0.03. The water surface elevation is 1.0	Ø at 
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� ≤ 1	Ø and, 10¾¢	Ø and 10¾Û	Ø at � > 1	Ø in every test, respectively. The water specific 

gravity and dynamic viscosity are 998.2 �6 Ø¢⁄  and 0.001003?.Ø ��⁄ , respectively. The 

gravitational acceleration is assumed 9.806	Ø ��⁄ , the initial velocity at the domain is zero, and 

the time step is 0.002823	�. The reference length and velocity are 1.0	Ø and 4.4285Ø �⁄ , 

respectively. Errors are normalized with the maximum error at the first five iterations in the first 

time step and, the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. 

In Figure 5.6 the numerical solutions at � = 0.5 at six different times are shown. The numerical 

results obtained with different shallow side depths, 10¾¢ and 10¾Û, show ignorable differences 

(about 10¾¢ near the wave front). This difference is due to the difference in shallow side depths 

and, it does not increase with time. Thus, solutions can be regarded shallow-side-depth 

independent and, the shallow side depth 10¾¢ can be considered as the threshold depth. 

5.2.5.2 Dam break over flat dry bed 

The computational domain is rectangular, with < = 8	Ø and ( = 1	Ø. The grid contains nearly 

uniform triangular cells with 160 × 20 grid spacing on domain boundaries. The water surface 

elevation is 1.0	Ø at 3 ≤ � ≤ 5	Ø, 10¾¢	Ø at � < 3	Ø, and 0.0	Ø at � > 5	Ø. Other settings are 

same as in Section 5.2.5.1. The initial condition is sketched in Figure 5.7-a. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.7. Dam break over flat free-slip bed; (a) initial condition; (b) time history of the position 

of the leading edge of water. 

Time history of the position of the leading edge of water is shown in Figure 5.7-b. In Figure 5.7-

b, The threshold water depth for wetting-drying treatment is set to 10¾Ò. Numerical solutions of 

the depth-averaged model are compared with the solution by Fluent6.3. In Fluent6.3, PLIC VOF 
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method is used in order to capture the interface between air and water. Same as in Figure 5.2, the 

first order method over predicts the position of the leading edge of water. In Figure 5.8, 2D and 

3D view of the solutions with first order and second order wetting-drying treatment at ! = 2.000 

are compared. As it is expected in a dam break over dry bed, there is no step in profile of water 

surface near � = 7. A step however can be observed near � = 1, the side where dam breaks over 

the shallow wet bed. The position of the wave front in Figures 5.8-a and 5.8-b is the same; i.e. the 

  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.8. Water surface in a dam break over a flat free-slip bed; (a) first order; (b) second order. 

difference between the numerical solutions obtained with first order and second order wetting-

drying method is extension of a thin layer of water when the first order method is used. For the 

region with � < 3 the dam breaks over wet bed; i.e. flux is calculated at every cell face. But, for 

the region with � > 5 the dam breaks over dry bed; i.e. flux at the face between wet and dry cell 

is set to zero. In the research cases (a) and (b) in Section 5.2.2 (equivalently Section 5.2.4.1 and 

5.2.4.2) it is stated that, neither solving the transport equations only on wet cells, nor setting the 

flux at the face between a wet and dry cell to zero can affect the numerical solution (it has to be 

pointed out that there are some criteria; e.g. the CFL number must be always less than one). This 

hypothesis is confirmed since in Figure 5.8 the wave fronts displace the same distance over both 

wet and dry beds.  
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In the literature, the threshold depth of 10¾Û is regarded as an appropriate threshold depth for 

wetting-drying treatment [7,8,16]. As far as the authors are aware, a smaller threshold is 

considered more appropriate. In Figure 5.9 two different threshold water depths are used in 

wetting-drying treatment. It can be observed in Figure 5.9-a that, the error increases when the 

threshold depth decreases. The magnitude of the increase in error is the same in both first order 

and second order treatments. At very shallow wet-boundary cells, the gradient of the water 

surface is almost zero and, as a result, the performance of the second order scheme significantly 

decreases for very small threshold depths. Thus, a very small threshold depth is not the most 

appropriate choice. 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.9. Threshold depth effect on simulation of dam break over a shear-free flat bed; (a) time 

history of the position of the leading edge of water; (b) and (c) profile of water surface at 

! = 2.000; (b) first order method; (c) second order method; TD = Threshold Depth. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.10. Dam break over down-slope free-slip bed; (a) initial condition; (b) time history of 

the position of the leading edge of water. 
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5.2.5.3 Dam break over down-slope bed 

The computational domain is rectangular, with < = 8	Ø and ( = 1	Ø. Errors are normalized 

with the maximum error at the first five iterations in every time step and, the convergence 

criterion is set to 10¾¢. When a dry cell is wetted, it will be initialized. Thus, the convergence 

criterion defined in Section 5.2.5.2 is not necessarily sufficient enough for every test case. While 

the convergence criterion defined in Section 5.2.5.2 is not satisfactory enough for dam break over 

down-slope bed, the convergence criterion defined here is very strict for the test case in Section 

5.2.5.2. Other settings are same as in Section 5.2.5.2. The bed topography and the initial 

condition are depicted in Figure 5.10-a.  

  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.11. Water surface in dam break over down-slope free-slip bed; (a) first order; (b) second 

order. 

In Figure 5.10-b the position of the leading edge of water predicted with the first order method is 

very erroneous. In Figure 5.10-b contrary to Figure 5.7-b, the difference between first order and 

second order wetting-drying treatments is big. This difference increases with time and, in turn, a 

thin layer of water quickly extends throughout the computational domain. Since one of the main 

goals of solving the transport equations only on wet cells is reducing the computational efforts, 
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the non-physical extension of a thin layer of water throughout the computational domain is very 

undesirable. In Figure 5.11, 2D and 3D views of the solutions with first order and second order 

wetting-drying method at ! = 1.188 are compared. The extension of a thin layer of water is 

evident in Figure 5.11-a. 

5.2.5.4 Dam break over up-slope bed 

The computational domain is rectangular, with < = 8	Ø and ( = 1	Ø. Errors are normalized 

with the maximum error at the first five iterations in every time step and, the convergence 

criterion is set to 10¾¢. Other settings are same as in Section 5.2.5.2. The bed topography and the 

initial condition are depicted in Figure 5.12-a. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.12. Dam break over up-slope free-slip bed; (a) initial condition; (b) time history of the 

position of the leading edge of water. 

Time history of the position of the leading edge of water is shown in Figure 5.12-b. It can be 

observed that the difference between first order and second order wetting-drying treatments is 

ignorable. In dam break over up-slop bed, presented here, after a short period the wetting-drying 

condition will be the flooding case (see Figure 5.4). Since in the flooding case the water surface 

in wet-boundary cells is almost horizontal, the solution is independent of the order of accuracy of 

the wetting-drying treatment (the maximum difference is about one grid spacing since with a 

second order method the bed is more accurately reconstructed). In Figure 5.13, 2D and 3D views 

of the solutions with first order and second order wetting-drying method at ! = 2.000 are 

compared. It can be observed that, there is no extension of thin fluid layer and the solutions are 

the same. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.13. Water surface in dam break over up-slope free-slip bed; (a) first order; (b) second 

order. 

5.2.5.5 Multidirectional dam break over compound dry bed 

The computational domain is rectangular, with < = 8	Ø and ( = 1	Ø. Errors are normalized 

with the maximum error at the first five iterations in the first time step and, the convergence 

criterion is set to 10¾¢. Other settings are same as in Section 5.2.5.2. The analytical functions for 

the bed topography are given as: 

	


�


��@ = �0.6� − 0.84� + 1.26� 4.2⁄ 																																											� < 2.8	) '	� ≤ 	1.5
�@ = �0.6� + 0.84�� − 1.5�� 4.2⁄ 																																										� < 2.8	) '	� > 	1.5
�@ = −0.3� 1.5⁄ + 0.7																																					�� ≥ 2.8	) '	� ≤ 5.2�) '	� ≤ 1.5
�@ = 0.3�� − 1.5� 1.5⁄ + 0.4																										�� ≥ 2.8	) '	� ≤ 5.2�) '	� > 1.5
�@ = �−0.6�� − 5.2� − 0.84� + 2.94� 4.2⁄ 																										� > 5.2	) '	� ≤ 1.5
�@ = �−0.6�� − 5.2� + 0.84�� − 1.5� + 1.68� 4.2⁄ 											� > 5.2	) '	� > 1.5

�  

The bed topography is depicted in Figure 5.14. The water surface elevation is given by the 

following analytical functions: 
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�


�o = �0.6� − 0.84� + 1.26� 4.2⁄ + 0.001																												� < 2.8	) '	� ≤ 	1.5
o = �0.6� + 0.84�� − 1.5�� 4.2⁄ + 0.001																										� < 2.8	) '	� > 	1.5
o = 1.4																																																																�� ≥ 2.8	) '	� ≤ 5.2�) '	� ≤ 1.5
o = 1.4																																																																�� ≥ 2.8	) '	� ≤ 5.2�) '	� > 1.5
o = �−0.6�� − 5.2� − 0.84� + 2.94� 4.2⁄ 																										� > 5.2	) '	� ≤ 1.5
o = �−0.6�� − 5.2� + 0.84�� − 1.5� + 1.68� 4.2⁄ 											� > 5.2	) '	� > 1.5

�   

This test case is both realistic and challenging. It is realistic since the bed topography represents 

what one can expect in nature and, it is challenging since the wave front moves both in the 

directions normal to the initial dam (down-slope of the valley) and parallel to it (due to the 

transverse slope in the valley).  

 

Figure 5.14. Bed topography in multidirectional dam break test. 

In Figure 5.15 first order and second order wetting-drying treatments are compared at three 

different times. A thin layer of water extends throughout the talweg when the first order wetting-

drying treatment is used. The position of the leading edge of water is shown in Figure 5.16. The 

difference between the solutions with first order and second order methods is too much and 

rapidly increases with time. The difference in Figure 5.16 increases much faster than the 

difference in Figure 5.10-b. In Figure 5.15, the wave front which is moved in � direction will slip 

down-slope in � direction toward the talweg and, as a result, the water depth at higher bed 

elevations diminishes. The down-slope movement of water in � direction increases the water 

depth near the talweg and, in turn, it amplifies down-slope extension of the thin layer of water in 

� direction. The fact that the thin layer of water in Figure 5.15 contains separated bodies of water 

confirms this hypothesis. In Figure 5.17 the numerical solution with second order wetting-drying 
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treatment is continued further ahead in time. There is no extension of thin layers of fluid and, the 

wave front is as it is expected to be, without any step formation. 

  

(a) 

  

(b) 

  

(c) 

Figure 5.15. Multi-directional dam break; (a) ! = 0.062508; (b) ! = 0.250033; (c) ! =
0.350046. Left figures: first order method; right figures: second order method. 
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Figure 5.16. Time history of the position of the leading edge of water in multi-directional dam 

break. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 5.17. Multi-directional dam break; (a) ! = 0.37505; (b) ! = 0.562574; (c) ! =
0.750099; (d) ! = 0.846987. 
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5.2.6 Conclusion 

In this article, five research cases are introduced and investigated: 

• Research cases (a, b); (a) solution on wet cells versus solution on entire computational 

domain, (b) zero flux versus calculation of flux at the cell face: in order to reduce the 

computational effort, the transport equations are solved only on wet cells (i.e. the solver is 

designed in this way), the flux at the face between wet and dry cells is set to zero and, the 

solver is then applied to dam break cases. The simulated wave front over dry bed is not 

hindered. Also, as it can be observed in a real case, there is no step at the wave front.  

• Research case (c); treatment of negative water depths: the water depth at the domain is 

monitored during the iterations. As soon as the water depth fell below a threshold depth, 

the pressure correction is modified so that the minimum water depth at wet region is 

limited to the threshold depth. 

• Research case (d); development of a high order wetting-drying treatment: The devised 

second order accurate wetting-drying process only implicitly affects the order of accuracy 

of the solution. It also efficiently prevents undesired extension of thin layer of fluid 

throughout the computational domain. 

• Research case (e); finding an appropriate threshold depth: In a dam break over a shallow 

wet bed, the solution is independent of the water depth at shallow wet bed when the water 

depth at the shallow side is less than 10¾¢. The devised wetting-drying process is also 

more efficient when bigger threshold depths are used; i.e. about 10¾¢ to 10¾Ò. This 

property is very desirable since the solution of many numerical schemes oscillates at very 

small water depths. 

In terms of the required computation time, solving only for wet region will be suggested since 

fewer computational cells will be involved. The assumption of zero mass flux at the face between 

wet can dry cells will be suggested when there is no solution for both calculating the flux and, at 

the same time, having a high order wetting-drying treatment. When SIMPLE algorithm is used, it 

is suggested to monitor and correct the pressure correction in order to prevent negative water 

depths. A high order treatment of wetting-drying fronts is suggested since it prevents extension of 
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the spurious thin layers of fluid. When the wetting-drying treatment which is suggested in this 

article is used, the appropriate threshold water depth is 10¾Ò	dØe. 
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CHAPTER 6  ARTICLE 4: VORTICITY EQUATION FOR THE 

SECONDARY FLOW EFFECT IN DEPTH-AVERAGED SIMULATIONS 

6.1 Presentation of the article 

In this section the objective of the article will be presented, as well as a conclusion on this work 

as part of the thesis. This article investigates the applicability of technique which can be used for 

taking account of the secondary flow effect in depth-averaged momentum equations. When this 

technique is used in commercial depth-averaged solvers, together with the insights provided in 

this article, a more accurate prediction of depth-averaged velocity field will be possible. This 

significantly affects the computed results when for instance the software is used for investigation 

of sediment transport phenomenon in a river and all parameters are fixed except the effect of the 

secondary force. By the word “affect” the author means any positive or negative influence. 

6.1.1 Objective  

There are several techniques for taking account of depth-averaged secondary flow effect in 

momentum equations, from simple algebraic equations to moment equations and vorticity 

equations. None of these equations could take the vegetation effect on secondary flow into 

account, there was no criterion expressing clearly under which criteria these techniques are 

applicable and, some of them are function of case-dependent constants. In this research the 

vorticity equation is chosen among others, in order to take account of the secondary flow effect in 

depth-averaged simulation, since it relys on a transport equation and the constants in this 

equation are case independent. The equation is then extended in order to take account of 

vegetation effect on stream-wise vorticity, and the depth-averaged secondary force in momentum 

equations is modified for this reason. After applying this technique to several test cases, by 

comparing the computed and measured data, the criterion under which the calculated vorticity 

based secondary force actually increases the accuracy of the computed velocity field is identified. 

Before taking this step in this thesis, the solver was not able to take account of secondary flow in 

vegetated channels. Also, there was no criterion under which the correction, by secondary force, 

to velocity field could be considered acceptable. 
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6.1.2 Conclusion  

In a vegetated zone both the steam-wise vorticity and velocity are small and, in turn, modification 

of the stream-wise vorticity and depth-averaged secondary force does not significantly affect the 

computed velocity field. The vorticity-based depth-averaged secondary force can actually 

increase the accuracy of the computed velocity field but, some condition has to hold. This 

condition consists of limited depth to width and depth to bend-curvature radius ratio for a known 

degree of curvature in channel bend.     

 

 

 

The article is submitted to Journal of Hydro-Environment Research. 

Moradi Larmaei, M. (2012). Vorticity equation for the secondary flow effect in depth-averaged 

simulations. Journal of Hydro-Environment Research, Submitted. 
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6.2 Vorticity equation for the secondary flow effect in depth-averaged 

simulations 

M. Moradi Larmaei  

Department of Civil, Geological and Mining Engineering, Montreal Polytechnic Institute, 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 

6.2.1 Abstract 

In this article, a transport equation for stream-wise vorticity is solved. The secondary force is then 

calculated using the computed stream-wise vorticity. Several numerical tests are performed in 

order to investigate the effect of the calculated secondary force on the accuracy of the computed 

velocity field. The velocity fields computed with and without considering the secondary force 

effect then are compared with measured data. According to these comparisons, the conditions 

where the secondary force calculated through solving a vorticity equation will actually increase 

the accuracy of the computed velocity field are identified. 

Keywords: Depth-averaged simulation, Secondary flow, Streamwise vorticity, Vegetation 

6.2.2 Introduction 

When a microscopic transport equation is integrated over the water depth, its depth-averaged 

form will be derived. A time-mean microscopic depth averaged equation will be obtained when 

the microscopic depth-averaged equation is integrated over a time interval. Further integration of 

a time-mean depth-averaged equation over a Representative Elementary Volume (REV) will 

produce a time-mean macroscopic depth averaged equation. A transport equation which 

underwent all the mentioned integrations is called a double-decomposed depth-averaged equation 

(Moradi Larmaei and Mahdi, 2012).  
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Nomenclature  

)*, ), coefficients in the discretized equations 

./0  volumetric flux at the cell face �, 

.12 , .3  bed friction coefficient and vegetation drag coefficient, respectively 

'4  stem diameter 

6  gravitational acceleration 

7 rate of production in � − � model equation 

ℎ, ℎ4   water depth and vegetation effective height, respectively 

ℎ89_80  normal distance between two neighbor cells 

� turbulence kinematic energy 

< length scale 

  direction along � or Manning’s number 

� unit vector normal to the cell face when there is no subscript, any unit normal 

otherwise 

�=  unit vector normal to velocity vector > 

J, JK pressure and pressure correction, respectively 

�  streamline curvature radius  

� residual at the domain 

�A flow Reynolds number, defined as �A = [1∗\2A1]2A1 W1∗⁄  
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�A^   stem Reynolds number based on reference velocity, defined as �A^ = [1∗\2A1'4 W1∗⁄  

�, , _, , � cell face area, the area vector, and the area of an arbitrary surface, respectively 

`, a scalar and vector form of the source terms, respectively 

! time 

�, � velocity components in � and � directions, respectively 

\ velocity scale 

> velocity vector 

�, � � and � directions 

|f|  for any vector f, |f| refers to the argument of the vector 

〈g〉T  for any variable g, 〈g〉T refers to its average over the volume of the fluid phase in 

REV 

〈g〉4  for any variable g, 〈g〉4 refers to its average over the volume of REV 

g̅  for any depth-averaged variable g, g̅ refers to its time-mean depth-averaged form 

Greek symbols  

i dimensionless constant of about 1.0 for cylindrical vegetation stems 

� dissipation rate of � 

j  a dimensionless constant of about 1.0 

ϑ° continuity residual 

ϑ normalized continuity residua 
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n  vegetation density 

W, WYZ laminar and macroscopic turbulent dynamic viscosity, respectively 

o  water surface elevation 

[ density 

p Prandtl/Schmidt number 

%, r  scalar and vector stresses 

s general scalar quantity 

O  porosity 

t Prandtl/Schmidt number in general discretized equation for s 

u28 relaxation factor in pressure correction term 

&  vorticity 

ωw  magnitude of streamwise vorticity vector 

Ω volume 

Subscripts  

� refers to the channel bed  

z  refers to fluid phase 

z�  refers to the interface between fluid and solid phase, directed from fluid toward solid 

� refers to neighboring cell 

� refers to turbulence kinematic energy 
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{|  refers to the implicit part of the source term in discretized equation for s 

��z refers to reference value 

� refers to residual at the domain 

�}~, �}~1 refer to REV and the fluid in REV, respectively 

�� refers to secondary shear 

�z  Refer to secondary force 

�, refers to cell face �, 
!  refers to turbulence 

�| refers to the explicit part of the source term in discretized equation for s  

�  refers to vegetation 

�'  refers to vegetation drag force 

�  refers to wall 

� refers to dissipation rate of � 

%  refers to shear 

s refers to s 

0 refers to central cell 

Superscripts  

   refers to the current time step  

J  refers to pressure  
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� refers to the transpose of a vector 

�	 refers to > 

s refers to s 

+ refers to an initial guess (can be from previous iteration) 

∗ refers to the dimensional form of a quantity 

 

Secondary currents are widely studied in literature and have significant importance since they 

affect flow and morphology characteristics. Nezu and Sanjou (2008) observed that, coherent 

structures are related to the large-scale secondary flows. They also observed, when vegetated and 

non-vegetated zones exist partially, time-averaged secondary currents will be generated due to 

anisotropy. Dulal and Shimizu (2010) experimentally investigated the meandering in clay mixed 

sediments. They observed that, bank erosion leads to high sediment transport rate which passes 

downstream and, due to the secondary flow effects near the channel bend, partially toward bar. 

Cieślik, Kamp et al. (2010) observed the secondary flow as the significant mechanism behind 

vertical motion in shallow fluid layers. Since secondary currents decrease the magnitude of the 

stream-wise velocity from the beginning of a meandering, meandering slows down the 

longitudinal dispersion (Dongsu, 2012). Kimura, Onda et al. (2010) observed that, secondary 

flow has significant effect on suspended sediment transport and its deposition pattern in a shallow 

side-cavity. 

When the depth-averaging process is performed on momentum equations, dispersion forces will 

appear in these equations. Though the dispersion forces can exist even in a straight channel (Choi 

et al., 2007; Hyeongsik and Sung-Uk, 2009; Omran and Knight, 2010; Wang and Cheng, 2008), 

the momentum due to these forces is most significant in channel bends where the secondary 

flows are most strong (Hsieh and Yang, 2005; Shiono et al., 2008). This is where the word 

Dispersion Force can be most meaningfully replaced with the word Secondary Force. The 

secondary force source term is normally obtained through solving some algebraic equations 

(Duan and Julien, 2005; Hsieh and Yang, 2005; Sun et al., 2001; Tang and Knight, 2008), solving 
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the moment equation (Wu and Wang, 2004) or, solving the stream-wise vorticity equation 

(Bernard, 1993; Rodriguez et al., 2004). Irrespective of the method used for computing the 

secondary force, the derived secondary force has to be sensitive to irregularity of the lateral 

boundaries, variation in bed topography, presence of vegetated zones, and turbulence structures.  

Among the mentioned methods, the transport equation for stream-wise vorticity is based on the 

interaction of the lateral curvature, bottom friction and vertical non-uniformity, to develop a 

model that reproduces the depth averaged influence of the secondary flow (Bernard, 1993). The 

method is later used in order to simulate the flow in channel bends, both in flume conditions 

(Moradi Larmaei et al., 2011; Moradi Larmaei and Mahdi, 2012) and natural streams (Rodriguez 

et al., 2004). Moradi Larmaei et al. (2011) observed that, the secondary force calculated using the 

stream-wise vorticity may cause an over predicted magnitude for the stream-wise velocity. 

Moradi Larmaei and Mahdi (2012) added an extra source term to the right hand side of the 

vorticity equation in order to take account of vegetation damping effect on secondary flows. In 

one of the tests cases in (Moradi Larmaei and Mahdi, 2012) where the channel was partially 

vegetated, the computed secondary force non-physically shifted the velocity profile toward the 

inner wall of the channel bend. In this article, several test cases are performed in order to find 

circumstances where the secondary force added to momentum equations will actually improve 

the accuracy of the computed depth-averaged velocity field.  

The main objective of this article consists of finding circumstances where the secondary force 

calculated through solving a vorticity equation [i.e. Equations (5)-(8) and (17)-(20)] will actually 

increase the accuracy of the computed velocity field. The remainder of this article is divided into 

two major sections. In the first section, the hydrostatic shallow flow model is presented. This 

section contains the dimensionless conservative form of the double-decomposed depth-averaged 

transport equations and their discretized form. The second section is devoted to numerical tests 

and investigation of the secondary force effect on velocity field. 

6.2.3 Numerical model 

In this section, the governing equations and the discretization scheme will be introduced. Also, 

the boundary conditions and the residual criteria used in this article will be presented. 
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6.2.3.1 Governing  equations 

The dimensionless conservative vector form of the double-decomposed depth-averaged 

continuity and momentum equations can be given by: 

��〈 R̈〉Ë àU �
�Y + �. �O〈ℎR〉T〈>�〉T� = 0 (6.1) 

��〈«�〉Ë〈>�〉Ë�
�Y + �. �O〈ℎR〉T〈>�〉T〈>�〉T� = −〈ℎR〉T��O〈JR〉T� + �

���. á〈ℎR〉T �1 + WYZ� � �O〈>�〉TF�ã −
O@〈r@RRR〉T + 〈a/1RRRR〉4 − 〈a43RRRRR〉4 (6.2) 

where, 〈>�〉T = 〈>�〉T∗ \2A1U , ! = !∗\2A1 <2A1⁄ , WYZ = WYZ∗ W1∗⁄ , O = Ω���M Ω���⁄ , and 〈JR〉T =
�〈JR〉T∗ − J2A1� �[1∗\2A1� �U . Since the dimensionless fluid density is equal to 1.0, the relation 

between the pressure and water surface elevation is 〈JR〉T = 6〈o̅〉T. The dimensionless bed shear 

stress, 〈r@RRR〉T, can be expressed as:  

〈r@RRR〉T = 〈.12〉TP〈>�〉TP〈>�〉T (6.3)  

〈.12〉T = 6 〈 〉T� 〈ℎR〉T� ¢⁄U  (6.4) 

where, 〈 〉T = 〈 〉T∗\2A1 <2A1� ¢⁄U . In shallow flow hydraulics, Manning’s number is usually assumed 

constant over an area much larger than a cell area. Thus, for a practical application 〈 〉T ≈   is an 

acceptable assumption. Following Bernard [16], the dimensionless secondary force, 〈a/1RRRR〉4, is 

given by: 

〈a/1RRRR〉4 = 〈>�〉Ë
P〈>�〉ËP á〈�=�〉T ∙ ��O〈ℎR〉T〈%//RRRR〉T� + 〈«�〉Ë〈â¹¹RRRR〉Ë

�〈2̅〉Ë ã (6.5) 

In [1], Equation (6.5) is derived from a/1RRRR. 〈%//RRRR〉T is a scalar value, expressed as: 

〈%//RRRR〉T = 〈ℎR〉T〈&�〉T�〈.12〉TP〈>�〉TP (6.6) 

where, 〈&�〉T = �.�〈u/RRR〉T� 12⁄  is a scalar quantity with .� being a constant of proportionality, and 

〈u/RRR〉T = 〈u/RRR〉T∗<2A1 \2A1U . 〈u/RRR〉T is perpendicular to cross section.  

In Equation (6.5) 〈�̅〉T = 〈�̅〉T∗ <2A1U  is positive for counterclockwise motion and negative for 

clockwise motion. The normal derivative 〈�=�〉T. ��O〈ℎR〉T〈%//RRRR〉T� is positive when O〈ℎR〉T〈%//RRRR〉T 
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increases in the positive radial direction. The unit vector, 〈�=�〉T, and the curvature radius, 〈�̅〉T, are 

expressed as: 

〈�=�〉T = 〈4R〉Ë
P〈>�〉ËP æ − 〈��〉Ë

P〈>�〉ËP ç (6.7) 

〈�̅〉T = P〈>�〉ËP»
〈��〉Ë〈4R〉Ë���〈4R〉Ë ��⁄ �¾��〈��〉Ë ��⁄ ��±〈��〉Ë¡��〈4R〉Ë ��⁄ �¾〈4R〉Ë¡��〈��〉Ë ��⁄ � (6.8) 

The dimensionless vegetation drag force can be given by:  

〈a43RRRRR〉4 = �
¤����� Á �1/ ∙ �W̅ℎR∇>�F�/M¹ '� − «

¤��� Á �1/JR/M¹ '� = 0.5〈.3RRR〉Tn〈>�RRRR〉æP〈>�RRRR〉æP (6.9) 

Equation (6.9) takes account of total drag force, it is valid for turbulent flow regime, its validity 

reduces in Forchheimer flow regime (since viscous effects will be significant and a linear 

expression has to be applied for the drag force) and, it is invalid for Darcy flow regime [19,20]. 

The macroscopic drag coefficient, 〈.3RRR〉T, is derived from temporally and spatially averaged 

microscopic drag coefficient [21]. The resultant flow velocity, 〈>4RRRR〉T, can be given by [22]: 

〈>�RRRR〉æ = j4〈>�〉T Õ〈«��RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë Ö
� �⁄

 (6.10) 

where, j4 is a dimensionless coefficient of about 1.0 [22] and 〈ℎ4′RRR〉T = Ø� �〈ℎ4RRR〉T, 〈ℎR〉T�.  
In this article the high Reynolds number standard � − � model is used. The dimensionless 

conservative form of the � and � equations are given by: 

��〈«�〉Ë〈�R 〉Ë�
�Y + �. �O〈ℎR〉T〈�R〉T〈>�〉T� = �

�� �. á〈ℎR〉T �1 +
��Z
�� ���O〈�R〉T�ã + 〈`�RRR〉T (6.11) 

��〈«�〉Ë〈�R〉Ë�
�Y + �. �O〈ℎR〉T〈�〉̅T〈>�〉T� = �

���. á〈ℎR〉T �1 +
��Z
�� � ��O〈�〉̅T�ã + 〈`�� 〉T (6.12) 

where, 〈`�RRR〉T = 〈ℎR〉T�〈7�RRR〉T − O〈�〉̅T + O〈7�@RRRRR〉T + .12�〈7�4RRRRR〉T�, and 〈`�� 〉T = 〈ℎR〉T.��〈7�RRR〉T 〈�〉̅T 〈�R〉T⁄  

+〈ℎR〉T �−.��O 〈�〉̅T� 〈�R〉TU + O〈7�@RRRRR〉T + .�� .12�〈7�4RRRRR〉T〈�〉̅T 〈�R〉T⁄ �. 〈7�RRR〉T, 〈7�4RRRRR〉T, 〈7�@RRRRR〉T, and 〈7�@RRRRR〉T 
are given by: 

〈7�RRR〉T = ��Z�� ���〈��〉Ë��� + ��〈4R〉Ë�
�� �� + 2���〈��〉Ë��� �� + 2���〈4R〉Ë��� ��® (6.13) 
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〈7�4RRRRR〉T = 〈`43�RRRRRR〉4〈��RRR〉æ + 〈`43�RRRRRR〉4 〈��RRR〉æ (6.14) 

〈7�@RRRRR〉T = .12¾� �⁄ 〈\âRRR〉T¢ 〈ℎR〉TU  (6.15) 

〈7�@RRRRR〉T = .�è.��.�� �⁄ .12¾¢ Ò⁄ 〈\âRRR〉TÒ 〈ℎR〉T�U  (6.16) 

where, 〈\âRRR〉T = Þ|〈r@RRR〉T|, WYZ = .��A 〈�R〉T� 〈�〉̅TU , 〈�R〉T = 〈�R〉T∗ \2A1�U , 〈�〉̅T = 〈�〉̅T∗ �\2A1¢ <2A1U �U , 

and the model constants are .� = 0.09, .�� = 1.44, .�� = 1.92, p� = 1.0 and p� = 1.3. 

Following Rodi [23], the coefficient .�é is set to 3.6 for flumes and 1.8  for rivers. According to 

[24], .12� = 1.0 and .12� = 1.33 are used. 

When streamline is curved, the centrifugal force causes a secondary flow normal to streamline 

direction. Bed resistance force and gravitational acceleration act on secondary flow and, in turn, a 

helical flow will form. Bernard [16] has suggested that, in depth-averaged momentum equations 

the helical flow effect can be accounted for with Equation (6.5).  In order to calculate the 〈a/1RRRR〉4, 

the streamwise vorticity, 〈&�〉T, has to be known [see Equation (6.6)]. The streamwise vorticity at 

the domain can be obtained through a transport equation [16]:  

��〈«�〉Ë〈ê� 〉Ë�
�Y + �. �O〈ℎR〉T〈&�〉T〈>�〉T� = Oë/Þ.12 P〈>�〉ËP¡〈2̅〉Ëì − O@$/Þ.12〈&�〉TP〈>�〉TP + 〈7ê4RRRRR〉4 +

�
���. á〈ℎR〉T �1 +

��Z
�� � ��O〈&�〉T�ã (6.17) 

where,	〈&�〉T = 〈&�〉T∗<2A1 \2A1U , ë/ = 5.0, $/ = 0.5, pê = 1.0, and ï = �1 + 9 〈ℎR〉T� 〈�̅〉T�U � are 

suggested by Bernard [16]. The vegetation dissipation source term, 〈7ê4RRRRR〉4, can be given by [1]: 

〈7ê4RRRRR〉4 = ℵ〈&�〉TP〈&�〉TP (6.18) 

ℵ = 3� Û�³ 〈.3RRR〉Tn	
�

�� 〈«�"RRRR〉ËÔ

〈«��RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë¡ − �〈«�"RRRR〉Ë»
〈«��RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë + ¢〈«�"RRRR〉Ë¡

�〈«��RRRR〉Ë −
〈«�"RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë
�〈«��RRRR〉Ë � − 																													)]�)��

�〈«��RRRR〉Ë»
〈«�〉Ë¡ − �〈«��RRRR〉Ë¡〈«�〉Ë + ¢〈«��RRRR〉Ë

� − 〈«�〉Ë
� + 〈«�〉Ë¡

�Û〈«��RRRR〉Ë� 															�ℎ� 	〈ℎ4KRRR〉T >
〈«�〉Ë
� 	

�  (6.19) 

In Equation (6.19), 〈ℎ4"RRR〉T = min	�〈ℎ4RRR〉T, 〈ℎR〉T 2⁄ � and, the second most right hand side bracket will 

be calculated only if 〈ℎ4′RRR〉T > 〈ℎR〉T 2⁄ .  
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There is a division by streamline curvature radius in vorticity generation source term, the first 

term in the right hand side of Equation (6.17). The lower bound for streamline curvature radius 

calculated by Equation (6.8) is zero. Grid however filters the streamline curvature so that the 

actual lower bound for the streamline curvature radius in an equilateral triangle cell will be the 

normal distance between the neighboring cells, ℎ89_8ñ . In a grid with arbitrary triangular cells the 

streamline curvature radius can be given by [18]: 

〈�̅〉T = Ø)�	 ¶〈�̅〉T, ∑ «¬9_¬0»0¼½
¢ º (6.20) 

where, 〈�̅〉T in the right hand side of Equation (6.20) is given by Equation (6.8). 

6.2.3.2 Discretization scheme 

SIMPLE algorithm is used for the coupling between pressure and velocity field. In SIMPLE 

algorithm continuity equation [Equation (6.1)] is converted into a pressure correction equation. 

Momentum equations are solved with an initial guessed pressure and velocity field. The derived 

velocity field is then used in the pressure correction equation. The obtained pressure correction 

corrects the pressure and velocity field, other scalars will be solved, and the solution continues in 

the next iteration until convergence is attained. The correction to pressure and velocity at any cell 

is given by:  

〈JR〉T = 〈J±RRRR〉T + 〈JK� 〉T (6.21) 

〈>�〉æ = 〈>±RRRR〉T − ò〈«�〉ËÔ »⁄
¥9¦ ∇�O〈JK� 〉T� (6.22) 

Convective terms are discretized using first order upwind scheme, Green’s theorem is used for 

the calculation of the gradient at cell-center, and the two point method for the calculation of 

gradient at the cell face. The discretized pressure correction equation then can be expressed as: 

)*̈ 〈JK� 〉*T = ∑ ),̈ 〈JK� 〉,T¢,ª� − 〈m°� 〉T (6.23) 

),̈ = ¹0〈«�〉¹0Ë /0
�«¬9_¬0  �¤〈«�〉ËÔ »⁄

¥9¦ �
*
+ �¤〈«�〉ËÔ »⁄

¥9¦ �
,
!O, (6.24) 

)*̈ = O*∑ �¹0〈«�〉¹0Ë /0
�«¬9_¬0  �¤〈«�〉ËÔ »⁄

¥9¦ �
*
+ �¤〈«�〉ËÔ »⁄

¥9¦ �
,
!"¢,ª� + ¤99

à∆Y  (6.25) 
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In a triangular grid the discretized equation for the variable 〈sR〉T can be written as:  

)*|〈sR〉*T = ∑ ),|¢,ª� 〈sR〉,T + 〈`�ÐRRRRR〉T (6.26) 

)*| = 〈ℎR〉*T Ü½ #∑ ¯〈.̅〉/0T , 0°¢,ª� + 9
�� ∑ $á〈«�〉Ë��±��Z ²⁄ �ã¹0/0

«¬9_¬0 %¢,ª� &− 〈`-ÐRRRRR〉T (6.27) 

),| = 〈ℎR〉*T Ü½ #¯−〈.̅〉/0T , 0° + 0á〈«�〉Ë��±��Z ²⁄ �ã¹0/0
��«¬9_¬0 & (6.28) 

where, ¯〈.̅〉/0T , 0° denotes the maximum of 〈.̅〉/0T  and 0. In Equations (6.27) and (6.28) t takes the 

values 1.0, p�, p�, and 1.0 for momentum, turbulence kinematic energy, turbulence dissipation 

rate, and vorticity equations, respectively. In Equations. (6.27) and (6.28) i� takes the values 

1 3⁄ , 1 3⁄ , 17 12⁄ , and 1 6⁄  for momentum, turbulence kinematic energy, turbulence dissipation 

rate, and vorticity equations, respectively.  

A Rhie and Chow [25] type pressure interpolation technique is applied in order to obtain a mass 

conserving velocity at the cell face. Thus, the continuity residual can be expressed as:  

〈m°� 〉T = ∑ ¶�〈>�〉Ë¥9¦�9±�〈>�〉Ë¥9¦�0�¥9¦�9±�¥9¦�0 O/0〈ℎR〉/0T . _, − u28),̈ Õ〈JR〉,T − 90 〈JR〉*T Öº¢,ª� + ¤9
à∆Y áO〈J±RRRR〉T −

�O〈JR〉T�H¾�'* (6.29) 

In Equation (6.29), the relaxation factor, u28, is set to 1.0 [26]. Source terms are discretized 

according to [18]. 

6.2.3.3 Boundary conditions 

The employed boundary conditions are the velocity inlet, the constant pressure (or equivalently, 

the water surface elevation) boundary, and the wall condition. Variables have to be known at the 

inlet. At the constant pressure boundary, it is assumed that the gradient of variables is zero, 

except for velocity components and pressure. Following Versteeg and Malalasekera [27], in order 

to derive the velocity components, mass is locally conserved at the cells adjacent to the constant 

pressure boundary where pressure is fixed. The standard wall function approach [28] is applied to 

the momentum and turbulence model equations. 
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6.2.3.4 Residuals 

In Section 6.2.4, residuals are calculated in two different ways: the scaled residual, and the 

normalized residual. The continuity residual is given by:  

〈m�RRR〉T = ∑ P〈È°RRR〉ËPÉ¬�ÊÊË¼½
〈È¸�M°RRRRRRR〉Ë  (6.30) 

For a scaled error, 〈m2A1°RRRRRR〉T is the volumetric inlet discharge. For a normalized error, 〈m2A1°RRRRRR〉T is the 

largest absolute magnitude of the continuity residual in the first five iterations. The residual for 

any variable, 〈sR〉T, is expressed as: 

〈�|RRRR〉T = ∑ Ï∑ ¥0Ð»0¼½ 〈|� 〉0Ë±/¦Ð¾¥9Ð〈|� 〉9Ë ÏÉ¬�ÊÊË¼½
〈�¸�MRRRRRRR〉Ë  (6.31) 

where, for scaled errors, 〈�2A1RRRRRR〉T = ∑ P)*|〈sR〉*T PÑ¬�ÊÊTª� , and for normalized errors, 〈�2A1RRRRRR〉T is the 

largest absolute magnitude of the s residual in the first five iterations. 

6.2.4 Numerical results 

This section contains five different test cases in order to investigate the conditions where the 

calculated secondary force improves the accuracy of the computed velocity field. 

6.2.4.1 Steffler (1984) test 

In the experiment performed in [29], the side walls were galvanized sheet metal. Therefore, the 

smooth but no-slip condition is assumed on side walls. Manning’s number is 0.0125 � Ø� ¢⁄⁄ , the 

water depth at the outlet is 0.061	m, the total discharge at the inlet is 0.0235	Ø¢ �⁄ , and the bed 

slope is 0.00083. The reference length, <2A1, is 0.061	Ø and, the reference velocity, \2A1, is 

0.36	Ø �⁄ . The water specific gravity and dynamic viscosity are 998.2 �6 Ø¢⁄  and 

0.001003?.Ø ��⁄ , respectively. Errors are normalized and, the convergence criterion is set to 

10¾¢. The grid contains 18398 nearly uniform unstructured triangular elements and, the number 

of the cells in channel cross section is about 20. The geometrical details together with some 

hydraulic parameters of the channel are depicted in Figure 6.1. 

Profile of stream-wise velocity at different sections is presented in Figure 6.2. Section 0° is at the 

straight part of the channel. At this section, the computed velocity profiles with and without 
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considering the secondary force effect are exactly similar. At section 60°, the computed velocity 

profile is more accurate when the secondary force effect is considered. At section 120°, the 

accuracy of the computed velocity profiles are nearly the same. At other sections, when the 

secondary force effect is considered, the magnitude of the stream-wise velocity near the inner 

wall is highly over predicted. 

 

Figure 6.1. Geometrical detail in Steffler’s [29] test. 

   

   

Figure 6.2. Profile of streamwise velocity in Steffler [29] bend at different sections. 
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no-slip condition is assumed on side walls. Manning’s number is 0.024 � Ø� ¢⁄⁄ , the water depth 

at the outlet is 0.1412	Ø, the total discharge at the inlet is 0.19	Ø¢ �⁄ , and the bed slope is zero. 
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The reference length, <2A1, is 0.1412	Ø and, the reference velocity, \2A1, is 0.5198Ø �⁄ . The 

water physical properties are same as in Section 6.2.4.1. Errors are normalized and, the 

convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. The grid contains 10496 nearly uniform unstructured 

triangular elements, the number of the cells in channel cross section is about 17, and the average 

grid spacing is 0.71. The geometrical details together with some hydraulic parameters of the 

channel are depicted in Figure 6.3. 

 

Figure 6.3. Geometrical detail in De Vriend’s [30] test. 

Profiles of stream-wise velocity are presented in Figure 6.4. In entire sections except section 45°, 
the computed velocity profile without considering the secondary force effect in momentum 
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channel in Section 6.2.4.1 reveals that, the main difference is in the magnitude of the water 

depths. In Section 6.2.4.1, the water depth is very small and the channel width to depth ratio is 

very high. Thus, the assumption of a shallow flow is more valid in Steffler’s test compared with 

the De Vriend’s test. 
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Figure 6.4. Profiles of streamwise velocity in De Vriend’s [30] bend at different sections. 

6.2.4.3 Tominaga et al. (1998) type tests 

The experimental test is performed by Tominaga et al. [31]. The flow Reynolds number is 

2.65 × 10÷ with <2A1 = 0.9	Ø and \2A1 = 0.296296Ø �⁄ . Bed slope is assumed zero, 

vegetation stem diameter is 0.005	Ø, and the emergent stems are uniformly arranged with a 

spacing equal to 0.05	Ø. Manning’s number is 0.015	 � Ø� ¢⁄⁄ , and the total inlet discharge is 

0.04Ø¢ �⁄ .  Errors are scaled, and the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. Other details are as in 

Section 6.2.4.1. Following [31] the drag coefficient is calculated as:  

〈.3RRR〉T ≈ ¶�10¢ �A⁄ �*.�÷																																																																														zy�	�AL ≤ 10¢
Ø� �0.79 + d�10¾¢�A − 2� 20.5⁄ e�, 1.15�				zy�	10¢ ≤ �AL ≤ 4 × 10Ò �  

Test cases include the channel in Figure 6.5 where only a narrow band at the centerline of the 

channel bend is vegetated and, the same channel as the one in Figure 6.5 where the width of the 

vegetated zone is assumed equal to the width of the channel. 

 

Figure 6.5. Geometrical detail in Tominaga et al. [31] test. 
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6.2.4.3.1 Partially vegetated channel bend 

In this test, the number of grid points in transverse direction is about 40. The velocity profiles at 

four different sections are shown in Figure 6.6. When the secondary force is computed, the 

magnitude of the stream-wise velocity in section 2 is slightly more accurate. In sections 3 and 4, 

calculation of the secondary force highly shifts the velocity profiles toward the inner wall. In 

Figure 6.6, damping of stream-wise vorticity by vegetation has no effect on velocity profiles. It 

can be due to the small thickness of the vegetated zone or the small magnitude of the streamwise 

velocity in vegetated band. In order to investigate the effect of these parameters the whole 

channel cross section in Section 6.2.4.3.2 is vegetated. 

  

  

Figure 6.6. Secondary force effect on velocity profile in Tominaga et al. [31] test; DI means, 

damping of vorticity due to vegetation zone is included. 
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streamwise velocity in vegetated zones in Figure 6.6. Even though, the computed velocity 

profiles in Figure 6.7 are exactly similar. The profile of water surface is presented in Figure 6.8. 

In this figure a high drop in the magnitude of the water surface elevation can be observed at the 

channel bend in streamwise direction. The consequence of this drop in water surface elevation is 

acceleration of water. This streamwise acceleration of water can be clearly observed in Figure 6.7 

where the velocity magnitude in section 4 is more than the velocity magnitude in section 1. Since 

the force due to the hydrostatic pressure gradient is much bigger than the force due to the 

secondary force, the computed velocity profiles in Figure 6.7 are similar; i.e. the secondary force 

effect is ignorable. 

  

  

Figure 6.7. Secondary force effect on velocity profile in Tominaga et al. [31] channel where, the 

width of vegetation zone is assumed equal to the width of the channel; DI means, damping of 

vorticity due to vegetation zone is included. 
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arranged in a staggered manner. The number of grid points in transverse direction is about 40. 

Errors are scaled, and the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. The geometrical details together 

with some hydraulic parameters of the channel are depicted in Figure 6.9. Other details are as in 

Section 6.2.4.1. 

 

Figure 6.8. Profile of water surface for a Tominaga et al. [31] type channel where the whole cross 

section at channel bend is vegetated. 

 

Figure 6.9. Geometrical detail in alternate vegetated zones test case. 
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Figure 6.10. Velocity profiles in the channel with alternate vegetated zones at �A^ = 5000. 
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to bend radius ratio is less than 0.015. 
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Figure 6.11. Maximum bend angles in degree, where the application of vorticity based secondary 

force will actually increase the accuracy of the computed velocity field. 

6.2.6 Conclusion 

In this article, vorticity equation is solved in order to compute the stream-wise vorticity. The 

computed stream-wise vorticity is then used for calculating the secondary force. It is indicated 

that, the calculated secondary force improves the accuracy of the computed velocity field where 

both the depth to width and depth to bend radius ratios are very small. It is shown that, even for a 

higher magnitude of the depth to width ratio, the calculated secondary force improves the 

accuracy of the computed velocity field if the channel bend is short. Though the vegetation 

induced damping source term in vorticity equation reduces the absolute magnitude of the stream-

wise vorticity, its consequent effect on secondary force has little effect on a depth-averaged 

simulation. It is indicated that, in a channel with fully vegetated cross section where the extent of 

the vegetated zone in stream-wise direction is less than the channel length, the gradient of water 

surface elevation in vegetated zone will be high. In such cases, since the magnitude of the 

secondary force will not be comparable with hydrostatic pressure force, the secondary force 

effect can be ignored. It is shown that, the calculated secondary force even alters the velocity 

field when the streamline is curved through the presence of a vegetated zone. The secondary 

force due to the presence of a vegetated zone is found to have less influence on velocity profile 

compared with the cases where the secondary force is due to channel bends. 
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CHAPTER 7  ARTICLE 5: DEPTH-AVERAGED TURBULENT HEAT 

AND FLUID FLOW IN A VEGETATED POROUS MEDIUM 

7.1 Presentation of the article 

In this section the objective of the article will be presented, as well as a conclusion on this work 

as part of the thesis. In this research, the most recent advances in porous media science are 

applied to partially vegetated channels. Together with the authors’ scientific contributions in this 

field, which are presented in this chapter, an accurate prediction of thermal and hydrodynamic 

fields in vegetated zones now is possible. This can be used, for instance, for the investigation of 

thermal pollution due to a power plant near a river or lake. 

7.1.1 Objective  

As far as the authors are aware, the heat transfer under forced convection has never been 

numerically investigated in partially vegetated channels using porous media science. Even in 

porous media science there are still many numerical aspects which demand attention. For 

instance, several researchers made efforts to improve the near wall treatment in porous zones. In 

this research several numerical models are suggested which can be used in the general field of 

porous media as well as vegetated zones. Efforts are also made in this research to investigate the 

effect of discontinuity in porosity on temperature field, as well as the effect of laminar thermal 

dispersion, and applicability of a high Reynolds number turbulence model to partially vegetated 

porous zones. An important problem in partially porous media is that, the turbulence strength in 

the porous zone hardly follows the turbulence characteristics in the main channel. Though, there 

are several turbulence models which are developed for uniformly porous media, neither these 

models nor the high Reynolds number turbulence models (regarding the fact that, in any 

customary turbulence model the model constants are not calibrated for porous media) are 

applicable to a partially porous media. As a result, it will be a valuable research to investigate the 

conditions under which a high Reynolds number turbulence model which is usually used in 

conjunction with shallow flow equations can be applied. After this research, the solver which is 

developed in this thesis can be applied to problems which include heat transfer in vegetated zones 

such as the thermal pollution in a river. 
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7.1.2 Conclusion  

Neither the laminar thermal dispersion, nor the heat flux due to porosity gradient has significant 

effect on temperature field when a high Reynolds number turbulence model can be applied. There 

is a region right downstream of every vegetated zone where the turbulence kinematic energy has 

its minimum magnitude. Such regions are where the universal wall normal distance has its 

minimum value, and a high Reynolds number turbulence model may not be applicable if 

vegetation density is high. It is observed that, application of porous media science to partially 

vegetated channels highly increases the accuracy of the computed velocity field.  
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7.2 Depth-averaged turbulent heat and fluid flow in a vegetated porous 

medium 

M. Moradi Larmaei and Tew-Fik Mahdi 

Department of Civil, Geological and Mining Engineering, Montreal Polytechnic Institute, 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 

7.2.1 Abstract 

In this article, the latest developments of porous media science are used in order to simulate heat 

and fluid flow in a non-flexible vegetated porous media. Vegetation porosity and density at the 

domain interior are redefined. The same strategy is then applied in order to define the boundary 

porosity near the bed and water surface. Regarding the vegetation arrangement in natural streams 

and flumes, three different models are suggested for calculating the porosity near other 

boundaries. The microscopic time-mean secondary force in momentum equations is modified for 

a vegetated porous media and its macroscopic form is derived. A dissipation source term is 

derived and, it is added to vorticity equation in order to take account of vegetation damping effect 

on secondary flows. The effect of this dissipation source term on the absolute magnitude of 

vorticity and velocity field is then investigated. Application of a high Reynolds number 

turbulence model to turbulent flow in partially vegetated open channels is numerically examined. 

A model is suggested for taking account of vegetation material on heat flux through walls in a 

vegetated porous media. The thermal diffusion due to the porosity gradient is modeled and, the 

contribution of this porosity-induced heat flux on temperature field is investigated. The effect of 

laminar thermal dispersion on temperature field is also investigated at low stem Reynolds 

number. 

Keywords: Double-decomposition, Depth-averaged simulation, Vegetation, Porous media, Heat 

transfer 
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Nomenclature  

)*, ), coefficients in the discretized equations 

�-  specific heat capacity 

./0  volumetric flux at the cell face �, 

.12 , .3  bed friction coefficient and vegetation drag coefficient, respectively 

'4  stem diameter 

6  gravitational acceleration 

7 rate of production in � − � model equation 

ℎ, ℎ4   water depth and vegetation effective height, respectively 

ℎ89_80  normal distance between two neighbor cells 

(4  spacing between vegetation stems 

� turbulence kinematic energy 

:,;  thermal conductivity and the thermal conductivity tensor 

< length scale 

  direction along � or Manning’s number 

� unit vector normal to the cell face when there is no subscript, any unit normal 

otherwise 

�=  unit vector normal to velocity vector > 

J, JK pressure and pressure correction, respectively 
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JAL   stem Peclet number, defined as JAL = �-M∗ OP〈>4RRRR〉T∗P'4∗ :1∗U  

JAV   cavity Peclet number, defined as JAV = �-M∗ OP〈>4RRRR〉T∗P(4∗ :1∗U  

J2  Prandtl number, defined as J2 = �-M∗ W1∗ :1∗⁄  

J2Y   Turbulent Prandtl number, defined as J2Y = �-M∗ WYZ∗ :Y∗⁄ = 0.85 

�  streamline curvature radius  

� residual at the domain 

�A flow Reynolds number, defined as �A = [1∗\2A1]2A1 W1∗⁄  

�A^   stem Reynolds number based on reference velocity, defined as �A^ = [1∗\2A1'4 W1∗⁄  

�AL  stem Reynolds number based on resultant velocity, defined as �AL = [1∗〈>4RRRR〉T∗'4∗ W1∗U . 

�, , _, , � cell face area, the area vector, and the area of an arbitrary surface, respectively 

`, a Scalar and vector form of the source terms, respectively 

! time 

�  temperature 

�, � velocity components in � and � directions, respectively 

\ velocity scale 

> velocity vector 

�, � � and � directions 

d−e  in figures, it refers to a dimensionless solution 
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|f|  for any vector f, |f| refers to the argument of the vector 

〈g〉T  for any variable g, 〈g〉T refers to its average over the volume of the fluid phase in 

REV 

〈g〉4  for any variable g, 〈g〉4 refers to its average over the volume of REV 

g̅  for any depth-averaged variable g, g̅ refers to its time-mean depth-averaged form 

Greek symbols  

i dimensionless constant of about 1.0 for cylindrical vegetation stems 

� dissipation rate of � 

j  a dimensionless constant of about 1.0 

ϑ° continuity residual 

ϑ normalized continuity residua 

n  vegetation density 

W, WYZ laminar and macroscopic turbulent dynamic viscosity, respectively 

o  water surface elevation 

[ density 

p Prandtl/Schmidt number 

q  porosity-induced flux equivalent 

%, r  scalar and vector stresses 

s general scalar quantity 
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O  porosity 

t Prandtl/Schmidt number in general discretized equation for s 

u28 relaxation factor in pressure correction term 

&  vorticity 

ωw  magnitude of streamwise vorticity vector 

Ω volume 

Subscripts  

� refers to the channel bed  

�y  refers to boundaries 

z  refers to fluid phase 

z�  Refers to the interface between fluid and solid phase, directed from fluid toward solid 

� refers to neighboring cell 

� refers to turbulence kinematic energy 

{|  refers to the implicit part of the source term in discretized equation for s 

J  refers to the nearest point (cell-center) to the wall 

��z refers to reference value 

� refers to residual at the domain 

�}~, �}~1 refer to REV and the fluid in REV, respectively 

�� refers to secondary shear 
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�z  Refers to secondary force 

�, refers to cell face �, 
!  refers to turbulence 

�| refers to the explicit part of the source term in discretized equation for s  

�  refers to vegetation 

�'  refers to vegetation drag force 

�  refers to wall 

� refers to dissipation rate of � 

%  refers to shear 

s refers to s 

0 refers to central cell 

Superscripts  

   refers to the current time step  

J  refers to pressure  

� refers to the transpose of a vector 

�	 refers to > 

s refers to s 

═ refers to discretized form 

+ refers to an initial guess (can be from previous iteration) 
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∗ refers to the dimensional form of a quantity 

 

7.2.2 Introduction 

When a microscopic transport equation is integrated over the water depth, its depth-averaged 

form will be derived. A time-mean microscopic depth averaged equation will be obtained when 

the microscopic depth-averaged equation is integrated over a time interval. Further integration of 

a time-mean depth-averaged equation over a Representative Elementary Volume (REV) will 

produce a time-mean macroscopic depth averaged equation. A transport equation which 

underwent all the mentioned integrations is called a double-decomposed depth-averaged 

equation. The equations which will be introduced in this article underwent the sequential 

integration process as presented.   

Double-decomposed depth-averaged flow in a non-flexible vegetated porous media can be 

simulated in the same way as the double-decomposed two-dimensional flow over an array of rods 

[1-4]. After the research work by [1-4] more advancements in porous media science is achieved. 

The technique the authors are using in this article is mainly based on the works by De Lemos and 

his co-researchers [5-11]. A main difference between the works by [5-11] and the research work 

performed by [1-4] is in the way porosity appears in transport equations. This, for example, will 

affect the definition of the flux at the face between two neighbouring cells. In this article, 

compared to the work by [1-4], the depth-averaged double-decomposed energy equation is also 

solved over a non-flexible partially vegetated porous media.  

An appropriate solution for heat and fluid flow in a vegetated porous media will be achieved 

when the domain porosity is well defined, vegetation damping effect on secondary flows is 

considered, an appropriate turbulence model is used, heat flux through walls is accurately 

calculated and, thermal diffusion is well modeled. In this article, the mentioned characteristics of 

such solution are investigated in the following research cases: 

a) The porosity of a vegetated porous media will appear in the entire terms of a transport 

equation, except the term where vegetation effect is formulated; e.g. the vegetation drag force 

in momentum equations [3]. This term is where the vegetation density will appear in the 
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equation. Thus, either the vegetation density or its porosity should be derivable from the other 

one. When this criterion is not held, the conservation of the relevant fluid property will not be 

satisfied; e.g. momentum in momentum equations. In [3,12] either the defined vegetation 

density or its porosity can be derived from the other one but, an exact expression for the 

definition of vegetation porosity is not presented. Fischer-Antze et al. [13] assumed there is 

only one stem at every computational cell. The vegetation density and porosity which are 

derived using this assumption, or their more complete form as suggested in [4], are hardly 

extendable to a complicated vegetated porous media. The porosity defined at the interior of a 

domain fails to apply in the region near a macroscopic boundary [14]. For a near-wall region, 

for example, this problem becomes serious since most of the important transfer process 

occurs in the boundary layer near the wall. In this article, vegetation density and its porosity 

are defined from a unit-cell. The two-dimensional form of such unit-cell was first introduced 

in [15-17] in order to study the thermal dispersion over an array of rods. Such unit-cell is 

regarded as a basic concept and, it is used in future research works [7,18]. The defined 

vegetation density and porosity are simply applicable to a complicated vegetated zone and, 

either the vegetation density or its porosity can be derived from one another. In the case of 

vegetation density, such definition can be considered as a more complete form of the 

vegetation density defined in [19,20]. Three different near-boundary vegetation porosity 

models are also defined in order to achieve a more accurate boundary treatment. 

b) In order to take account of the secondary flow effect in depth-averaged momentum equations, 

a secondary force source term has to be added to the right hand side of the momentum 

equations. When a channel is vegetated, vegetation will resist the secondary flow. Thus, 

vegetation reduces the magnitude of the secondary force in depth-averaged momentum 

equations; i.e. vegetation damps the secondary force. The secondary force source term can be 

obtained through solving some algebraic equations [21], solving the moment equation [22] or, 

solving the streamwise vorticity equation [23,24]. In none of the mentioned methods the 

vegetation effect on secondary force is considered. In this article, the double-decomposed 

depth-averaged streamwise vorticity equation is solved in order to obtain the secondary force. 

A dissipation source term is developed and added to the vorticity equation for reducing the 

absolute magnitude of the streamwise vorticity in vegetated zone. The effect of this source 
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term on the absolute magnitude of vorticity and velocity field in a partially vegetated channel 

bend is then investigated. 

c) When simulating a two-dimensional heat [25] or fluid [11] flow over an array of roads, the 

available turbulence models may no longer perform well [26,27]. This condition can be worse 

when the domain is partially porous. For a vegetated porous media, field condition span 

�A^ ≈ 0 − ��4000� [2]. At the first glance, a high Reynolds number turbulence model 

should be at least applicable (though the accuracy may be reduced) to a vegetated channel 

with high �A^. This is practiced, for example, in [3,28,29] using the standard � − � model, 

where the wall-function approach is used for the near-wall treatment. In this article, flow in a 

channel with alternate vegetated zones is investigated at high �A^ and, application of standard 

� − � model is examined for two different vegetation densities. 

d) When in a near-wall vegetated zone vegetation touches the wall, the difference between the 

thermal property of vegetation and water affects the heat exchange between the wall and 

fluid. In a uniform porous media the porosity gradient is zero and, in turn, it does not appear 

in double-decomposed one-energy equation model [5-7]. When a channel is partially 

vegetated, the porosity gradient near the vegetation border is not zero. Thus, the porosity 

gradient may alter the diffusive heat flux near the vegetation border at high vegetation 

density. In a partially vegetated channel with dens canopies, flow can be very slow at 

vegetated zones. When �AL ≤ ~300 and ~1 ≤ JAL ≤ ~10, the effect of laminar thermal 

dispersion on temperature field will be most significant [16,17]. In this article, a model is 

suggested in order to take account of vegetation material effect on the heat flux through the 

wall. This effect is important when vegetation touches the wall and the near wall porosity is 

less than one. The porosity-induced heat flux due to the porosity gradient is calculated and, 

the effect of this heat flux on temperature filed is investigated near the border of a dense 

vegetation zone at high and low �A^. At a low �A^ the laminar thermal dispersion effect on 

temperature filed near the border of a dense vegetation zone is also examined.  

Among all aspects of this work, it is especially unique because of simulating turbulent heat 

transfer in a partially vegetated channel using the porous media science. All equations and 

expressions presented in this article are developed for both emergent and submerged vegetations 

but, only the heat and fluid flow in emergent vegetated zones are numerically investigated. The 
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reminder of this article is divided into four sections. In the first section, the dimensionless 

conservative form of the double-decomposed depth-averaged transport equations is presented. 

The second section is devoted to the numerical methods, where the research cases (a), (b), and (d) 

are discussed. Numerical results are presented in the third section. In this section, the numerical 

tool is validated with experimental data. Also, the research cases (b) to (d) are examined. 

7.2.3 Governing  equations 

The dimensionless conservative vector form of the double-decomposed depth-averaged 

continuity and momentum equations can be given by: 

��〈 R̈〉Ë àU �
�Y + �. �O〈ℎR〉T〈>�〉T� = 0 (7.1) 

��〈«�〉Ë〈>�〉Ë�
�Y + �. �O〈ℎR〉T〈>�〉T〈>�〉T� = −〈ℎR〉T��O〈JR〉T� + �

���. á〈ℎR〉T �1 + WYZ� � �O〈>�〉TF�ã −
O@〈r@RRR〉T + 〈a/1RRRR〉4 − 〈a43RRRRR〉4 (7.2) 

where, 〈>�〉T = 〈>�〉T∗ \2A1U , ! = !∗\2A1 <2A1⁄ , WYZ = WYZ∗ W1∗⁄ , O = Ω���M Ω���⁄ , and 〈JR〉T =
�〈JR〉T∗ − J2A1� �[1∗\2A1� �U . Since the dimensionless fluid density is equal to 1.0, the relation 

between the pressure and water surface elevation is 〈JR〉T = 6〈o̅〉T. The dimensionless bed shear 

stress, 〈r@RRR〉T, can be expressed as:  

〈r@RRR〉T = 〈.12〉TP〈>�〉TP〈>�〉T (7.3)  

〈.12〉T = 6 〈 〉T� 〈ℎR〉T� ¢⁄U  (7.4) 

where, 〈 〉T = 〈 〉T∗\2A1 <2A1� ¢⁄U . In shallow flow hydraulics, Manning’s number is usually assumed 

constant over an area much larger than a cell area. Thus, for a practical application 〈 〉T ≈   is an 

acceptable assumption. Following Bernard [23], the dimensionless secondary force, 〈a/1RRRR〉4, is 

given by: 

〈a/1RRRR〉4 = 〈>�〉Ë
P〈>�〉ËP á〈�=�〉T ∙ ��O〈ℎR〉T〈%//RRRR〉T� + 〈«�〉Ë〈â¹¹RRRR〉Ë

�〈2̅〉Ë ã (7.5) 

In Section 7.2.4.3, Equation (7.5) will be derived from a/1RRRR. 〈%//RRRR〉T is a scalar value, expressed as: 

〈%//RRRR〉T = 〈ℎR〉T〈&�〉T�〈.12〉TP〈>�〉TP (7.6) 
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where, 〈&�〉T = �.�〈u/RRR〉T� 12⁄  is a scalar quantity with .� being a constant of proportionality, and 

〈u/RRR〉T = 〈u/RRR〉T∗<2A1 \2A1U . 〈u/RRR〉T is perpendicular to horizontal plane.  

In Equation (7.5) 〈�̅〉T = 〈�̅〉T∗ <2A1U  is positive for counterclockwise motion and negative for 

clockwise motion. The normal derivative 〈�=�〉T. ��O〈ℎR〉T〈%//RRRR〉T� is positive when O〈ℎR〉T〈%//RRRR〉T 
increases in the positive radial direction. The unit vector, 〈�=�〉T, and the curvature radius, 〈�̅〉T, are 

expressed as: 

〈�=�〉T = 〈4R〉Ë
P〈>�〉ËP æ − 〈��〉Ë

P〈>�〉ËP ç (7.7) 

〈�̅〉T = P〈>�〉ËP»
〈��〉Ë〈4R〉Ë���〈4R〉Ë ��⁄ �¾��〈��〉Ë ��⁄ ��±〈��〉Ë¡��〈4R〉Ë ��⁄ �¾〈4R〉Ë¡��〈��〉Ë ��⁄ � (7.8) 

The dimensionless vegetation drag force can be given by:  

〈a43RRRRR〉4 = �
¤����� Á �1/ ∙ �W̅ℎR∇>�F�/M¹ '� − «

¤��� Á �1/JR/M¹ '� = 0.5〈.3RRR〉Tn〈>�RRRR〉æP〈>�RRRR〉æP (7.9) 

Equation (7.9) takes account of total drag force, it is valid for turbulent flow regime, its validity 

reduces in Forchheimer flow regime (since viscous effects will be significant and a linear 

expression has to be applied for the drag force) and, it is invalid for Darcy flow regime [6,30]. 

The macroscopic drag coefficient, 〈.3RRR〉T, is derived from temporally and spatially averaged 

microscopic drag coefficient [2]. The resultant flow velocity, 〈>4RRRR〉T, can be given by [3]: 

〈>�RRRR〉æ = j4〈>�〉T Õ〈«��RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë Ö
� �⁄

 (7.10) 

where, j4 is a dimensionless coefficient of about 1.0 [3] and 〈ℎ4′RRR〉T = Ø� �〈ℎ4RRR〉T, 〈ℎR〉T�.  
In this article the high Reynolds number standard � − � model is used. The dimensionless 

conservative form of the � and � equations are given by: 

��〈«�〉Ë〈�R 〉Ë�
�Y + �. �O〈ℎR〉T〈�R〉T〈>�〉T� = �

�� �. á〈ℎR〉T �1 +
��Z
�� ���O〈�R〉T�ã + 〈`�RRR〉T (7.11) 

��〈«�〉Ë〈�R〉Ë�
�Y + �. �O〈ℎR〉T〈�〉̅T〈>�〉T� = �

���. áℎ �1 +
��Z
�� � ��O〈�〉̅T�ã + 〈`�� 〉T (7.12) 

where, 〈`�RRR〉T = 〈ℎR〉T�〈7�RRR〉T − O〈�〉̅T + O〈7�@RRRRR〉T + .12�〈7�4RRRRR〉T�, and 〈`�� 〉T = 〈ℎR〉T.��〈7�RRR〉T 〈�〉̅T 〈�R〉T⁄  
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+〈ℎR〉T �−.��O 〈�〉̅T� 〈�R〉TU + O〈7�@RRRRR〉T + .�� .12�〈7�4RRRRR〉T〈�〉̅T 〈�R〉T⁄ �. 〈7�RRR〉T, 〈7�4RRRRR〉T, 〈7�@RRRRR〉T, and 〈7�@RRRRR〉T 
are given by: 

〈7�RRR〉T = ��Z�� ���〈��〉Ë��� + ��〈4R〉Ë�
�� �� + 2���〈��〉Ë��� �� + 2���〈4R〉Ë��� ��® (7.13) 

〈7�4RRRRR〉T = 〈`43�RRRRRR〉4〈��RRR〉æ + 〈`43�RRRRRR〉4 〈��RRR〉æ (7.14) 

〈7�@RRRRR〉T = .12¾� �⁄ 〈\âRRR〉T¢ 〈ℎR〉TU  (7.15) 

〈7�@RRRRR〉T = .�è.��.�� �⁄ .12¾¢ Ò⁄ 〈\âRRR〉TÒ 〈ℎR〉T�U  (7.16) 

where, 〈\âRRR〉T = Þ|〈r@RRR〉T|, WYZ = .��A 〈�R〉T� 〈�〉̅TU , 〈�R〉T = 〈�R〉T∗ \2A1�U , 〈�〉̅T = 〈�〉̅T∗ �\2A1¢ <2A1U �U , 

and the model constants are .� = 0.09, .�� = 1.44, .�� = 1.92, p� = 1.0 and p� = 1.3. 

Following Rodi [31], the coefficient .�é is set to 3.6 for flumes and 1.8  for rivers. According to 

[32], .12� = 1.0 and .12� = 1.33 are used. 

When streamline is curved, the centrifugal force causes a secondary flow normal to streamline 

direction. Bed resistance force and gravitational acceleration act on secondary flow and, in turn, a 

helical flow will form. As suggested by Bernard [23], in depth-averaged momentum equations 

the helical flow effect can be accounted for with Equation (7.5).  In order to calculate 〈a/1RRRR〉4, the 

streamwise vorticity, 〈&�〉T, has to be known [see Equation (7.6)]. The streamwise vorticity at the 

domain can be obtained through a transport equation [23].  

��〈«�〉Ë〈ê� 〉Ë�
�Y + �. �O〈ℎR〉T〈&�〉T〈>�〉T� = Oë/Þ.12 P〈>�〉ËP¡〈2̅〉Ëì − O@$/Þ.12〈&�〉TP〈>�〉TP + 〈7ê4RRRRR〉4 +

�
���. á〈ℎR〉T �1 +

��Z
�� � ��O〈&�〉T�ã (7.17) 

where,	〈&�〉T = 〈&�〉T∗<2A1 \2A1U , ë/ = 5.0, $/ = 0.5, pê = 1.0, and ï = �1 + 9 〈ℎR〉T� 〈�̅〉T�U � are 

suggested by Bernard [23]. The vegetation dissipation source term, 〈7ê4RRRRR〉4, can be given by (see 

Section 7.2.4.3 for detail of derivation): 

〈7ê4RRRRR〉4 = ℵ〈&�〉TP〈&�〉TP (7.18) 
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ℵ = 3� Û�³ 〈.3RRR〉Tn	
�

�� 〈«�"RRRR〉ËÔ

〈«��RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë¡ − �〈«�"RRRR〉Ë»
〈«��RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë + ¢〈«�"RRRR〉Ë¡

�〈«��RRRR〉Ë −
〈«�"RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë
�〈«��RRRR〉Ë � − 																													)]�)��

�〈«��RRRR〉Ë»
〈«�〉Ë¡ − �〈«��RRRR〉Ë¡〈«�〉Ë + ¢〈«��RRRR〉Ë

� − 〈«�〉Ë
� + 〈«�〉Ë¡

�Û〈«��RRRR〉Ë� 															�ℎ� 	〈ℎ4KRRR〉T >
〈«�〉Ë
� 	

�  (7.19) 

In Equation (7.19), 〈ℎ4"RRR〉T = min	�〈ℎ4RRR〉T, 〈ℎR〉T 2⁄ � and, the second most right hand side bracket will 

be calculated only if 〈ℎ4′RRR〉T > 〈ℎR〉T 2⁄ .  

There is a division by streamline curvature radius in vorticity generation source term, the first 

term in the right hand side of Equation (7.17). The lower bound for streamline curvature radius 

calculated by Equation (7.8) is zero. Grid however filters the streamline curvature so that the 

actual lower bound for the streamline curvature radius in an equilateral triangle cell will be the 

normal distance between the neighboring cells, ℎ89_8ñ . In a grid with arbitrary triangular cells the 

streamline curvature radius can be given by [33]: 

〈�̅〉T = Ø)�	 ¶〈�̅〉T, ∑ «¬9_¬0»0¼½
¢ º (7.20) 

where, 〈�̅〉T in the right hand side of Equation (7.20) is given by Equation (7.8).  

The temperature or the heat flux at the stem surface is a function of time and space and, it is 

almost impossible to measure it for every individual stem. Thus, application of local thermal 

equilibrium hypothesis to vegetated porous media seems to be unavoidable but adequate. With 

the assumption of local thermal equilibrium between vegetation and water, the dimensionless 

conservative form of the double-decomposed depth-averaged energy equation can be expressed 

as: 

�Ã)±8À���¾�'〈«�〉Ë〈FR〉ËÄ
�Y + ∇ ∙ �O〈ℎR〉T〈�R〉T〈>�〉T� = �

��¨̧ ∇ ∙ Ã〈ℎR〉T;A11∇〈�R〉T + 〈ℎR〉T〈�R〉T�1 − :4�∇OÄ(7.21) 

where, �-� = �-�∗ �-M∗U , and 〈�R〉T = 〈�R〉T∗ �2A1U . The last term in the right hand side of Equation 

(7.21) is the porosity-induced heat flux. In the literature a uniform porosity is assumed and, in 

turn, the porosity gradient term is ignored; e.g. [5-7]. The effective conductivity is given by: 

;A11 = �*O + :4�1 − O�++ O ��Z¨̧
¨̧ �

  , +;3T/- (7.22) 
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and, :4 = :4∗ :1∗⁄ , O + :4�1 − O� represents the effective laminar conductivity, and O WYZJ2 J2�⁄  

takes account of turbulent thermal diffusion plus turbulent thermal dispersion [34]. The laminar 

thermal dispersion is approximated by [16,17,35]: 

��;3T/-�-- = 2.1�1 − O�*.ÒJA. 	 													zy�	z]y�	'����!�y 
�;3T/-�// = 0.052�1 − O�JA.	  y�Ø)]	!y	z]y�	'����!�y � (7.23) 

where, ;A11 = ;A11∗ :1∗⁄ . In a depth averaged flow, variables are assumed uniform over the 

water depth. Thus, the laminar thermal dispersion in a double-decomposed depth-averaged flow 

is quite similar to the one in a two dimensional flow. What make a difference are the fluctuations 

at the water surface. Since such fluctuations are ignored in Equation (7.23), the laminar thermal 

dispersion calculated using Equation (7.23) under-predicts the actual laminar thermal dispersion. 

The magnitude of under-prediction decreases when the water depth increases or, when the flow 

velocity decreases. Since laminar thermal dispersion effect is significant at low JA., application 

of Equation (7.23) in a depth-averaged simulation is acceptable. 

7.2.4 Numerical method 

In this section, the detail of the discretization scheme will be introduced in Section 7.2.4.1, 

research case (a) will be discussed in Section 7.2.4.2, research case (b) will be investigated in 

Section 7.2.4.3, and the research case (c) will be discussed in Sections 7.2.4.4 and 7.2.4.5. The 

boundary conditions and the residual criteria used in this article will be presented in Sections 

7.2.4.6 and 7.2.4.7. 

7.2.4.1 Discretization scheme 

SIMPLE algorithm is used for the coupling between pressure and velocity field. In SIMPLE 

algorithm continuity equation [Eq. (7.1)] is converted into a pressure correction equation. 

Momentum equations are solved with an initial guessed pressure and velocity field. The derived 

velocity field is then used in the pressure correction equation. The obtained pressure correction 

corrects the pressure and velocity field, other scalars will be solved, and the solution continues in 

the next iteration until convergence is attained. Convective terms are discretized using first order 

upwind scheme, Green’s theorem is used for the calculation of the gradient at cell-center, and the 

two point method for the calculation of gradient at the cell face.  
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A Rhie and Chow [36] type pressure interpolation technique is applied in order to obtain a mass 

conserving velocity at the cell face. Thus, the continuity residual can be expressed as. 

〈m°� 〉T = ∑ ¶�〈>�〉Ë¥9¦�9±�〈>�〉Ë¥9¦�0�¥9¦�9±�¥9¦�0 O/0〈ℎR〉/0T . _, − u28),̈ Õ〈JR〉,T − 90 〈JR〉*T Öº¢,ª� + ¤9
à∆Y áO〈J±RRRR〉T −

�O〈JR〉T�H¾�'* (7.24) 

In Eq. (7.24), the relaxation factor, u28, is set to 1.0 [37]. Source terms are discretized following 

[33]. This prevents oscillation of relevant variables when the water depth goes to zero. In [39] a 

dam-break over shallow wet bed is simulated using the technique introduced in [33] for 

discretization of source terms. The simulated profile of water surface remained clear of any 

oscillation even when the water depth in shallow side was as small as 10¾Û	Ø. According to [38] 

the discretization of vorticity dissipation source term due to bed effects has to be done in a fully 

implicit manner and is straight forward. 

7.2.4.2 Porosity and vegetation density in a vegetated porous medium 

The porosity of a vegetated porous media may change during simulation if vegetation is emerged. 

Regardless of whether vegetation is emergent or submerged, its density will change if the water 

depth changes. A well-defined porosity must take account of such variations.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.1. Unit-cell; (a) staggered arrangement, (b) uniform arrangement. 

The unit-cell for vegetation zones with staggered and uniform arrangements is presented in 

Figure 7.1. According to this figure, the porosity at the interior of a computational domain can be 

given by: 
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O = 01 − 13�¡〈«��RRRR〉Ë
Ò〈«�〉Ë.�¡8I/�1 Û⁄ � zy�	�!)66���'	)��) 6�Ø� !

1 − 13�¡〈«��RRRR〉Ë
Ò〈«�〉Ë.�¡ 															zy�	� �zy�Ø	)��) 6�Ø� !

� (7.25) 

In order to calculate the vegetation density, vegetation frontal area has to be known. In 

[3,4,40,41] vegetation frontal area is assumed to be the sum of the frontal area of stems and, 

macroscopic drag coefficient is derived from temporally and spatially averaged microscopic drag 

coefficient [2]. Thus, vegetation density can be expressed as: 

n = 0 Ü�3�〈«��RRRR〉Ë.�¡8I/�1 Û⁄ � zy�	�!)66���'	)��) 6�Ø� !
Ü�3�〈«��RRRR〉Ë.�¡ 				zy�	� �zy�Ø	)��) 6�Ø� !

� (7.26) 

where, i4 is a dimensionless coefficient. i4 is 1.0 when vegetation is approximated with 

cylindrical stems [3]. According to Equations (7.25) and (7.26) either O or n can be derived from 

the other one; for example: n = �4i4�1 − O�〈ℎR〉T� �2'4�⁄ . The near-bed porosity can be given 

by: 

O@ = #1 − 13�¡
Ò.�¡8I/�1 Û⁄ � zy�	�!)66���'	)��) 6�Ø� !

1 − 13�¡
Ò.�¡ 																	zy�	� �zy�Ø	)��) 6�Ø� ! � (7.27) 

In derivation of Equation (7.27), water depth is assumed at the limit going toward zero. Thus, 

vegetation is assumed essentially emerged. Three different near-boundary porosities can be 

assumed; i.e. fully rod-touching condition, rod-free conditions, and partially rod-touching 

condition. In Figure 7.2 these conditions are shown for both staggered and uniform vegetation 

arrangements. A near-boundary condition is assumed rod-toughing if by average the biggest 

chord of half of stems lies on the boundary, it is assumed rod-free if none of the stems touch the 

boundary and, it is assumed partially rod-touching if stems partially (irregularly) touch the 

boundary. Thus, the near-boundary porosity for a fully rod-touching condition can be expressed 

as:  

O@I = 01 − 3�〈«��RRRR〉Ë
�〈«�〉Ë.�8I/�1 Û⁄ � zy�	�!)66���'	)��) 6�Ø� !

1 − 3�〈«��RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë.� 																	zy�	� �zy�Ø	)��) 6�Ø� !
� (7.28) 
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In derivation of Equation (7.28) it is assumed that, the thickness of near-boundary REV is much 

smaller than the gap between stems and the boundary; e.g. in Figure 7.2, 3H ≪ (Ù. The near-

boundary porosity for the other conditions can be given by: 

O@I = 51																																			 																											�y' − z���	�y '�!�y O	)!	!ℎ�	�y� ')�� {)�!�)]]�	�y' − !y��ℎ� 6	�y '�!�y � (7.44) 

   

(a) 

   

(b) 

   

(c) 

Figure 7.2. Definition of the boundary porosity; (a) fully rod-touching condition, (b) rod-free 

condition, (c) partially rod-touching condition. Left figures represent a staggered arrangement, 

middle figures represent a uniform arrangement and, the right figures represent the boundary 

unit-cell. 

Vegetation effect on flow momentum is simulated by means of a body-force; see Equation (7.2). 

When stems do not touch a boundary, their near-wall effect is simulated only through assuming 

such body-force. If stems are in touch with a boundary, they actually reduce the wetted area of 

the boundary. These hypotheses are used when Equations (7.28) and (7.29) are derived. 
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7.2.4.3 Vegetation dissipation source term and the secondary force 

The force acting on a unit height of vegetation can be given by: 

〈a8RRR〉4 = −0.5〈.3RRR〉T 9
〈«��RRRR〉Ë 〈>�RRRR〉æP〈>�RRRR〉æP  

When the origin of the vertical axis, :, is fixed at 〈ℎR〉T 2⁄  from the channel bed, one may assume 

the radial component of velocity vector as 〈>�	RRRRR〉æ = 〈u/RRR〉T: [23]. Thus, the radial component of 

the drag force can be given by: 

〈a8¸RRRR〉4 = −0.5〈.3RRR〉T 9
〈«��RRRR〉Ë 〈u/RRR〉T�:|:|  

The moment acting on unit height of a column of fluid due to this force can be given by:  

〈a8¸RRRR〉4: = −0.5〈.3RRR〉T 9
〈«��RRRR〉Ë 〈u/RRR〉T�|:¢|  

The total moment can be derived as: 

〈;2RRRR〉4 = Á 〈a8¸RRRR〉4:':〈«��RRRR〉Ë¾〈«�〉Ë �⁄
¾〈«�〉Ë �⁄ = Á −0.5〈.3RRR〉T 9

〈«��RRRR〉Ë 〈u/RRR〉T�|:¢|':〈«��RRRR〉Ë¾〈«�〉Ë �⁄
¾〈«�〉Ë �⁄ =

0.5〈.'� 〉� n
〈ℎ�′� 〉� 〈u�� 〉�2 #Á :3':〈ℎ�"� 〉�−〈ℎR〉� 2⁄

−〈ℎR〉� 2⁄ − 																				)]�)��
Á :3':〈ℎ�′� 〉�−〈ℎR〉� 2⁄
0 			 �ℎ� 	〈ℎ�′� 〉� > 〈ℎR〉�

2
&   

After some algebra, the total moment can be expressed as: 

〈;2RRRR〉4 =
�= 〈.3RRR〉T 9

〈«��RRRR〉Ë 〈u/RRR〉T� 0Õ〈ℎ4"RRR〉TÒ − 2〈ℎ4"RRR〉T¢〈ℎR〉T + ¢
� 〈ℎ4"RRR〉T�〈ℎ4KRRR〉T� − 〈«�"RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë»

� Ö − 																																)]�)��
Õ〈ℎ4KRRR〉TÒ − 2〈ℎ4KRRR〉T¢〈ℎR〉T + ¢

� 〈ℎ4KRRR〉T�〈ℎR〉T� − 〈«��RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë»
� + 〈«�〉ËÔ

�Û Ö 							�ℎ� 	〈ℎ4KRRR〉T > 〈«�〉Ë
� 	

�  
Following the method used by Bernard [23] in order to derive the vorticity equation and, 

multiplying the moment by 12 〈ℎR〉T�⁄ , replacing 〈u/RRR〉T with 12〈&�〉T .�⁄ , and multiplying the 

moment by .� 12⁄ , moment formula can be given by: 

G¡〈;¸RRRR〉�
〈«�〉Ë¡ = 3 Û

G¡ 〈.3RRR〉Tn〈&�〉T� 	
�

�� 〈«�"RRRR〉ËÔ

〈«��RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë¡ − �〈«�"RRRR〉Ë»
〈«��RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë + ¢〈«�"RRRR〉Ë¡

�〈«��RRRR〉Ë −
〈«�"RRRR〉Ë〈«�〉Ë
�〈«��RRRR〉Ë � − 																													)]�)��

�〈«��RRRR〉Ë»
〈«�〉Ë¡ − �〈«��RRRR〉Ë¡〈«�〉Ë + ¢〈«��RRRR〉Ë

� − 〈«�〉Ë
� + 〈«�〉Ë¡

�Û〈«��RRRR〉Ë� 															�ℎ� 	〈ℎ4KRRR〉T >
〈«�〉Ë
� 	

�(7.30) 
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According to [23], .� 6⁄ = ë/ ⇒ .� = Þ6ë/. In Figure 7.3-a a sketch of secondary flow in a 

channel bend is depicted. The vegetation damping effect as a function of vegetation height is 

shown in Figure 7.3-b. For a positive vorticity, as it can be observed in Figure 7.3, vegetation 

damping source term is always negative. When the vorticity term in Equation (7.30), 〈&�〉T�, is 

replaced with 〈&�〉TP〈&�〉TP, Equation (7.30) can dissipate both positive and negative vorticity. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.3. Vegetation effect on vorticity equation; (a) an imaginary streamline with a positive 

vorticity and the assumed linear secondary flow in radial direction, (b) schematic of the relevant 

vegetation damping effect. 

If one assumes that the depth-averaged time-mean secondary force is known and it can be derived 

following Bernard [23], the double-decomposed depth-averaged secondary force can be derived 

if one integrates the depth-averaged time-mean secondary force over REV.  

〈a/1RRRR〉4 = O〈a/1RRRR〉T = O 〈 >�|>�| á�=� ∙ ��ℎR%//RRRR� + «�â¹¹RRRR
�2̅ ã〉T = O 〈 >�|>�|〉T 〈�=� ∙ ��ℎR%//RRRR�〉T + O 〈 >�|>�|〉T 〈«�â¹¹RRRR

�2̅ 〉T =
〈>�〉Ë
P〈>�〉ËP 〈�=�〉T ∙ O〈��ℎR%//RRRR�〉T + O 〈>�〉Ë

P〈>�〉ËP 〈«�〉Ë〈â¹¹RRRR〉Ë
�〈2̅〉Ë  (7.31) 

If for variables s and ï conditions sR = 〈sR〉T + sR	T  and sRïR = 〈sR〉T〈ïR〉T + 〈sR〉T ïR	T + sR	T 〈ïR〉T +
sR	T ïR	T  hold, the gradient term in the last right hand side part of Equation (7.31) can be written as: 

O〈��ℎR%//RRRR�〉T = ��O〈ℎR%//RRRR〉T� + �
¤��� Á �1/ ∙ �ℎR%//RRRR�/M¹ '� (7.32) 

If one ignores the second right hand side term in Equation (7.32), since there is no expression for 

that, the gradient term can be given by: 

 〈ℎ�RRR〉�  .2〈;�RRRR〉�
〈ℎR〉�2  
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O〈��ℎR%//RRRR�〉T = ��O〈ℎR〉T〈%//RRRR〉T� (7.33) 

And, the secondary force can be expressed as in Equation (7.5). In ignored expression:  

〈>�〉Ë
P〈>�〉ËP 〈�=�〉T ∙ �

¤��� Á �1/ ∙ �ℎR%//RRRR�/M¹ '� (7.34) 

is the secondary force due to spatial oscillation of total time-mean secondary shear, ℎR%//RRRR. 
7.2.4.4 Porosity-induced heat flux 

When the porosity of a vegetated porous media is not uniform, a porosity-induced diffusive term 

will appear in the right hand side of a one-energy equation model; see the last term in the right 

hand side of Equation (7.21). When this term, ∇ ∙ �〈ℎR〉T〈�R〉T�1 − :4�∇O�, is integrated over the 

cell volume using Green’s theorem, it can be expressed as: 

�
��¨̧ ∑ 〈ℎR〉T〈�R〉T�1 − :4�∇O ∙ _,¢Âª� = − �

��¨̧ ∑ 〈q〉̅/0? 〈FR〉¹0Ë¹0
¢Âª�  (7.35) 

where, the porosity-induced flux can be given by: 

〈q〉̅/0? = −�1 − :4�∇O ∙ �O/0〈ℎR〉/0T _,� (7.36) 

In Equation (7.36), the flux mechanism (which can be compared with velocity vector) is −�1 −
:4�∇O, and the flux area is O/0〈ℎR〉/0T _, . When the upwind method is used, the following 

simplification will have no effect on the accuracy of the discretized equations.  

�
��¨̧ ∑ 〈ℎR〉T〈�R〉T�1 − :4�∇O ∙ _,¢Âª� = − �

��¨̧ ∑ 〈q〉̅/0? 〈�R〉/0T¢Âª�  (7.37) 

〈q〉̅/0? = −�1 − :4�∇O ∙ �〈ℎR〉/0T _,� = −�1 − :/�〈ℎR〉/0T �, ���H�/0  (7.38) 

Thus, the discretization process will be the same as the discretization of a convective term. It 

should be noted that, a centered discretization of the porosity-induced heat flux may produce 

negative coefficients in coefficient matrix at weakly convective flows. 

7.2.4.5 Near-wall treatment for energy equation 

The near-wall REV can best represent the near-wall thin layer of fluid where the heat exchange 

occurs. Thus, the normal unit heat flux can be given by: 
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〈@ÙRRRR〉4 = −O@I �〈FMRRRR〉Ë
�H − �1 − O@I�:4 �〈F�RRR〉Ë

�H  (7.39) 

where,  the first term in the right hand side of Equation (7.39) represents the heat flux from wall 

into fluid and, the second term in the right hand side represents the heat flux from wall into 

vegetation stems. Under the assumption of local thermal equilibrium hypothesis 〈�1� 〉T = 〈�4� 〉T =
〈�R〉T, the normal unit heat flux can be expressed as: 

〈@ÙRRRR〉4 = −�O@I + �1 − O@I�:4� �〈FR〉Ë�H  (7.40) 

When the wall heat flux is known, Equation (7.40) can be used in order to compute the 

temperature at ghost cells. 

The near-wall porosity reduces the accuracy of the solution if wall function method is not 

modified. Using the same hypothesis as the ones used in derivation of Equations (7.39) and 

(7.40), the modified standard wall function can be given by: 

〈@ÙRRRR〉4 = − ×AGB½ Ô⁄ 〈�¿RRRR〉Ë½ ¡⁄ �〈FR〉¿Ë ¾FC�
F∴ − �1 − O@I�:4 �〈FR〉¿Ë ¾FC�

H¿  (7.41) 

In Equation (7.41) the authors made use of the fact that, the heat flux from wall toward vegetation 

stems will be finally absorbed by fluid. In Equation (7.41), �∴ is the near-wall universal 

temperature (in the literature it is symbolized with �±). For the momentum equations vegetation 

effect if taken into account through a body-force. Thus, near-wall treatment for momentum 

equations consists of a reduction in the effective wall area. This will be automatically done when 

the wall area is multiplied by near-wall porosity. 

7.2.4.6 Boundary conditions 

The employed boundary conditions are the velocity inlet, the constant pressure (or equivalently, 

the water surface elevation) boundary, and the wall condition. Variables have to be known at the 

inlet. At the constant pressure boundary, it is assumed that the gradient of variables is zero except 

for velocity components and pressure. Following Versteeg and Malalasekera [42], in order to 

derive the velocity components, mass is locally conserved at the cells adjacent to the constant 

pressure boundary where pressure is fixed. The standard wall function approach [43] is applied to 

the momentum, turbulence, and energy equations. 
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7.2.4.7 Residuals 

In Section 7.2.5, residuals are calculated in two different ways: the scaled residual, and the 

normalized residual. The continuity residual is given by:  

〈m�RRR〉T = ∑ P〈È°RRR〉ËPÉ¬�ÊÊË¼½
〈È¸�M°RRRRRRR〉Ë  (7.42) 

For a scaled error, 〈m2A1°RRRRRR〉T is the volumetric inlet discharge. For a normalized error, 〈m2A1°RRRRRR〉T is the 

largest absolute magnitude of the continuity residual in the first five iterations. The residual for 

any variable, 〈sR〉T, is expressed as: 

〈�|RRRR〉T = ∑ Ï∑ ¥0Ð»0¼½ 〈|� 〉0Ë±/¦Ð¾¥9Ð〈|� 〉9Ë ÏÉ¬�ÊÊË¼½
〈�¸�MRRRRRRR〉Ë  (7.43) 

where, for scaled errors, 〈�2A1RRRRRR〉T = ∑ P)*|〈sR〉*T PÑ¬�ÊÊTª� , and for normalized errors, 〈�2A1RRRRRR〉T is the 

largest absolute magnitude of the s residual in the first five iterations. 

7.2.5 Numerical results 

In Section 7.2.5.1 the code is validated against experimental data of Pasche [44]. The research 

case (b) is examined in Section 7.2.5.2 where, the numerical results are compared with the 

experimental data of Tominaga et al. [45]. In Section 7.2.5.3, a channel with semi-circular 

alternate vegetated zones is simulated. The research cases (c) and (d) are investigated in this 

section. 

7.2.5.1 Pasche (1984) test 

For this test case, the authors used the data presented in [3] for the emergent vegetation test case 

performed by Pasche [44]. Flow Reynolds number is 2.71 × 10÷ with, <2A1 = 1	Ø and \2A1 =
0.272796Ø �⁄ . The water specific gravity and dynamic viscosity are 998.2 �6 Ø¢⁄  and 

0.001003?.Ø ��⁄ , respectively. The gravitational acceleration is 9.806	Ø ��⁄ , bed slope is 

0.0005, stem diameter is 0.012	Ø, and stems are uniformly arranged with a spacing equal to 

0.09474	Ø. The drag coefficient is assumed equal to 1.0, Manning’s number is 0.01	 � Ø� ¢⁄⁄ , 

and the total inlet discharge is 0.0345Ø¢ �⁄ .  Errors are normalized, and the convergence 

criterion is set to 10¾¢. Because of the experimental setups, in this test case the rod-free near-
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boundary porosity model is used. The geometrical details together with some hydraulic 

parameters of the channel are depicted in Figure 7.4-a and 7.4-b.  

In Figure 7.4-c the computed velocity profiles are compared with the experimental data of Pasche 

[44]. As it can be observed in this figure, grid refinement improves the accuracy of the computed 

results near � = 0.6. For � ≤ 0.2 the computed data slightly over predicts the measured data. 

This may be due to the difference between the actual and the reported Manning’s number. In 

Figure 7.4-d, turbulent kinematic energy, tangential stress, and vorticity profile show a pick at 

� = 0.5 where, the border of vegetated zone exists and the velocity gradient is high. The 

turbulence kinematic energy is very small near the wall in vegetated zone. This may limit the 

application of high Reynolds number turbulence models when vegetation density is high. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 7.4. Flow in Pasche [44] channel; (a) and (b) Geometrical detail, (c) velocity profile (20, 

30, and 40 represent approximate number of grid points in transverse direction), (d) turbulence 

kinematic energy, �, tangential shear stress, %��, and the streamwise vorticity, &; P.S., Present 

Solver. 
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7.2.5.2 Tominaga et al. (1998) test 

In this test case, the flow Reynolds number is 2.65 × 10÷ with, <2A1 = 0.9	Ø and \2A1 =
0.296296Ø �⁄ . Bed slope is 0, stem diameter is 0.005	Ø, and the emergent stems are uniformly 

arranged with a spacing equal to 0.05	Ø. Manning’s number is 0.015	 � Ø� ¢⁄⁄ , and the total inlet 

discharge is 0.04Ø¢ �⁄ .  Errors are scaled, and the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. Other 

details are as in Section 7.2.5.1. The geometrical details together with some hydraulic parameters 

of the channel are depicted in Figure 7.7. Following [29] the drag coefficient is calculated as: 

〈.3RRR〉T ≈ ¶�10¢ �A⁄ �*.�÷																																																																														zy�	�AL ≤ 10¢
Ø� �0.79 + d�10¾¢�A − 2� 20.5⁄ e�, 1.15�				zy�	10¢ ≤ �AL ≤ 4 × 10Ò �  

In this test, unstructured triangular grids with uniform grid size are used, and a steady solution is 

performed. The grid resolution effect on numerical results is presented in Figure 7.5 where, the 

numerical data are also compared with the experimental data of Tominaga et al. [45] and 

numerical solution from [29]. In this figure, the grid with twenty grid-points in transverse 

direction is very coarse and, in turn, the predicted velocity profile is not accurate enough. This is 

especially significant near the outer wall. The most accurate simulation is obtained when a grid 

with forty grid-points in the transverse direction is used. Unfortunately manning’s number is not 

reported in [45]. Since in [29] the Manning’s number of 1.5 has been suggested, the authors made 

the same choice to make the simulations comparable with those from [29]; see Figure 7.5. The 

small inconsistency between measured and computed results in Figure 7.5-e then is a 

consequence of the uncertainty in Manning’s number. In Figure 7.6, the effect of secondary force 

on velocity profile is investigated. When the secondary force is included in momentum equations, 

the computed velocity profile is more accurate in section 1 and 2. In section 3 and 4, the 

computed secondary force shifts the velocity profile toward the inner bank. The same 

phenomenon is observed by Moradi Larmaei et. al. [33]. This may limit the application of 

vorticity equation to the channels with low sinuosity. When vegetation damping source term is 

included in vorticity equation [see Equation (7.18)], the computed velocity profile does not 

significantly change (Figure 7.6). In Figure 7.7-a, the streamwise vorticity profiles computed 

with and without inclusion of vegetation damping source term in vorticity equation are compared. 

The vegetation damping source term reduces the absolute magnitude of the streamwise vorticity 

in vegetated zone but, in this region both the absolute magnitude of vorticity  
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(b) (c) 

  

(d) (e) 

Figure 7.5. Geometrical detail, and grid resolution effect on velocity profile in Tominaga et al. 

[45] test; P.S., Present Solver. Results are also compared with those from Zhang et al. [29]. 
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and velocity are small. When the absolute magnitude of vorticity and velocity is small, the 

computed secondary shear will be small [see Equation (7.6)]. Thus, the secondary force will not 

significantly change when vegetation damping source term is included in vorticity equation. If 

the secondary force does not significantly change, the velocity profile remains the same. 

Contours of gage water surface elevation near vegetated zone are presented in Fig. 7b. Vegetation 

drag force increases the gage water surface elevation and the hydrostatic pressure in vegetated 

zone. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 7.6. Secondary force effect on velocity profile in Tominaga et al. [45] test; W.V-V., With 

Vorticity – Vegetation damping included, W.V., With Vorticity, W-O.V., Without Vorticity; 

P.S., Present Solver. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.7. (a) Vegetation damping effect on vorticity; W.V-V., With Vorticity – Vegetation 

damping included, W.V., With Vorticity; P.S., Present Solver. (b) Contours of gage water surface 

elevation near vegetated zone. 

7.2.5.3 Alternate vegetated zones 

This section is divided into four subsections. Section 7.2.5.3.1 is devoted to a simple validation 

test where, the channel is not vegetated. In Section 7.2.5.3.2, a turbulent flow, �A^ = 5000, over 

two thin alternate vegetation zones is simulated. The test case in Section 7.2.5.3.3 is the same as 
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assumed zero. The geometrical details together with some hydraulic parameters of the channel 

are depicted in Figure 7.8-a.  

 

(a) 

  

(b) (c) 

Figure 7.8. (a) Geometrical detail in alternate vegetated zones test case, (b) and (c) Longitudinal 

and transverse temperature profiles in a frictionless straight channel and a frictionless two 

dimensional duct; '!140, '!160, '!180, and '!200 represent the number of time step where a 

plot is generated; P.S., Present Solver. 
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the numerical data obtained using Fluent6.3 software for the same sections. The longitudinal and 

transverse temperature profiles predicted with the present solver and Fluent6.3 are exactly 

similar.  Since the free-slip wall boundary condition is used in this test, the magnitude of the 

near-wall turbulence is small and, in turn, in many cells the computed magnitude of the 

dimensionless distance from the wall is smaller than 11.63. Though, it is still possible to compare 

two numerical tools which exactly use the same scheme, it has to be mentioned that the computed 

temperature profiles are not accurate. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 7.9. Velocity and temperature profiles in the channel with alternate vegetated zones, 

�A^ = 5000, and (4 = 0.1; P.S., Present Solver. 
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discharge is 0.1Ø¢ �⁄ .  Errors are scaled, and the convergence criterion is set to 10¾¢. Other 

details are as in Section 7.2.5.3.1.  

 

(a)  

 

(b) 

 

(c)  

 

(d) 

Figure 7.10. Distribution of turbulence parameters when �A^ = 5000; (a) and (b), contours of 

turbulence kinematic energy, (c) and (d) contours of turbulence dissipation rate; (a) and (c), 

(4 = 0.1, (b) and (d), (4 = 0.025. 
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temperature filed is less significant. The distribution of turbulence kinematic energy and its 

dissipation rate is shown in Figures 7.10-a and 7.10-c.  Since the �A^ is high, the production of 

turbulence due to vegetation stems is high and, in turn, the magnitude of the turbulence kinematic 

energy and its dissipation rate in vegetated zones is higher than the nearby area. There is an area 

downstream of every vegetated zone where the turbulence kinematic energy and its dissipation 

rate have the minimum magnitude. This is where a high Reynolds number turbulence model can 

become inapplicable if the condition gets worse. In this test case, the computed magnitude of the 

dimensionless distance from the wall in all near-wall cells is bigger than 11.63. 

7.2.5.3.3 Channel with alternate dense vegetated zones and high EFG 

Compared with Section 7.2.5.3.2, the spacing between stems is changed from 0.1	Ø to 0.025	Ø. 

As a result, vegetation density changes to n = 5.178 and, its porosity changes to O = 0.855. 

Other details are as in Section 7.2.5.3.2.  

The profile of velocity and temperature at several transverse directions at ! = 200∆! are 

presented in Figure 7.11. In this figure, the dense vegetated zone highly deflects the flow. The 

average velocity in vegetated zone is about one third of the inlet velocity and, in turn, the stem 

Reynolds number calculated with the resultant flow velocity is �AL ≈ �A^ 3⁄ ≈ 1667, which is 

still in fully turbulent region. Compared with the thin vegetated zones in Section 7.2.5.3.2, a 

dense vegetation zone highly alters the temperature profile. In Figure 7.11, the porosity-induced 

heat flux has no effect on the calculated temperature profile. Porosity-induced heat flux is part of 

the diffusive heat flux [see Equation (7.21)] and, in turn, its contribution to total heat flux at high 

Reynolds numbers is significant if porosity gradient is very high. Since a computational cell is 

either fully vegetated or it is not, the porosity gradient increases with grid refinement. A grid with 

40 grid points in transverse direction is a normal choice in civil engineering [3,13,29]. Thus, at 

high stem Reynolds number the porosity-induced heat flux can be ignored. Contours of 

turbulence kinematic energy and its dissipation rate are presented in Figure 7.10. Compared with 

a thin vegetated zone, the low turbulence kinematic energy region downstream of a dense 

vegetated zone is bigger. This will make a high Reynolds number turbulence model inapplicable 

since in many near-wall cells the computed magnitude of the dimensionless distance from the 

wall may fall below 11.63. In order to have an accurate solution, the authors increased the 

magnitude of the turbulence kinematic energy at the inlet; i.e. compared to the test case in 
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Section 7.2.5.3.2, the inlet flow is assumed more turbulent. This can be identified in contours of 

turbulence kinematic energy in Figure 7.10-b. It should be noted that, the vegetation porosity of 

about 0.855, which is assumed in this test, is much higher than the minimum field condition with 

O = 0.35. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 7.11. Velocity and temperature profiles in the channel with alternate vegetated zones, 

�A^ = 5000, and (4 = 0.025; P.H.F., Porosity-induced Heat Flux is included, P.S., Present 

Solver. 
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0.045Ø �⁄ . Other details are as in Section 7.2.5.3.3. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

  

(e) (f) 

Figure 7.12. (a) to (d) Velocity and temperature profiles in the channel with alternate vegetated 

zones; P.H.F., Porosity-induced Heat Flux is included, L.D., Laminar Dispersion is included, 

P.S., Present Solver; (e) and (f) Velocity distribution downstream of a vegetated zone; dash-lines 

are contours of � velocity, solid-lines are streamlines; (a) to (e) �A^ = 450, (f) �A^ = 5000; 

(4 = 0.025. 
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moving flow a dense vegetation zone highly deflects the flow. An oscillation in velocity profile 

can be observed in Figure 7.12-b near � ≈ 0.2. This oscillation is due to a slow moving fluid near 

the wall where the border of vegetated zone exists; see Figure 7.12-e. Such oscillation is not 

significant for the test case in Section 7.2.5.3.3 where the flow Reynolds number is high (Figure 

7.12-f). A stagnation point would occur in this area (near the wall where vegetation border exists) 

if the magnitude of the inlet velocity was further reduced. In vegetated zone in Figures 7.12-a and 

7.12-b, the stem Reynolds number, �AL, is about 150 and, in Figures. 7.12-c and 7.12-d the stem 

Reynolds number is about 225 (which are in Forchheimer flow regime). The relevant stem Peclet 

numbers, JAL, for these stem Reynolds numbers are about 0.9 and 1.5, respectively. In these 

regions, the laminar thermal dispersion is comparable with the molecular diffusion. Since the 

authors assumed a highly turbulent inlet flow, the laminar thermal dispersion may not be 

comparable with turbulent diffusion (this is done in order to keep the computed magnitude of the 

dimensionless distance from the wall above 11.63). Neither the laminar thermal dispersion, nor 

the porosity-induced heat flux significantly changed the temperature profile. 

7.2.6 Conclusion 

In this article, the latest developments of porous media science are used in order to simulate heat 

and fluid flow in non-flexible vegetated porous media. Among all aspects of this work, it is 

especially unique because of simulating turbulent heat transfer in a partially vegetated channel 

using the porous media science. At the same time, four research cases are introduced and 

investigated: 

• Research case (a): vegetation porosity and density are defined from a unit-cell. Either the 

vegetation density or its porosity can be derived from the other one and, in turn, momentum is 

conserved. Regarding field condition and flumes setup, a strategy is suggested in order to 

calculate the near-boundary vegetation porosity.  

• Research case (b): a dissipation source term is developed for vorticity equation in order to 

take account of vegetation damping effect on secondary flows. It is shown that, this damping 

source term significantly reduces the absolute magnitude of the vorticity in vegetated zones 

but, its contribution to the total secondary force is negligible. According to the simulations 

performed in this article, in a vegetated zone both the absolute magnitude of the streamwise 
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vorticity and the velocity magnitude are small and, in turn, the secondary force is not 

significant. Thus, the vegetation damping effect on the absolute magnitude of the streamwise 

vorticity can be ignored. 

• Research case (c): It is shown that, when a channel is partially vegetated, there will be a zone 

downstream of the vegetated regions where the turbulence kinematic energy is low. The 

magnitude of turbulence kinematic energy downstream of a dense vegetated zone can be 

small enough to make a high Reynolds number turbulence model inapplicable. Thus, at high 

�A^ the standard � − � model is applicable only to the vegetated zones with low vegetation 

density. The choice of the appropriate turbulence model depends on the turbulence strength in 

main channel, vegetated zones, and the region downstream of vegetated zones.  

• Research case (d): a model is suggested for taking account of vegetation material effect on the 

heat flux through walls. Some numerical simulations are also performed in order to 

investigate the effect of porosity-induced heat flux and the laminar thermal dispersion on 

temperature field near a vegetated zone. It is observed that the porosity-induced heat flux can 

be ignored when the average grid spacing is more than 0.025, vegetation density is less than 

5.178, and the flow Reynolds number is high. As a good estimation, for the same range of 

vegetation density and grid spacing the porosity-induced heat flux can be still ignored when 

the flow Reynolds number is low. It is shown that, when the standard � − � model is valid for 

simulating a partially vegetated channel, the laminar thermal dispersion can be ignored. The 

numerical results also indicate that, compared to the velocity field the temperature field will 

be less affected by a thin vegetated zone. 
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CHAPTER 8 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The main objective of this thesis is the development of a depth-averaged solver for simulation of 

heat and fluid flows in vegetated channels. The development process was started with developing 

a two-dimensional solver which then was extended to a depth-averaged solver. Many innovations 

have been made for improving computations in terms of computational efficiency and accuracy 

of the results. The steps taken for development of the solver allowed for high certainty in its 

reliability, and minimized the programming mistakes.   

8.1 Two-dimensional solver 

The two-dimensional solver is able to simulated unsteady heat and fluid flows. The solver is 

validated with both numerical and experimental data from literature, it supports several boundary 

conditions, and it can solve both laminar and turbulent flows. In the two-dimensional solver, 

special attention is paid to the problem of checkerboard pressure field. A relaxation factor 

independent solution which is free of any spurious oscillation is necessary for having an accurate 

solution. The Rhie and Chow type technique then is used for having a smoother pressure field, 

and MBLT technique is developed for improving the performance of the Rhie and Chow type 

pressure interpolation techniques. A hypothesis is also developed for choosing an appropriate 

relaxation factor in Rhie and Chow type methods.  

8.2 Depth-averaged solver 

The depth-averaged solver is able to simulate heat and fluid flows in vegetated channels. Special 

attention is paid to discretization of equations in order to achieve oscillation-free solutions at 

regions with very small water depth. TV-LI technique is developed for reducing the 

computational cost in fine grids. This technique employs a simultaneous depth and distance 

weighted averaging. A high order wetting-drying treatment is also developed for capturing 

temporal movement of the interface between water and land. Compared to a first order technique, 

this technique is highly efficient when water flows down a slope. A mass conserving technique is 

innovated in order to prevent formation of cells with negative water depth. Such cells may affect 

the stability of a numerical solver. Vorticity equation is solved in order to compute the stream-

wise vorticity which is used for calculating the secondary force. This secondary force will have a 
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non-zero magnitude where the streamlines are curved. Vegetation is modeled with equivalent 

matrix of stems, and porous media science is used for simulation of heat and fluid flows in 

vegetated zones. In order to increase the accuracy near the boundaries, the near-boundary 

porosity is defined. The effect of this porosity on transfer processes near the boundaries then is 

taken into account in near-boundary treatments. A source term is developed for the vorticity 

equation in order to take account of vegetation damping effect on secondary flows. This term 

reduces the absolute magnitude of the stream-wise vorticity within vegetated zones and, in turn, it 

reduces the secondary force in these zones. The local thermal equilibrium hypothesis is applied to 

transport of heat in vegetated zones. The one-energy equation model then is generalized in order 

to be applicable to partially vegetated channels.  

8.3 Geo-data interpolation 

The precision of reconstructed bed topography highly affects the accuracy of a solution and, in 

turn, sufficient accuracy in interpolation of geo-data is necessary. In this thesis, a tool is 

developed for the interpolation of geo-data into cells’ center. This tool employs three different 

techniques for interpolation of geo-data. Every supported technique in this tool is suitable for 

certain arrangement of geo-data. With three different techniques which this tool supports, it is 

possible to interpolate any data with appropriate accuracy.  
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMANDATIONS 

The main objective of this thesis is the development of a depth-averaged solver. The solver is 

validated and its performance is verified. The following conclusions result from the specific 

objectives of this dissertation: 

• In order to have a relaxation factor independent solution, the Rhie and Chow type 

pressure correction term has not to be under-relaxed, and the mass conservation criterion 

has to be strict enough.  

• Since in turbulent flows the sources of momentum are not exactly similar to the ones in 

laminar flow, a treatment for checkerboard pressure field in laminar flows will not 

necessarily have the same efficiency in turbulent flows. Moreover, an increase in cell 

Reynolds number increases the absolute magnitude of the checkerboard oscillations.  

• The efficiency of the Rhie and Chow type pressure correction technique will reduce when 

the checkerboard oscillations are anisotropic. In equilateral triangular grids LTs are 

perfect and, in turn, the pressure oscillation will be isotropic. Thus, perfect LTs increase 

the performance of the Rhie and Chow type pressure correction method. Pressure field 

will be smoother when MBLT technique, which is devised for enforcing the desired 

property of perfect LTs into the grid, is applied. It is observed numerically that 

checkerboard oscillations produce reverse flow. Thus, they are less likely when there is a 

pressure gradient. 

• Multiplication of transport equations by appropriate power of water depth together with 

semi-implicit discretization of bed source terms avoids numerical oscillations at small 

water depths.  

• According to numerical results, TV-LI scheme shows the same degree of accuracy 

compared to LI scheme. However, the TV-LI scheme efficiently reduces the 

computational efforts at fine grids. 

• Since in depth-averaged simulations with finite volume technique grid usually lies on a 

horizontal plane, bed source terms have to be integrated over the actual bed area rather 

than the cell area. This extremely affects the results when bed slope is high.  
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• When grid allows continues downstream directions, numerical results can be affected by 

false currents. Grid refinement in unstructured triangular grids can break these 

downstream directions down, and weaken the false currents.  

• When Courant number is less than one, the assumption of zero velocity at the face 

between wet and dry cells does not reduce the accuracy of numerical results. For instance, 

the simulated wave front in a dam-break over dry bed was not hindered.  

• With appropriate modification of pressure correction, formation of regions with negative 

water depth can be prevented. Thus, there will be no need for mass redistribution.  

• A high order wetting-drying technique efficiently prevents false wetting and, in turn, it 

prevents spurious extension of thin layers of fluid throughout the computational domain. 

Since with such high order technique wet region is smaller compared to the case when a 

low order technique is used, the computational efficiency will eventually increase.  

• In dam-break over a shallow wet bed, the solution is independent of the water depth at 

shallow wet bed when the dimensionless water depth at the shallow side is less than 10¾¢. 

When the developed wetting-drying technique is used, the appropriate dimensionless 

threshold water depth is about 10¾¢ to 10¾Ò. 

• A model is developed for taking account of vegetation effect on secondary force. It is 

observed that, in vegetated zones the absolute magnitude of the stream-wise vorticity and 

velocity are small and, in turn, the secondary force is negligible. Thus, the vegetation 

damping effect on the absolute magnitude of the stream-wise vorticity can be ignored. 

• In partially vegetated channels there will be a zone downstream of the vegetated regions 

where the turbulence kinematic energy is small. This may make a high Reynolds number 

turbulence model inapplicable to such channels when vegetation density is high. The 

choice of the appropriate turbulence model depends on the turbulence strength in main 

channel, vegetated zones, and the region downstream of the vegetated zones.  

• When vegetation touches the wall, it affects the near-wall heat flux. The diffusive heat 

flux due to porosity gradient can be ignored when the average grid spacing is more than 

0.025, vegetation density is less than 5.178, and the flow Reynolds number is high. As a 

good estimation, for the same range of vegetation density and grid spacing, the diffusive 
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heat flux due to porosity gradient can still be ignored when flow Reynolds number is 

small. When the standard � − � model is valid for simulating a partially vegetated 

channel, the laminar thermal dispersion can be ignored. The numerical results also 

indicate that, compared to the velocity field the temperature field will be less affected by a 

thin vegetated zone. 

• When the assumption of shallow flow is strongly held, the computed secondary force 

improves the accuracy of the velocity field. For high magnitude of the depth to width 

ratio, the calculated secondary force still improves the accuracy of the computed velocity 

field if the channel bend is short.  

• In a channel with fully vegetated cross section where the extent of the vegetated zone in 

stream-wise direction is less than the channel length, the gradient of water surface 

elevation in vegetated zone will be high. Since in such cases the magnitude of the 

secondary force will not be comparable to the hydrostatic pressure force, the secondary 

force effect can be ignored.  

Recommendations: 

• A combination of level one MBLT and quad-split boundary layer grids successfully 

removed the checkerboard oscillations in a two-dimensional duct. It is also possible to 

successfully apply the MBLT grid of any level just outside the boundary layer. It then is 

recommended to develop a grid generator which is able to apply quad-split boundary 

layer grids together with MBLT to complicated geometries.  

• With a high order method, the reconstructed pressure field will have higher resolution. 

This will affect the underlying assumptions about checkerboard pressure fields. A study 

of the performance of MBLT grids then is recommended in such solutions.  

• The solver can work with variable density and viscosity which are functions of sediment 

concentration. SF-Field tool which interpolates geo-data into grid also interpolates the 

data required for sediment transport. An extension of the solver to simulate sediment 

transport then is recommended.  
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• Since the two-dimensional code is available, it can be simply extended to three 

dimensions.  Problems such as investigation of MBLT in Tetrahedron grids then can be 

studied.  
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APPENDIX 1 – Additional validation tests  

In this appendix additional validation tests will be presented. These tests support the validity of 

the solver in different circumstances. In this appendix, W-D.B. denotes the Wetting-Drying 

Boundary, D.B. denotes the Dry Boundary which is related to a case equivalent to the W-D.B. 

case but without floodplains, P.S. denotes the Present Solver, and [-] denotes that the actual 

simulation is performed dimensionless. 

Laminar heat transfer in a two-dimensional duct 

In this test, density, dynamic viscosity, laminar conductivity, and specific heat capacity are 

50 �6 Ø¢⁄ , 0.5?.Ø ��⁄ , 0.6H �Ø. :	° �⁄ , and 0.84 I ��6. :	° �⁄ , respectively. Reference length, 

velocity, and temperature are 1.0Ø, 1.0Ø �⁄ , and 300 :	° , respectively. The time step size for 

unsteady solution is 0.02�. Grid is 10 × 50 at the domain boundaries, and flow Reynolds and 

Prandtl numbers are 100 and 0.7, respectively.  Errors are scaled and convergence criterion is set 

to 10¾¢ and 10¾Û for flow and energy equations, respectively. This test shows that, the results of 

steady and unsteady solution are similar, and relaxation factor has no effect on simulations. The 

dimensionless temperature is defined as � = ��∗ − �2A1� ��Ù¥BB − �2A1�U . 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure A1.1. Temperature profile in a laminar duct; (a) comparison of steady and unsteady 

solutions, (b) effect of relaxation factor in a first order solution, and (c) effect of relaxation factor 

in a second order solution. 
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Lid-driven pool 

This test is similar to the lid-driven cavity test in Chapter 3, but the problem includes a pool not a 

cavity. In this test, the depth of fluid at initial condition and the point of reference water surface is 

0.3Ø, and the height of pool’s walls is 1.0Ø. Thus, there will be no flooding when lid start 

moving. This test proves the performance of the wall boundary condition applied to wetting-

drying front. As it can be seen in Figure A1.3, grid significantly affects the checkerboard system 

in water surface. This figure also shows that dimensionless and dimensional solutions are 

equivalently accurate.  

 

Figure A1.2. Geometrical detail of the lid-driven pool. 

  

Figure A1.3. Profile of velocity and pressure at a cross section in horizontal center of channel. 

Turbulent duct 

This test is similar to the duct test case in Chapter 3 with �A = 4410. In this test, the solver is 

used to solve a turbulent flow both dimensional and dimensionless. The solutions then are 

compared.  
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Figure A1.4. Comparison of flow variables in a turbulent duct; with Dimensional and 

Dimensionless, it is meant that the actual simulation is dimensional or dimensionless, but 

presentations are dimensional. 

   

   

Figure A1.5. Comparison of flow variables in a turbulent duct with free-slip walls. 
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The wall boundary condition then is changed in Figures A1.5 and A1.6 to free-slip and rough no-

slip conditions, and solutions are compared with those of Fluent6.3. In this test, the dimensionless 

temperature is defined as � = ��∗ − �2A1� �2A1U . 

   

   

Figure A1.6. Comparison of flow variables in a turbulent duct with rough no-slip walls. 
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walls. The height of the floodplain is 1.0Ø from reference level and, in turn, they will not be 

flooded. A comparison is made between the computed results for the problems with and without 

floodplain. The small differences are because the solutions are not grid independent, and the grids 

used for the problems with and without floodplain are not the same. 

   

Figure A1.7. Comparison of flow variables in a turbulent channel with free-slip walls and bed. 
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Pressurised channel 

This test is similar to the test case in Chapter 4, but there are floodplains in sides of channel. The 

height of the floodplain is 1.0Ø from reference level and, in turn, they will not be flooded. A 

comparison is made between the computed results for the problems with and without floodplain. 

The small differences in Figure A1.8 are because the solutions are not grid independent, and the 

grids used for the problems with and without floodplain are not the same. 

   

Figure A1.8. Comparison of flow variables in a turbulent channel with free-slip walls and rough 

bed. 

In Figure A1.9 grids used for the channels with and without floodplains are exactly similar in wet 

region. As it can be observed, results are the same. 

  

Figure A1.9. Comparison of flow variables in a turbulent channel with free-slip walls and rough 

bed; grids are exactly similar for the cases with and without flood plain. 
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oscillations slightly increase. Since there is no slope limiter in Shallow Fluent, such increase in 

oscillations is not surprising. 

  

Figure A1.10. Comparison of profiles of stream-wise and transverse velocities in a turbulent 

channel with free-slip walls and rough bed. 

As it can be observed in Figure A1.11, results computed with dimensional and dimensionless 

manner are similar. 

   

Figure A1.11. Comparison of dimensional and dimensionless variables in a turbulent channel 

with free-slip walls and rough bed. 

  

Figure A1.12. Longitudinal and transverse profiles of eddy viscosity. 
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While the effect of the inlet turbulence on eddy viscosity is only significant at the inlet, it 

significantly affects the other flow variables. This can be observed in Figure A1.12 for eddy 

viscosity and in Figure A1.13 for other flow variables. In these tests �� 	= 	4.88392 × 10¾Ò, 

�� 	= 	8.44532 × 10¾÷; �� 	= 	3.614510 × 10¾Ò, �� = 	1.6130884 × 10¾÷ at the inlet. Since 

pressure at the beginning of channel is higher, false currents significantly increase. The case 2 

does not represent a good prediction of inlet turbulence since the longitudinal profile of eddy 

viscosity shows a minimum point after the inlet.  

   

Figure A1.13. Profiles of flow variables for different inlet turbulence. 

   

   

Figure A1.14. Comparison of the dimensional and dimensionless profiles of stream-wise velocity 

for Steffler’s (1981) bend. 
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Steffler’s (1981) bend 

This test is similar to the test case in Chapter 4, but there are floodplains beside side walls with 

the height equal to 1.0Ø. As it can be seen in Figures A1.14 and A1.15, dimensional and 

dimensionless solutions are similar and the computed results with and without floodplains are the 

same. In Figure A1.14, the secondary force is taken into account. 

   

   

Figure A1.15. Comparison of velocity profiles for the Steffler’s (1981) bend with and without 

floodplain. 
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